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POLITY AND GOVERNANCE
1. HIGH-LEVEL COMMITTEE ON CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
(CSR)
News
➢ Recently, the government constituted a High-Level Committee on Corporate Social Responsibility2018 (HLC-2018) under the Chairmanship of Injeti Srinivas, Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(MCA) to review the existing framework, guide and formulate the roadmap for a coherent policy on
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).
➢ According to Ministry of Corporate Affairs, the Committee will review the existing CSR framework
as per Act, rules and circulars issued from time to time and recommend guidelines for better
enforcement of CSR provisions.
➢ It will also analyze outcomes of CSR activities/programmes/projects and suggest measures for
effective monitoring and evaluation of CSR by companies. Suggestions are also expected on
innovative solutions, use of technology, platform to connect stakeholders, and social audit.
➢ It will submit its report within 3 months.
➢ Recently, the Minister of Electronics and IT and law and justice met IT industry leaders to discuss
issues related to corporate social volunteering.
● Over 50 representatives of the IT industry took part in the event.
● The consultation with the leaders centered on the extensive involvement of the IT industry for
social good and development.
● The IT leaders agreed to join and proactively partake in the movement titled “Me to We and Self
to Society”.
Background
India is the first country in the world to make CSR mandatory.
Following an amendment to Companies Act, 2013 in 2014, businesses can invest their profits in
areas such as education, poverty, gender equality and hunger.

What is CSR?
➢ 2% of the three-year average annual net profit is required to be spent by the corporate sector in the
four areas of education, poverty, gender equality and hunger.
➢ If the companies are not able to fulfil the requirement, it has to specify, with the consent of the Board
of Directors, the reason for not being able to do so in their annual report.
➢ Under the Companies Act, 2013, certain classes of profitable entities are required to spend on CSR
every year.
Do all corporates comply with the norm?
➢ CSR has become a kind of brand value for the corporates.
➢ Big corporates with huge profits would be able to comply with the norms though it may not be the
same with small companies which do not have enough profits to do so.
➢ Until now, around ₹38, 000 crore have been spent by corporates as part of CSR up to FY 2016-17.
Benefits
➢ It helps in addressing the most pressing issues of society.
➢ CSR makes up for the disruption caused to the community when the company was established.
➢ Companies have managerial experience which would help in efficient implementation of funds.
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It helps in better brand recognition.
Long term future for your business.
Costs reductions.
More business opportunities.
Positive PR: free publicity and benefit from worth of mouth marketing.
It increases customer and employee relations.

Issues in the implementation of CSR
➢ Profitability Aim: The aim of business is to create wealth and profit. They have been mandatorily
required to spend on social issues due to the law.
➢ Limited experience: Corporates have limited experience and expertise in addressing the
complexities of social development.
➢ Limited resources: Small companies do not have the wherewithal to comply with the law.
➢ Additional burden: All profitable companies are entitled to pay taxes which are pooled by the
government to spend on society. So, CSR is an additional burden on the companies.
➢ Tax laws: CSR is not an expense under tax laws which again become a burden for the company.
➢ Funds utilization: Also, the Companies Act allows for the CSR funds to be donated to the PM’s
National Relief Fund if it has not been spent on social issues, thus losing the motive behind the CSR
funds.
➢ Social responsibility is the responsibility of the government and is being imposed on corporates.
➢ Defaulters of CSR: Though CSR has been made mandatory by the government, the major defaulters
of CSR are the government companies.
➢ Coverage: The MCA data shows that the bulk of the CSR money (almost 75%) is allocated to just
three sectors — education, health (including sanitation and water) and rural poverty.
➢ Duplication of efforts: Also, it has not been ascertained whether there is duplication of efforts in the
same field.
➢ The auditor of the CSR funds is a person associated with the company because of which the
credibility of the auditing process itself is lost.
➢ The MCA data also reveals that almost 40% of the money goes to just a few relatively well-developed
states. This occurs due to the investment of India’s most profitable companies in these states and due
to the law requiring to give preference to the local area and areas around it where it operates.
➢ It is not known how the funds are siphoned out.
➢ Most of the CSR firms use NGOs as implementing agencies. But there are companies whose
stakeholders have stake in the NGO as well.
Way forward
CSR is in line with the UN guidelines for businesses which speak of human well-being as a part of
business.
➢ Community cooperation: Businesses cannot function without the cooperation of the community.
So, CSR spending will indirectly contribute to the business itself as it acts like a brand value.
➢ Deductible Funds: Funds spent under CSR may be made deductible under tax laws.
➢ CSR trust: Corporates may pool their CSR funds into a common “CSR trust” and allow an
autonomous body to manage and disburse the funds.
A common trust would resolve issues of concentration of funds in particular geographical areas and
in particular sectors.
➢ Independent Auditor: The person auditing the CSR funds should be independent body/individual,
not connected in any way with the company.
➢ NGOs in any way connected with the company must be prevented from being the implementing
agencies.
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2. THE GOOD SAMARITAN LAW
News
➢ President Ram Nath Kovind has given assent to a bill, India’s first, which will give legal protection
to the good Samaritans in Karnataka who help accidents victims with emergency medical care within
the ‘golden hour’.
➢ With this, Karnataka has become the first state to give legal protection to good Samaritans through a
legislation amidst the rising incidents of accidental deaths in India, which saw 1,50,785 people getting
killed in road accidents in 2016.
➢ The legislation aims to give protection to good Samaritans and ensure immediate medical assistance
for road accident victims within the ‘golden hour’ and encourage people to offer first aid to victims
without fear of harassment in the hands of police and investigations.
Background
➢ There were around 4,80,000 road accidents in the country in 2016 in which over 1,50,000 people
were killed.
➢ In 2015, there were around 5 lakh road accidents in the country in which over 1,46,000 people were
killed.
➢ There is no central law to protect the good Samaritans.
➢ However, the Union Surface Transport Ministry had issued a set of guidelines in 2015 following a
Supreme Court order to protect the good Samaritans.
How to handle a patient just after accident?
➢ A patient responding to oral commands indicates less brain damage.
➢ When the road accident victims are lifted for being transported to hospitals, people should ensure that
the body is straightened without bending the neck and water not be given even if asked for by the
patient. Water may choke the lungs in case of any internal injury.
➢ People should be educated from school on dealing with road accident victims and rules on road safety.
Benefits
➢ It is the first initiative taken for Samaritans in India and would pave way for other states.
➢ Timely Treatment: It will ensure timely treatment of the road accident victims in the hour just after
the accident called the golden hour.
Challenges
➢ Legalities involved in rescuing the road accident victims discourage people to help them thereby
losing the ‘golden hour’ in which timely treatment might have helped the victim.
➢ Infrastructure is not uniform in all areas of the state. Rural areas lack ambulances and well facilitated
hospitals which would further delay the treatment that can be offered to the road accident victim.
➢ Lack of professional drivers in India is also another problem.
➢ Lack of awareness: Many people are not aware about the rules governing road safety.
➢ It is important to identify the reasons for roads causing the accidents.
➢ Conditions of roads: The roads are not designed for the safe movement of people.
➢ Roads are handled exclusively by the road department.
➢ Lack of rules: There is hardly any restriction on entering the road from any point, putting up shops
on any part of the road or for people to cross the road at any point.
➢ Lack of supervision: Even though rules may be brought about, there is no authority to ascertain
whether they are being followed.
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➢ Annual maintenance of roads focuses only on the black top surface and not on the adjoining drains
footpath and other areas.
➢ Lack of regulation: Street vending zones on the road side and highly dense traffic areas are not
regulated or delineated.
➢ Driving licenses are obtained through corruption and without adhering to the rules.
Way forward
➢ The initiative taken by Karnataka should become a guiding principle for other states and for the
country as a whole.
➢ Road management should be improved.
➢ Roads should have delineated sections for pedestrians, zebra crossing, non-automobile users like
cycles, rickshaws, bullock carts etc., two/three-wheeler vehicles and four wheelers.
➢ Designing the roads should be an activity involving town planning department, regional planning
department and others besides the road department.
➢ Roads should be given importance in city planning or area planning. Land use planning should be
incorporated for areas abutting the roads. This would ensure development of the roads and the
adjoining areas thereby increasing the socio-economic activity of the region in a planned manner.
➢ To ensure that people follow the rules, cameras may be installed in all places which would track the
rule breakers and send fines to those people. Dubai can be taken as an example where the same has
been followed.
➢ The guidelines issued by the Ministry of Urban development and the Ministry of road transport and
highway for city roads in particular and the highways in general should be implemented.
➢ Roads should be given more importance in development, especially in Southern states which is the
main mode of transport and in turn would contribute to the growth of the economy.
➢ People should be made aware of rules governing road safety and pursued to follow the same.
➢ Driving licenses issuing system should be made more stringent and transparent.

3. POCSO ACT
News: The government recently clarified that there is no time bar on reporting crimes of sexual abuse.
Survivors of child sexual abuse can file a police complaint after they become adults.
The Supreme Court also directed special courts to award compensation to sexually abused children on
the lines of the NALSA scheme for the victims of sexual assault and acid attack till the Centre finalizes
the rules.
➢ The Bench took into account that the Centre had not framed any rules under the Protection of Children
from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act on the basis of which special courts could award compensation
to minor victims and directed that NALSA scheme be used as the guiding factor for the purpose.
The National Legal Services Authority had framed the compensation scheme for women victims, for
survivors of sexual assault and other crimes, 2018 which the top court has accepted.
The guidelines have become operational across the country from 2nd October and it will be gender
neutral.
POCSO Act
➢ POCSO or The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO Act) 2012 was established
to protect the children against offences like sexual abuse, sexual harassment and pornography.
➢ The Act defines a child as any person below 18 years of age.
➢ The Act defines different forms of sexual abuse which includes penetrative and non-penetrative
assault. It also involves sexual harassment, pornography, etc.
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➢ The Act also makes it mandatory to report such cases. It makes it the legal duty of a person aware of
the offence to report the sexual abuse. In case he fails to do so, the person can be punished with 6
months’ imprisonment or fine.
➢ The Act further states that the evidence of the child should be recorded within a period of thirty days.
➢ The Special Court taking cognizance of the matter should be able to complete the trial within the
period of one year from the date of taking cognizance of the abuse. It provides that the Special Court
proceedings should be recorded in camera and the trial should take place in the presence of parents
or any other person in whom the child has trust or confidence.
➢ The Act provides for punishment against false complaints or untrue information.
➢ Section 19 of the POCSO Act, which deals with sexual crimes against children, lays down the
procedure for reporting a crime but doesn’t specify a time limit or statute of limitation for reporting
it.
Under the POCSO Act, only 14% of the cases have been reported in 2014 and a mere 18% in 2018.
57% of the sexual cases are happening within the family.
NALSA scheme of compensation
➢ Compensation slab: The NALSA scheme gives compensation slabs for victims of sexual assault,
acid attacks and even loss of fetuses, and earmarks a minimum ₹5 lakh and ₹7 lakh respectively for
women who go through a crisis after sexual or acid attacks.
➢ Minimum limit: A minimum of ₹5 lakh is to be paid in case of loss of life or gang rape and maximum
of ₹10 lakh. A minimum of ₹4 lakh is to be paid in case of rape or unnatural sexual assault, with the
maximum fixed at ₹7 lakh.
➢ In case of victims of burning and acid attacks, the minimum compensation will be ₹7 lakh for total
disfigurement, with a maximum of ₹8 lakh. ₹5 lakh has been fixed in case of 50% burns, while the
upper limit is ₹8 lakh.
➢ For loss of limb or body part resulting in 80% permanent disability, ₹2 lakh is to be given, with ₹2
lakh in case of grievous physical injury.
➢ The scheme provides that in case of pregnancy on account of rape, the victim will get between ₹3
lakh and ₹4 lakh, while for miscarriage or loss of fertility due to such assaults, the amount will be
between ₹2 lakh and ₹3 lakh.
Benefits of POCSO Act
➢ Immediate relief and compensation. It is the responsibility of the judge of the special court hearing
the case, to take suo motu action and initiate victim compensation measures.
➢ The compensation range may vary depending on the need of the victim like medical, educational,
trauma counseling etc.
➢ No upper limit: The Act does not impose any upper limit on the compensation obtained by a victim.
➢ Gender neutrality: POCSO is gender neutral. So, both boys and girls get covered under the Act.
Need for the guidelines
➢ The guidelines have to be used till an amendment is made in the POCSO Act so that the states do not
confuse between the state compensation scheme and the POCSO Act.
➢ The States tend to rely on the state compensation scheme for the cases which have been mentioned
under the POCSO Act.
➢ The guidelines clearly mention that it will be applicable only for women and POCSO Act would
apply to minors.
➢ The SC thus directed for the guidelines to be followed till the states revise their schemes and there is
clarity on compensation awarded to different degrees of crime in child abuse and their compensation.
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Challenges
➢ Treatment cost: The law has casted legal obligation on the medical fraternity and establishment to
provide free medical care to the survivors.
● A session with a psychologist is very expensive that ordinary people can’t afford the same.
➢ Reporting: Often, family members are themselves involved in child abuse which become difficult
for the victim to raise her voice. Also, incest is not an offense under Indian laws.
● Both survivors and family members feel embarrassed and ashamed bearing the guilt, anger,
frustration and emotional turmoil of the act.
● The social stigma attached with sexual abuse prevents victims from reporting the case.
➢ Role of mental health professional: The definitive signs of genital trauma are seldom seen in cases
of child sexual abuse.
➢ Consented sexual intimacy: Sexual contact between two adolescents or between an adolescent and
an adult are considered illegal under the POCSO Act 2012, because no exception has been granted in
the Act under which an act of sexual encounter with a person under 18 is an offence irrespective of
consent or the gender or marriage or age of the victim/the accused.
➢ Consent: If the child/adolescent refuses to undergo medical examination but the family member or
investigating officer is insisting for the medical examination, the POCSO Act is silent and does not
give clear direction.
➢ Training: There is an urgent need to train the medical, teachers, judicial, advocates and law enforcing
agencies in the POCSO Act, 2012.
➢ Delayed judgment: Despite rules for winding up cases under the POSCO Act within a specific
timeline, cases are delayed for years in delivering the judgments and awarding the compensation.
➢ Implementation of special children’s courts: Though special children’s courts were ordered under
the POCSO Act, it has not been implemented.
➢ Compensation is only an enabler; the real justice provided to the victim would depend on the police
investigating the case, prosecutor and the judiciary giving the judgment.
➢ Guidelines may be inadequate to compensate the victims of sexual abuse.
➢ The compensation depends on the how well an advocate gives his argument.
➢ There is no law, scheme or mechanism to address the mental health and well-being issues of the
victims of child abuse.
➢ Also, the adverse reactions of the society mentally traumatize the victim of sexual abuse. Cyber
bullying and online sexual abuse are other challenges.
➢ Sexual abuse in shelter homes where children are supposed to have been protected are prevalent and
often go unreported.
Way forward
➢ Awareness on sexual abuse, gender, equality etc. should be held for children from school.
➢ Cultural change has to be brought about in the society and the change can start from home.
➢ Support system should be provided to encourage the children and women facing such issues to react
and report the abuse without which the abuser might repeat the acts.
➢ Counsellors should be made available in anganwadis and schools to whom children can discuss their
problems.
➢ Community mental health programmes should be held which helps people move forward looking
for further opportunities in life
➢ Parents should be made aware of the online activity of their children and educate and them on the
pros and cons of social media.
➢ Training for implementation: Police officials and members of the judiciary should be trained to
implement the POCSO Act.
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➢ Mandatory reporting of cases and penalty for not doing so as given under the POCSO law should
be implemented.
➢ Implement the law: All stakeholders including police, family, judiciary and others should come
together to implement the law.

4. JAMMU AND KASHMIR
News: Home Minister had paid a visit to J&K in the backdrop of urban local body polls in the State
which was opposed by major political parties in the state. There were also infiltrations from across the
border in the state.
Significance
➢ It was the first visit by a Minister after Governor’s rule has been imposed.
➢ It was also the first visit after the local body polls in the state.
➢ The visit helped the minister to gain traction of the present situation in J&K.
➢ It gave the people of J&K an opportunity to communicate their concerns to the Minister.
➢ It helped the government in deciding how to proceed with the situation in J&K.
President’s Rule in J&K
➢ The six-month term of Governor's rule comes to an end on December 19.
➢ Under the Constitution of Jammu and Kashmir, there is no provision for extension of Governor's rule.
➢ Therefore, for the extension of the central rule in Jammu and Kashmir, a spell of President's rule
would be necessary as there may not be an elected government
➢ A popular government is unlikely to be formed in Jammu and Kashmir anytime soon as no party
enjoys a majority in the 87-member Assembly
➢ President's rule can be imposed after the Union Cabinet, headed by the prime minister, makes a
recommendation to the President to this effect following a report of the governor.
➢ If President's rule is imposed, it will be effectively a "fresh spell" of central rule even though it would
be like an extension of the current spell of Governor's rule.
➢ Under such circumstances, there is no need for the central government to get parliamentary nod for
extension of central rule beyond December 19.
➢ Governor's rule in Jammu and Kashmir is imposed under Section 92 of the state's Constitution,
President's rule is imposed under 356 of the Constitution.
➢ Therefore, practically, the central government would not be required to get the approval from both
Houses of Parliament for extension of central rule in Jammu and Kashmir if its rule is extended
beyond December 19.
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The present situation
➢ The state is under central rule
since June 19 after the BJP
withdrew support from the then
Mehbooba Mufti-led coalition
government.
➢ The urban local bodies polls in
the state were held after a gap of
13 years, with the last elections
being conducted in 2005.
➢ The polling in the region was
dispersed, i.e. the polling was
excessively high in some region
of the state and very low in other
regions.
➢ The local bodies in J&K have not
been allowed to function
optimally in the past as the
Panchayati raj bill and the local
body bills, which are applicable
in rest of the states in India, have
not been fully implemented in
J&K.
➢ Consequently, the previous
governments in J&K have
deprived funds to the local bodies
in the past thereby ensuring that
the local bodies are unable to
deliver.
➢ One of the reasons for the
situation was the mainstream
political parties being family run
businesses.
➢ In the present local body polls,
many
youngsters
have
participated in elections who are
not aligned to any political party.
➢ Emerging bouts of terrorism were
spontaneously suppressed with
the help of security forces.

Image Credit: Times of India

Way forward
➢ Security should be ensured for the newly elected leaders to function fearlessly.
➢ Infiltrations check: Infiltrations should be checked and kept in control as many parts of J&K would
be submerged in snow during winters and this is the last chances available for infiltrations.
➢ Thwarting Pakistan’s support to terrorism: Pakistan should be pressurized to stop providing
support to terrorist.
➢ Dialogues with China have also pointed to the terrorism in J&K.
➢ New Leadership: With new the leader, new vision will emerge for the state of J&K.
➢ Tourism: Tourism needs to be taken to the hinterland of Jammu, Kashmir valley and Ladakh which
has more potential to increase the income of the state.
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➢ Connectivity should be provided to all the parts of the state to enable tourism.

5. REGULATION OF ANONYMOUS DONATIONS
News
➢ The Election Commission has urged the government to slash the cap on anonymous donations to
political parties from the present ₹20,000 to ₹2,000 to usher in more transparency, a move which
comes months ahead of the Lok Sabha elections due next year.
➢ In a letter to the Legislative Department of the Law Ministry, the commission pointed out that while
its demand to cap cash donations to parties to ₹2,000 per person has been accepted and made part of
the Finance Act, another demand to cap anonymous donations to ₹2,000 is still pending.
➢ The poll panel had written to the government in the middle of 2017 to amend Section 29C of the
Representation of the People Act, 1951, to put a cap on anonymous donations. The letter sent last
month is a reiteration reminding the government that its demand has not yet been acted upon.
The present scenario
➢ Until now, anonymous donations were capped at ₹20,000 which enabled unaccounted cash donations
for the parties.
➢ According to ADR, 75% of the funds collected by all political parties are anonymous funds.
➢ Electoral bonds were introduced for curbing the cash economy but it is not applicable for anonymous
cash donations.
Why should the cap be made on anonymous donations?
➢ The limit for anonymous bonds becomes meaningless as the donations remain anonymous.
➢ Cash donations are made to political parties only in return for some favour to be done by the party
when it comes into power. Licenses, contracts etc. are obtained by some donors in this way. It leads
to crony capitalism.
* Crony capitalism is an economy in which businesses thrive not as a result of risk, but rather as a
return on money amassed through a nexus between a business class and the political class.
➢ India is a democracy. People want transparency though the donors want secrecy.
➢ Earlier, Election Commission was aware of the big donors as it was reported to them. But now, this
provision does not exist.
➢ Electoral bonds are also anonymous. The source of money is not accounted for.
➢ All parties have an indirect consensus on keeping the source of funding opaque to the people.
Will anything change with the capping on anonymous funds?
The money that the political parties spend and what they show are different. Thus, the measure wouldn’t
make much of a difference.
Way forward
➢ Expenditure Monitoring: The expenditure should be monitored.
➢ Ground Activity Monitoring: The EC can monitor the activities of all parties on the ground by
looking at the posters, ads in the newspaper and televisions, etc. and aggregating them to arrive at an
amount. The EC can then ask the party to show the source of the money.
➢ Transparency: The political parties should be made to show the expenditure in each locality and it
should be made public, which in turn would invite rival parties, media and NGOs to audit the
expenditure and help EC to arrive at a correct figure.
➢ State funding: Though state funding of elections may not be possible, state funding of political
parties can be implemented. State funding of elections will require funds for posters, newspaper ads
etc. but state funding of political parties are based on the number of votes they get. This would be
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cheaper as political parties show a lesser amount on record. But this may also benefit political parties
who receive anonymous donations.
No freebies: The freebies given by political parties should be stopped.
National Election Fund: A National Election Fund can be set up into which money can donated by
the people for which they would get tax benefits and the political parties would get funds according
to their performance. 70% of the European countries follow this system.
Conditional cash transfers: There should be conditional cash transfers that political parties would
be given money only when they hold elections at all levels.
Digital Payments: All payments to any political party should be made digital.
Infrastructural bond funding: All infrastructure funding taken by corporates from banks should be
enabled through bonds so that the money is not used for funding political parties.
Eliminating black money circulation: Minimizing black money and fake money will reduce
anonymous funding of political parties as well.
Voters awareness: Voters should be made conscious about the rough expenditures on all activities
of the political party, so that, voters become aware about the illegal funding the parties have and can
vote accordingly.
Strengthening the EC: The EC should be strengthened by eliminating government influences on the
appointments of the EC and making it a completely independent body.

6. CBI, CVC ISSUE
News: Central Bureau of Investigation, Director Alok Verma and Special Director Rakesh Asthana have
been “divested of all powers” and Joint Director M. Nageshwara Rao has been put in-charge with
immediate effect.
How are officers at the levels of CBI and CVC appointed?
Before the Lokpal Act
➢ The CBI Director’s appointment was done under the Delhi Special Police Establishment Act.
➢ Under the Act, the mandate to prepare a list of eligible candidates rested with a panel comprising the
Central Vigilance Commissioner as chairperson, other vigilance commissioners, Home Secretary and
Secretary (Coordination and Public Grievances in the Cabinet Secretariat).
➢ Their recommendations would be vetted by senior government functionaries and the final decision
would be taken following consultations between the PMO and Home Ministry.
After the Lokpal Act enactment
➢ The responsibility of preparing the first list of officers has been vested with the Home Ministry.
➢ Under the new process, the list is prepared by the Ministry on the basis of seniority and experience
in anti-corruption investigations.
➢ This list goes to the Department of Personnel and Training, which vets it further for seniority, integrity
and investigation experience.
➢ The list then goes to the Lokpal Search Committee, comprising the Prime Minister, the Chief Justice
of India and the Leader of the Opposition.
➢ It the CJI is unavailable, he can depute a representative.
➢ If no party in Opposition is large enough to get the position of Leader of the Opposition, the leader
of the largest Opposition party can attend.
➢ The search committee examines the names and sends its recommendation to the government. The
decision of the committee could be unanimous or divided with a member recording a note of dissent.
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CBI Director
The Director remains the ultimate authority, and no other officer has any independent powers that can
bypass his. The Director has the prerogative to assign investigation of a case to an officer. His is also the
final call on the action to be taken in a case.
* CVC’s clearance is required before the appointment of CBI director.
Chronology of the current crisis
➢ In October 2017, the CBI Director handed over a confidential note to the CVC during a panel meeting
over the promotion of Asthana to the post of Special Director.
➢ The note alleged corruption of ₹3.88 crore paid to Asthana with regard to the Sterling Biotech case
of August that year.
➢ The CVC panel unanimously cleared Asthana’s promotion, disregarding Verma’s allegations as not
verifiable.
➢ In June this year, the Director targeted Asthana again, now through a letter to the CVC that said that
Asthana could not represent him in his absence in a CVC meeting over CBI appointments.
➢ The Director said Asthana was being probed for alleged corruption.
➢ Asthana hit back by writing to the Cabinet Secretary in August that Verma was interfering in his
probes and had tried to stall a raid on Lalu Prasad in the IRCTC case. He also alleged corruption on
Verma’s part.
➢ Less than two months later, Verma got an FIR registered against Asthana as an accused in a case of
corruption. The agency said that more than ₹3 crore in bribes were paid by the complainant for getting
relief in a case against meat exporter Moin Qureshi and others.
➢ FIRs were also filed against Deputy Superintendent of Police Devender Kumar, Dubai-based
investment banker Manoj Prasad and his brother Somesh Prasad.
➢ Devender Kumar and Asthana moved high court seeking quashing of FIR against them.
➢ Delhi HC orders status quo regarding Asthana, seeking response of CBI, Verma on both pleas.
➢ Delhi trial court sent Kumar to 7-day CBI custody.
➢ Late night, DoPT divested Verma of all his statutory obligations and appointed M Nageswara Rao as
interim CBI chief.
➢ Verma moved Supreme Court against govt order.
➢ NGO Common Cause filed PIL in SC seeking SIT probe into allegations of corruption against CBI
officials including Asthana.
➢ SC directed CVC to complete inquiry into complaint against Verma in two weeks, seek response of
CVC and Centre on Verma's plea challenging government order.
➢ The SC also directed Rao not to take major or policy decisions and to file in sealed cover his decisions
taken till then.
Issues
1. Did Director Verma need sanction before the FIR against
Asthana was filed?
➢ CBI has argued that since this was a case of bribery and not
of abuse of official position in connection with a decision
taken on policy or otherwise, this would not fall under the
purview of Section 17A of the recently amended Prevention
of Corruption Act.
➢ It is being argued that since in the case against Asthana, no
one was caught accepting a bribe “on the spot”, the agency
should have taken permission from the government before
charging him.
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According to Section 17A of
Prevention of Corruption Act, prior
sanction
is
necessary
for
investigation against a serving
officer. However, no such approval
is required for cases involving
arrest on the spot on the charge of
accepting or attempting to accept
any undue advantage.

2. Secure term for CBI Director
Section 4B of the Delhi Special Police Establishment (DSPE) Act, 1946, grants the CBI Director a secure
term of 2 years to ensure independence of functioning.
3. Consent for curtailing powers of CBI Director
➢ The Lokpal and Lokayuktas Act of 2013 had amended the Delhi Special Police Establishment (DSPE)
Act of 1946, under which the CBI was constituted.
➢ The amendments had substituted the Central Vigilance Commissioner-led panel under Section 4A(1)
of the DSPE Act, with the high-powered panel led by the Prime Minister. So, any “transfer” or
withdrawal of work from the incumbent CBI Director, that too, before his statutory two-year term
ended, would necessarily require the previous consent of the PM-led committee as mandated in
Section 4B(2) of the DSPE Act.
➢ Again, under the amendments, the CVC, under Section 4C of DSPE Act, has power only to
recommend the appointment, curtail or extend the terms of CBI officers from the level of the
Superintendent of Police to above, including the CBI Special Director, but not the CBI Director.
What the CVC says?
➢ Section 4(1) of the DSPE Act allows the commission to supervise investigation of offences under the
Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988. The DSPE Act gives the Centre the power of superintendence
over the CBI “in all other matters.”
➢ Section 4(1) is again echoed in Section 8 of the Central Vigilance Commission Act. These provisions
allow the commission to exercise superintendence over the CBI and give directions in relation to the
investigation of corruption cases.

7. DISQUALIFICATION OF MLAS
News: The Supreme Court disqualified the 18 MLAs of AIADMK under the anti-defection law.
➢ The Supreme Court upheld the Speaker’s order of disqualification saying the disqualified MLAs had
failed to prove their allegations of the Speaker having passed the order with ulterior motives.
➢ The Speaker had disqualified the MLAs because they had given a representation to the Governor
withdrawing their support to Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami. They had also urged the
Governor to “initiate the Constitutional process.”
➢ However, during their meeting, the then Governor had told them categorically that it was an “internal
party dispute.”
➢ The SC upheld the Governor’s response saying it was in tune with Nabam Rebia’s case which ruled
that Governors should stay away from the political thicket.
➢ The SC also said that the order of disqualification could not be set aside just because a dispute
between two groups of the AIADMK was pending before the Election Commission of India during
the relevant point of time. The issues before the ECI and the Speaker were completely different and
independent of each other.
The 10th Schedule refers to the Provisions for disqualification on ground of defection
It was inserted by the 1985 Amendment to the Constitution to bring in, a comprehensive legislation for antidefection.
Defection is an act by a member of a particular party of disowning his loyalty towards that particular party
and pledging allegiance to another party.
Conditions of Disqualification: If a member of a house belonging to a political party, votes, or abstains
from voting, contrary to the directions of his political party, or voluntarily gives up the membership of his
political party. However, if the member has taken prior permission, or is condoned by the party within 15
days from such voting or abstention, the member shall not be disqualified. He can also be disqualified if an
independent candidate joins a political party after the election or if a nominated member joins a party 6
months after he becomes a member of the legislature.
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Background

Image Credit: The Hindu

8. GOVERNMENT – RBI TUSSLE
The issue
➢ The government and the RBI had been having differences of interests over the past few months.
➢ The row was sparked off in public when RBI Deputy Governor Viral Acharya in a hard-hitting speech
warned that undermining central bank's independence could be "potentially catastrophic", possible
indication of the RBI being pushed to relax its policies ahead of general elections next year.
➢ The government then said the RBI's autonomy is "essential" and will be "nurtured", as it sought to
calm investors worried by the central bank reportedly being forced to resolve differences with the
Centre which has cited powers never used before.
➢ Finance Minister Arun Jaitley refused to be drawn into the row saying discussions and consultations
with the RBI have never been disclosed publicly.
➢ Several media reports claimed the government has sent at least three letters on different issues under
Section 7 of the RBI Act that gives it powers to issue any direction to the central bank governor on
matters of public interest.
What is Section 7 of the RBI Act?
➢ Section 7 of the RBI Act says the government can issue directions to the RBI after consultations with
the Governor.
➢ The first clause has two parts
1. consultation
2. issuing directions
➢ Experts say that the govt. should hold consultations with RBI in matters of divergence and in case of
non-agreement by the RBI, the govt. may issue directions under Section 7.
➢ As an example, the government had approached the court to exempt the power sector from RBI’s
Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) plans. Then Allahabad court had asked the government why it did
not seek consultations with the RBI under Section 7.
➢ Section 7 is said to have been used for the first time in the past few weeks since the RBI Act came
into force in 1934.
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Issues of contention between the government and the RBI
1. Interest rates
The spat began with the government unhappy with the inflation-focused RBI for not cutting interest
rates – and even raising them. However, it spilled over into regulation, something the central bank
believes is its exclusive domain.
2. NPA classification
In February 2018, RBI issued a circular asking all banks to initiate a resolution plan even if there was
a single-day-delay in repayment of dues by large corporate borrowers.
The government saw it as overly harsh but the RBI refused to relax the norms as demanded by the
government
3. Regulation of PSBs
The influence or non-influence of the RBI over public sector banks (PSBs) has been a contentious
issue that has played out in two different ways.
The govt. had blamed the RBI for Nirav Modi-Punjab National Bank scam
The central bank responded by saying responsibility instead should be shouldered by the owner of
Punjab National Bank, its management and the bank’s board.
4. PCA framework
Both parties have argued over ‘prompt corrective action’ (PCA) framework, a set of rules that central
bank applies for weaker banks that have serious or structural problems.
As it stands right now, 11 state-owned lenders are under restrictions placed by the PCA framework.
When under PCA, a bank is required to increase provisioning for NPAs and are usually prevented
from accepting new deposits or giving out fresh loans.
The Centre wants RBI to relax rules but RBI opposed.
5. Sharing of surplus
At the heart of the RBI-government standoff is a proposal
by the Finance Ministry seeking to transfer a surplus of Rs
3.6 lakh crore, more than a third of the total Rs 9.59 lakh
crore reserves of the central bank, to the government. The
ministry has suggested that this surplus can be managed
jointly by the RBI and the government.
The Finance Ministry claims that the existing economic
capital framework — which governs the RBI’s capital
requirements and terms for the transfer of its reserves to the
government — is based on a very “conservative”
assessment of risk by the central bank.
The government believes that, when compared with global
central banks, the RBI holds much higher total capital as a
percentage of its total assets (at about 28 per cent).
RBI views this attempt by the Government to dip into its
reserves can adversely impact macro-economic stability.
And hence, the RBI has not accepted the proposed changes.
Image credit: The Indian Express
6. NBFCs
The government has been insisting that RBI step in to provide relief to non-banking finance
companies (NBFCs), which are grappling with a cash crunch after IL&FS defaulted on repayments.
However, the central bank refused the same.
7. Mor's removal
In September, Nachiket Mor was removed from the RBI board more than two years before his term
was to end without formally informing him. This irked the central bank officials. His removal was
seen to be linked to his vocal opposition to the government's demand for a higher dividend.
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8. Payments regulator
A separate payments regulator has been another friction point with RBI stating its position publicly
on why it did not support the move. In fact, it went to the extent of releasing its dissent note on a
separate regulator on its website.
Arguments favouring the government
➢ RBI is autonomous but within the framework of the RBI Act. Thus, the central bank cannot claim
absolute autonomy.
➢ RBI’s autonomy is within the limits set by the government and its extent depends on the subject and
the context.
➢ The govt. represents the elected representatives of the people and so, is answerable for the
performance of the economy to the people.
➢ Even though monetary policy is the prerogative of the RBI, the govt. owns the responsibility to the
people for the policies and actions taken by the RBI
➢ It will be undemocratic to impose RBI’s preferences on the society without being accountable to it.
Arguments favouring the RBI
➢ RBI is not a constitutionally independent body. But, over a period of time it has been established that
RBI’s independence has positive externalities on the economy
➢ The RBI stabilizes the economy by being the lender of the last resort.
➢ RBI should be left alone by the government to decide on the right course of action. This derives from
the point of view of a credible governance policy.
➢ The Government of India has chosen the Governor, participated in the choice of his deputies and has
a say in the appointment of even the independent members of the central board of the RBI. In addition,
the board has representatives of the government on it. It should now be left to this body to decide on
the precise corrective action for banks with high NPAs, the desirable state of liquidity and the
prudential norms to be observed by banks.
➢ The RBI is the banking regulator after all, and for the government to attempt to direct it would
constitute micro-management.
Challenge
➢ Former RBI Governor Raghuram Rajan in his book I Do What I Do, points out that the position of
the RBI Governor in the government hierarchy is not defined.
➢ The Governor draws the salary of a Cabinet Secretary, and it is generally understood that he will
explain his decisions only to the Prime Minister and the Finance Minister.
➢ Dr. Rajan argues: “There is a danger in keeping the position ill-defined because the constant effort of
the bureaucracy is to whittle down its power.”
Way forward
➢ Even though there may be differences between the RBI and the government, they should be careful
not to bring it out in public as it would tarnish the financial stability of the economy.
➢ RBI is autonomous and accountable to the people ultimately, through the government.
➢ Finance Ministry and the RBI should act as a joint family and both should mutually consult each
other regarding monetary and capital market.
➢ The Governor has to be conscious of the limits to his autonomy at all times, and the government has
to consider the RBI’s advice in all seriousness.
➢ The government should have confidence in the RBI officials who have been appointed with the
consent of the govt. itself.
➢ Time to time directions to RBI may interfere with the working of the regulator.
➢ RBI act was amended by the govt. itself to create a Monetary Policy Committee. So, the policy
designed by the RBI officials should be trusted upon.
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➢ At the same time, the government is the owner of banks which account for 70% of the assets. RBI
should respect the opinion of the govt.
➢ If the govt. and the RBI are unable to arrive at a common ground, negotiations should be held till a
common platform is reached. Since RBI is aware of the existence of Section 7, RBI should also be
prudent enough to negotiate with the govt.
➢ Govt. designs fiscal policy and RBI devises the monetary policy of the economy. Both should
complement one another to ensure better functioning of the economy.
➢ Finally, it would be better if RBI’s responsibilities are clearly defined. It would help define roles of
both institutions and avoid future tussles.
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INDIAN ECONOMY
1. IL&FS CRISIS
News: Government has intervened in the IL&FS crisis.
What is IL&FS?
The Mumbai-based Infrastructure Leasing & Financial Services (IL&FS) is a 'shadow bank' or a nonbanking financial company (NBFC) that provides services similar to traditional commercial banks.
What is the issue?
➢ IL&FS defaulted on a few payments and failed to service its commercial papers (CP) on due date—
which means the company has run out of cash or it is facing a liquidity crunch.
➢ The companies piled up too much debt to be paid back in the short-term, while revenues from its
assets were skewed towards the longer term.
➢ Disputes over contracts have locked about 90 billion rupees of payments due from the government.
➢ IL&FS Financial Services has about $500 million of repayment obligations over the next six months.
Its debts total about $12.6 billion.
Current status
➢ The government intervened in the IL&FS crisis superseding its board and appointing new members,
with banker Uday Kotak as chairman.
➢ A probe by the Serious Fraud Investigation Office has also been ordered into IL&FS and its
subsidiaries following complaints.
Image courtesy: The
Hindu

Image courtesy: The Hindu

2. ONLINE INCORPORATION OF LLP
News
➢ Ministry of Corporate Affairs has launched made incorporation of Limited Liability Partnership
(LLP) through a complete online system.
➢ It will be done through a web service titled “RUN-LLP (Reserve Unique Name – Limited Liability
Partnership)”.
➢ It will also cut time, cost and procedures.
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What are LLPs?
➢ A Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) is a partnership in which some or all partners have limited
liability. The liability is limited to the equity invested by the partners. It therefore exhibits elements
of partnerships and corporations.
➢ An LLP is governed by the provisions of the Limited Liability Partnership Act 2008.
➢ The Limited Liability Partnership format is an alternative corporate business vehicle that provides
the benefits of limited liability of a company but allows its members the flexibility of organizing their
internal management on the basis of a mutually arrived agreement, as is the case in a partnership firm.
➢ LLPs can buy and own property, produce revenue, and remit earnings outside of India.
➢ The LLP can continue its existence irrespective of changes in partners. It is capable of entering into
contracts and holding property in its own name.
➢ The LLP is a separate legal entity, is liable to the full extent of its assets but liability of the partners
is limited to their agreed contribution in the LLP.
➢ Further, no partner is liable on account of the independent or un-authorized actions of other partners,
thus, individual partners are shielded from joint liability created by another partner’s wrongful
business decisions or misconduct.
➢ Mutual rights and duties of the partners within an LLP are governed by an agreement between the
partners or between the partners and the LLP as the case may be. The LLP, however, is not relieved
of the liability for its other obligations as a separate entity.
➢ Since LLP contains elements of both ‘a corporate structure’ as well as ‘a partnership firm structure’
LLP is called a hybrid between a company and a partnership.
What new changes have been brought about?
Earlier, it took 14 days to register a name for an LLP. Now, an LLP can be incorporated within 2 days.
Benefits
➢ LLP form is a form of business model which:
✓ is organized and operates on the basis of an agreement.
✓ provides flexibility without imposing detailed legal and procedural requirements
✓ enables professional/technical expertise and initiative to combine with financial risk-taking
capacity in an innovative and efficient manner
➢ Unlike a company, an LLP can be started by only 2 people.
➢ In an LLP, one partner is not responsible or liable for another partner's misconduct or negligence.
➢ The partners are only liable for their individual taxes based on the profits accrued to them.
➢ The online process will encourage youngsters to initiate startups without having to undergo the
cumbersome offline procedures.
➢ The cost of forming an LLP is low.
➢ No requirement of minimum capital contribution.
➢ It will encourage the culture of entrepreneurship and innovation in India.
➢ It will create employment opportunities.
➢ It will help in increasing India’s rank in Ease of doing Business of the World Bank.
➢ It is also easier to dissolve an LLP if partners want to do so

3. GLOBAL ELECTRICITY GRID
News: PM pitched for a global electricity grid while inaugurating the first general assembly of the
International Solar Alliance.
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➢ Stressing that India would generate 40% of energy from non-fossil fuels by 2030, the PM called for
connecting solar energy supply across the borders giving the mantra “One world, One Sun, One
Grid”.
➢ He prososes121-country International Solar Alliance (ISA) as a future OPEC for meeting the energy
needs of the world.
The PM said:
● Oil cartel, OPEC led by Saudi Arabia currently meets nearly half of the world’s oil needs.
● Solar power will play the same role that oil wells have played over the past few decades in meeting
global energy needs.
● India would add as much as 40 GW of non-renewable energy to existing 72 GW successfully
marching on the way to achieving 175 GW of renewable energy by 2022.
International Solar Alliance
➢ It is an alliance of 121 solar resource rich countries.
➢ It was jointly launched by the PM of India and then President of France in 2015 in Paris.
➢ It has a vision and mission to provide a dedicated platform for cooperation among the global
stakeholders.
➢ It includes bilateral and multilateral organizations, corporates and industries.
➢ Also, ISA will be amended to incorporate any UN member as the member of the organization.
➢ ISA hopes to make a positive contribution to assist and help achieve the common goals of increasing
the use of solar energy.
➢ In addition to meeting the energy needs of the prospective ISA member countries in a safe, affordable,
convenient, equitable and sustainable manner.
➢ ISA became the first full-fledged treaty based international inter-governmental organization
headquartered in India in 2017.
➢ Through this initiative, the country shared the collective ambition.
✓ to address obstacles that stand in the way of rapid and massive scalar of solar energy.
✓ to undertake the innovative and concerted efforts for reducing the cost of finance and the cost of
technology for immediate deployment of competitive solar generation.
✓ to mobililse more than 1000 billion USD of investment by 2030.
Significance
➢ It is a major foreign policy statement made by the PM of India.
➢ If ISA is widened to cover the globe, it will become an international body like the UN.
➢ India is using solar energy as a foreign policy tool to bring countries on a common platform.
➢ As India has been on the global frontier with a more integrated grid than most countries of the world,
it can guide countries to achieve an integrated grid globally.
➢ It is an initiative where economy, ecology and energy are integrated.
Benefits
➢ Group Identity: ISA will provide a group identity that will be dynamic, situation responsive and will
protect against monopolistic international groups and behaviors.
➢ Long term and low-cost finance: ISA will facilitate the prospective member countries in developing
innovative financial packages to bring down the cost of capital which will be lower than local interest
rates for loans in prospective member countries. ISA will facilitate the conducive conditions for credit
flow on concessional terms in prospective member countries. This will create demand and create a
buyers' market for solar applications. ISA will explore possibilities of arranging long term and lowcost finance from multilateral agencies, bilateral agencies and other financial institutions for the
prospective member country.
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➢ ODA for solar energy development and deployment: ISA will work with countries who provide
overseas development assistance (ODA) to explore possibilities for assisting identified solar
programmes by these countries under the ODA.
➢ ISA will work with multilateral and bilateral agencies to strive for:
➢ A global mechanism to reduce the cost of hedging and to create innovative financial mechanism
(credit risk guarantee fund, first loss facility, security payment mechanism, etc.);
➢ Raising loans and green bonds in local currency for solar projects; and
➢ Earmark at least 15% of credit for the solar sector and give a five-year credit roadmap.
➢ Identifying technological solutions: ISA will facilitate the prospective member country in selecting
procurement and aggregating technologies so that the cost of procurement and terms and conditions
of procurement are friendly.
➢ Capacity Building: ISA will facilitate in building of local technicians, entrepreneurs etc. and
trainings will be planned to promote local entrepreneurship and local assembly of solar home lighting
systems and fans.
➢ Productive solar applications in agriculture for increasing farmers’ income: ISA will facilitate
information – exchange among policy makers in data-mining and analytics to find out the best
financial and social lessons and how solar can double income of farmers and other low-income groups
in five years through solar applications in agriculture and ancillary sector.
➢ Universal solar lighting: ISA will partner with the prospective member countries and the UN
agencies present in those prospective member countries to synergize activities in promoting universal
energy access.
➢ Knowledge access to 24x7 networking center: Prospective ISA member countries will have access
to the 24x7 solar networking center which will connect all prospective member countries in an
interactive mode. The center will have a solar library of 1000 best practices from various countries
corporations.
➢ In West Indies, solar energy is referred to as oil in the air. OPEC deals with oil underground while
ISA deals with ‘oil in the air’ which is indefinitely available.
➢ Critical quality control standards of solar equipment in generation and storage are required which
will be facilitated by ISA.
➢ ISA will make solar energy affordable by its envisaged investment of 1000 billion USD by 2030.
➢ Rates for solar energy have already been drastically reduced making it within the reach of the
common people.
➢ It will create employment.
➢ It will reduce carbon footprint of the economy.
➢ It will reduce the dependence on fossil fuel energy.
➢ It will help in keeping global warming below 2° Celsius.
➢ It will ensure renewable energy to areas where solar energy generation is not possible due to
topography and climate.
➢ India has growing energy needs with its developing needs and its population set to be the largest by
2050. Solar energy is a good source of renewable energy which can be used to meet India’s needs.
Challenges
➢ Dependence on Technology: The efficient use of solar energy is dependent on the storage
technology.
➢ Inefficient batteries: The batteries used today for storing solar energy, are not efficient as a result of
which solar power cannot be provided as efficiently as thermal power.
➢ China’s foothold: Also, most of the mineral resources that contribute to making battery technology,
are cornered by China.
➢ Erratic Climatic Condition: Oil is available underground while solar energy is harnessed from the
sun. The transition of feedstock into a green and clean energy, its equal distribution among the needy
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people, its distribution to least developed poor countries and islands already facing the effects of
climate change remains a challenge.
Other problems include translation of ISA’s vision into reality, mobilization of political support and
translating the Paris objectives into reality by bringing all countries on a common platform.
Research & Development: The R&D in the field of solar energy will decide the reduction of cost
and affordability of solar energy, i.e. in France, solar panels with both sides of the panels generating
solar energy have been created; in Australia, 3D printing of solar panels have been done etc.
Economy policy imperative of Make in India and energy policy imperative of solar energy acquiring
40% of the energy share by 2022 is running in conflict with each other.
The translation of solar energy into income for farmers is also another challenge.
The cost of solar hardware is an issue.
The lower cost of solar energy may question the viability of the programme.

Way forward
➢ The consumption in terms of energy of the population should move towards electricity instead of
fossil fuels which in turn can increase the share of solar energy.
➢ Deserts are good sources of solar energy. These uninhabitable areas of the world can be used to
generate solar energy which can then be distributed worldwide.
➢ Wastelands, hilly regions and other such geographically unusable land can be used for the generation
of solar power.
➢ An alternative for storage of solar energy using batteries is ‘solar thermal’ where solar energy is
focused using mirrors and stored in molten salt which in turn can be used to generate energy as done
by steam.
➢ In Bangladesh, solar pumps are given by the government to entrepreneurs who sell water to the
farmers, whose rate is charged according to the crops they grow. These models can be experimented
in other countries.
➢ Germany has also been a model in generating renewable energy. Germany does not get good sunshine
but Germany generated so much renewable energy during the days of good weather that it had to pay
people to consume electricity.
➢ India has six lakh villages. If solar panels are provided to each village to generate at least 1 MW of
solar energy, it would amount to 6 lakh MW or 600 GW of energy.
➢ Providing energy to farmers during the day time would increase their efficiency and contribute to
doubling farmers’ income by 2022.
➢ Government should bring out a package to improve the income of farmers through solar energy power
supply in the lines of solar pumps.
➢ Enabling cold storages using solar energy to store farmers produce is another way to help farmers.
➢ In solar, discovered price is fixed for 25 years. Differential pricing models can be tried and tested
rather than having a uniform pricing model for 25 years. In Madhya Pradesh, 3% tariff is added every
year to solar energy prices in rooftop solar program
➢ In Andhra Pradesh, 2500 pumps were given free of cost to the farmers. The state govt. found that it
saved the net present value of future subsidies and the cost of 5 pumps, which costed an average of
₹50000. Also, the waiting period for electricity connectivity of one year is cut down.
➢ India’s national grid, Chief Minister’s grid based on solar in Maharashtra and Cochin
International Airport being the only international airport in the world to be powered fully by solar
energy can be taken as models in achieving the global electricity grid.
➢ Energy policy imperatives like safeguard duty on solar panels etc. should coalesce with economy
policy imperative of Make in India to achieve the larger goal of global energy grid.
➢ India should scale up its Make in India initiative and acquire enough mineral resources from Africa
and around the world to produce efficient storage batteries.
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➢ The R&D programme from each country can be pooled and used for implementation in other
countries.
➢ ISA should act as a facilitator in transitioning from fossil fuel energy to solar energy and not as a
cartel like OPEC to encourage countries to move towards solar energy and prevent financial problems
like NPAs arising due to the use of fossil fuels.

4. DIRECT TAX PAYS
News: The Central Board of Direct Taxes has released the latest data on income tax collections.
Facts
➢ The number of tax returns filed has surged to 6.85 crore in FY 2017-18, an 80% growth since FY
2013-14.
➢ The number of taxpayers disclosing income above 1 crore rupees
Direct and Indirect taxes:
during this period, has also increased by approximately 60%.
➢ The data also shows an improvement in the compliance of salaried Direct taxes are progressive
and create more equity in the
and non-salaried taxpayers by 37% and 19% respectively.
society which is not the case
➢ The net direct tax collection in the country has also grown by
with indirect taxes. Indirect
15.7% on year on year basis to reach 4.89 lakh crore in the current
taxes are paid by everyone
fiscal till 3rd week of October.
irrespective of the income of
➢ The income tax department has issued about 2 crore refunds so far the individual. Thus, direct
this year amounting to approximately 1.09 lakh crore rupees.
taxes are monitored more by
➢ Amongst the states, Maharashtra continues to be the biggest the concerned authorities to
contributor to the overall tax kitty with 38.3% share which see how highly paid individuals
combined with 13.7% of Delhi is more than all the other states put are able to contribute more to
together.
the society.
➢ There is a rise in taxes in almost all states.
Fluctuations in tax-GDP Ratio
➢ In 2001, the tax-GDP ratio was 3.25% which went up to 6.30% in 2008.
➢ Then it went down to 5.53% in FY 2013 after which it started increasing to 5.62% in 2014, 5.55% in
2015, 5.47% in 2016, 5.57% in 2017.
➢ The tax-GDP ratio is 5.98% of the GDP in 2018.
➢ There is a 0.4% jump in 2018 (data until now) when compared to 2017.
Background
➢ In the 1990s, direct tax reforms were introduced to make it easier for people to pay taxes and comply
with tax laws. This combined with the extension of TDS led to a huge increase in direct-indirect tax
ratio.
➢ But it stagnated after that. This is a kind of second wave of reforms, where tax has increased due to
digitization and formalization of the economy.
➢ There was a quantum jump in India’s holding of currency after demonetization in 2016.
➢ The interconnection of UID with PAN and other reforms made it necessary for people to file taxes.
➢ Non-salaried persons could be brought into the tax net due to the introduction of GST.
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Significance
➢ Experts point out that the increase has been a major contribution of the direct taxes than the indirect
taxes.
➢ It has policy implications for the government.
➢ The increase in tax kitty is an indication of the right direction in which the govt. is proceeding with
its policies.
➢ It would give a surplus for the government to spend more on social welfare schemes namely
Ayushman Bharat, loan waivers announced by the government, etc.
Ayushman Bharat for a new India -2022, announced Two major initiatives in health sector
announced Rs. 1200 Crore allocated for 1.5 Lakh health and wellness Centers; National health
protection Scheme to provide Hospitalization cover to over 10 Crore poor and vulnerable families.
➢ The data is also an indication of how well the government is able to track the non-salaried persons as
it is difficult to track the income received by them.
➢ Ensuring the increase in taxes from direct taxes is significant as it leads to equity in society.
➢ It indicates that people are finding it difficult to evade taxes now with strict monitoring mechanisms.
Findings
➢ Tax collections have not shown a commensurate increase.
➢ Collections have grown at a decent compound rate of about 13% per annum.
➢ The average income reported by rich Indians (those in the highest tax slab) has decreased.
➢ In fact, over the last five years, the share of the richest top 1% in the total tax collected has decreased
by almost four percentage points.
➢ The same is the case with the top 5% income earners.
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➢ In contrast, relatively low-income groups are
paying a larger proportion of the tax collected.
➢ After 2016, the average income reported by
those in the highest tax slab is 13% less than
their average just before 2016.
➢ According to Global Wealth Report 2018, by
Credit Suisse, at least 3,400 Indians have an
annual income of more than ₹50 crore each. But
only 179 of them reported this level of income
to the taxman in AY 2017-18. Similarly, out of
more than 1,500 Indians with an expected
annual income of more than ₹100 crore each,
only 61 reported to the taxman.
➢ The share of reported non-salary income in the
gross income of individuals has declined over
the years, to 43% in 2017-18 from 48% in AY
2012-13.
➢ In AY 2017-18, a mere 7% of corporates
reported profit before tax of more than ₹1 crore.
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Challenges
➢ A number of high-income individuals (HIIs) grossly under-report their income. The Income
Declaration Scheme of 2016 and other official measures announced to stem tax evasion by the rich
have failed to achieve the desired results.
➢ The tax base has not deepened among professionals such as lawyers, doctors, accountants and those
running private educational institutes, who continue to under-report their income.
➢ There are states like UP where tax collections have decreased significantly which point to people
finding productive ways to evade taxes
➢ Tax avoidance/evasion by companies also remains an area of serious concern.
➢ The problem of under-reporting is serious with professional and the other service sector entities,
which account for more than one-third of all corporates. As a consequence, the share of direct taxes
in the total tax collection has remained low.
➢ When the threshold under Presumptive Taxation Scheme was increased from ₹1 crore to ₹2 crore,
the number of filers under the scheme shot up to 1.17 crore on August 31, 2018, from 14.93 lakh on
August 31, 2017 — a stupendous growth of 681%.
➢ The numerous tax exemptions benefit big corporates and make smaller companies pay higher
effective tax rate. This makes the tax regime regressive. Going by the Budget papers 2018, the
effective tax rate of companies with profit greater than ₹500 crore was only 23.94%, while it was
higher at 29.43% for companies with profits less than ₹1 crore.
➢ GST cannot address tax evasion and avoidance by HIIs and big corporates.
Way forward
➢ The law should mandate filing of returns by all professionals and proprietorship businesses regardless
of their profit. This will increase compliance by enabling the taxman to scrutinize suspicious cases.
➢ The provisions which allow companies to offset past losses against future profits and admissible
expenditures not being defined, needs reexamining. These provisions are widely misused by
corporates by claiming bogus expenses, to artificially reduce their profit and hence their tax liability.
➢ There is also a need to enhance the deterrence power of the law, which depends on the likelihood of
punishing tax evaders along with imposing a fine.
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➢ The cases of tax evasion can be increasingly proved before the appellate tribunal and the higher
judiciary by integrating the GST, income tax and the Ministry of Corporate Affairs’ databases.
➢ Integration between direct and indirect tax authorities and the databases are required to better track
people staying away from the tax net.
➢ Digitization and interconnection of Aadhaar and PAN should be further pushed to bring more nonsalaried people into the tax net.
➢ The tax system should be further reformed and simplified to bring more professionals into the tax
net.

5. UN MODEL ON CROSS-BORDER INSOLVENCY
News: The Insolvency Law Committee (ILC) constituted by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs to
recommend amendments to Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code of India, 2016, has submitted its 2nd Report
to the Government, which deals with cross border insolvency.
Recommendations
➢ Adoption of the UNCITRAL Model Law of Cross Border Insolvency, 1997, as it provides for a
comprehensive framework to deal with cross border insolvency issues.
➢ A few carve outs to ensure that there is no inconsistency between the domestic insolvency framework
and the proposed Cross Border Insolvency Framework.
UNCITRAL Model Law of Cross Border Insolvency
➢ The UNCITRAL Model Law has been adopted in as many as 44 countries and, therefore, forms part
of international best practices in dealing with cross border insolvency issues.
➢ The model law deals with 4 major principles of cross-border insolvency, namely
1) direct access to foreign insolvency professionals and foreign creditors to participate in or
commence domestic insolvency proceedings against a defaulting debtor;
2) recognition of foreign proceedings & provision of remedies;
3) cooperation between domestic and foreign courts & domestic and foreign insolvency
practitioners;
4) coordination between two or more concurrent insolvency proceedings in different countries.
➢ The main proceeding is determined by the concept of centre of main interest (“COMI”).
Benefits
➢ Precedence given to domestic proceeding.
➢ Protection of public interest.
➢ Greater confidence generation among foreign investors.
➢ Adequate flexibility for seamless integration with the domestic Insolvency Law.
➢ A robust mechanism for international cooperation
Need for Cross Border Insolvency Framework
➢ It arises from the fact that many Indian companies have a global footprint and many foreign
companies have presence in multiple countries including India.
➢ Although the proposed Framework for Cross Border Insolvency will enable us to deal with Indian
companies having foreign assets and vice versa, it still does not provide for a framework for dealing
with enterprise groups, which is still work in progress with UNCITRAL and other international
bodies.
➢ The inclusion of the Cross-Border Insolvency Chapter in the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code of
India, 2016, will be a major step forward and will bring Indian Insolvency Law on a par with that of
matured jurisdictions.
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6. PANEL ON SDGS
News
➢ The Union Cabinet has approved the constitution of a High-Level Steering Committee for
periodically reviewing and refining the National Indicator Framework (NIF) for monitoring of
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with associated targets.
➢ The High-Level Steering Committee will be chaired by Chief Statistician of India and Secretary,
Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MoSPI)
Targets:
➢ Measures to mainstream SDGs into on-going national policies, programmes and strategic action plans
to address the developmental challenges.
➢ Statistical indicators of NIF will be the backbone of monitoring of SDGs at the national and state
level and will scientifically measure the outcomes of the policies to achieve the targets under different
SDGs.
➢ Based on statistical indicator, the MoSPI will bring out national reports on implementation of SDGs.
The Report will facilitate assessment of progress, identify challenges and give recommendations for
follow up at the national level.
➢ High Level Steering Committee will review the National Indicator Framework on regular basis for
its improvement.
➢ Data source Ministries/Departments will be responsible for providing regular information to MoSPI
on these indicators at required intervals and disaggregation for national and sub-national reporting of
SDGs.
➢ Advanced IT tools will be used for close and effective monitoring.
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
➢ At the Millennium Summit held in 2000 at the UN Headquarters in New York, eight development
goals known as the 'Millennium Development Goals' (MDGs) were adopted, which formed the
blueprint for countries to pursue their national development strategies from 2000 to 2015.
➢ The UN General Assembly considered and adopted the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for
the next 15 years. The 17 SDGs came into force with effect from 2016.
➢ Though not legally binding, the SDGs have become de facto international obligations and have
potential to reorient domestic spending priorities of the countries during the next 15 years.
➢ Countries are expected to take ownership and establish a national framework for achieving these
Goals.
➢ Implementation and success will rely on countries' own sustainable development policies, plans and
programmes.
➢ Countries would be responsible for follow-up and review at the national level, with regard to the
progress made in implementing the Goals and targets.
➢ Actions at the national level to monitor progress under SDGs will require quality, accessible and
timely data.

7. FISHERIES FUND
➢ It has an estimated fund size of ₹7,522 crore, comprising ₹5,266.40 crore to be raised by the Nodal
Loaning Entities (NLEs), ₹1,316.6 crore beneficiaries’ contribution and ₹939.48 crore budgetary
support from the Government of India.
➢ National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD), National Cooperatives
Development Corporation (NCDC) and all scheduled Banks (hereinafter referred as Banks) shall be
the nodal Loaning Entities.
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➢ FIDF would provide concessional finance to State Governments / UTs and State entities,
cooperatives, individuals and entrepreneurs etc., for taking up of the identified investment activities
of fisheries development.
➢ Under FIDF, loan lending will be over a period of five years from 2018-19 to 2022-23 and maximum
repayment will be over a period of 12 years inclusive of moratorium of two years on repayment of
principal.
Benefits
➢ Creation of fisheries infrastructure facilities both in marine and Inland fisheries sectors.
➢ To augment fish production to achieve its target of 15 million tons by 2020 set under the Blue
Revolution; and to achieve a sustainable growth of 8%-9% thereafter to reach the fish production to
the level of about 20 MMT by 2022-23.
Blue Revolution scheme has following components:
➢ National Fisheries Development Board (NFDB) and its activities.
➢ Development of Inland Fisheries and Aquaculture.
➢ Development of Marine Fisheries, Infrastructure and Post-Harvest Operations.
➢ Strengthening of Database & Geographical Information System of the Fisheries Sector.
➢ Institutional Arrangement for Fisheries Sector.
➢ Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) and other need-based Interventions.
➢ National Scheme on Welfare of Fishermen.
➢ Employment opportunities to over 9.40 lakh fishers/fishermen/fisherfolk and other entrepreneurs in
fishing and allied activities.
➢ To attract private investment in creation and management of fisheries infrastructure facilities.
➢ Adoption of new technologies.
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POLICIES AND SCHEMES
1. INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SKILLS
News
➢ Indian Institute of Skills (IISs) will be set at different locations across the country in Public Private
Partnership (PPP)
➢ It will be set up based on demand and available infrastructure.
Indian Institute of Skills (IIS): These are state of the art center of excellence being set up across the
5 regions of India on the lines on ITE Singapore. The construction for the first IIS will begin soon in
Mumbai, in collaborations Tata Group. Total budget of Rs. 476 Crore has been laid down for building
IIS, which will provide “hands-on” training in advanced courses such as energy efficient construction,
industrial electronics and automation etc.
Benefits
➢ It shall augment the global competitiveness of key sectors of Indian economy.
➢ It will provide high quality skill training, applied research education and a direct and meaningful
connection with industry.
➢ It will provide opportunity to aspiring youth across the country to have access to highly skilled
training.
➢ It will enhance the scope of accountability through its linkage with industry and global
competitiveness across sectors.
➢ By leveraging advantages of private sector enterprise and public capital in terms of Government land,
it would create new institutes of expertise, knowledge and competitiveness.

2. SEZ POLICY
News
➢ The government had set up a Baba Kalyani committee to examine the Special Economic Zone
policy. The committee has suggested continuation of sops and a host of other steps to revive SEZs.
➢ SEZs were set up to provide a hassle-free environment for exports and to replicate China’s success
of SEZs to boost manufacturing and employment.
Recommendations of the committee
➢ Delinking the enclaves from exports and allowing payments to be made in rupee when they deal with
areas outside the zone.
➢ The SEZ Act of 2005 focused on promoting trade competitiveness but it needs to be shifted to
“manufacturing competitiveness” in the current environment.
➢ SEZs should be converted into employment and economic enclaves (3Es) with efficient transport
infrastructure, uninterrupted water and power supply.
➢ The committee has recommended enablers for the SEZs based on job creation, investment committed,
inclusivity, value addition and technology differentiation, which are delinked from export
performance.
➢ States and the Centre together work on an incentive package for such enablers.
➢ It has advocated simpler entry and exit processes using time-bound online approval and dispute
resolution through robust arbitration and commercial courts.
➢ It has sought infrastructure status to 3E projects to make cheaper finance available to them.
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➢ In line with WTO norms and goods and services tax, the group has suggested the government to
prepare a sunrise list for “focused diversification” such as engineering and design, biotech and
healthcare services.
SEZ history
➢ India was the first country in Asia to start with Export Processing Zone (EPZ) in Kandla in 1965.
➢ Between 1965 and 2000, India operated as EPZ scheme. But exports were just around 2 billion USD.
Then EPZ was incorporated as a part of foreign trade policy as a result of which exports increased to
5 billion USD during the period 2000 to 2005.
➢ SEZ Act was enacted in 2005 and was made operational in 2006. Exports have since then increased
to 90 billion USD in 2017.
➢ Employment also increased from 1,43,000 in 2005 to a direct employment of 20 lakh people and
indirect employment of up to 3 times today.
➢ Investment also went up from 4,300 crore rupees in 2005 to 4,74000 core rupees in 2017.
Challenges
➢ SEZs did extremely well from 2005 to 2012. Exports increased from 5 billion USD in 2005 to 87
billion USD in 2011-12. But exports showed a slow growth till 2017 to 90 billion USD.
➢ Imposition of Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT) on SEZs from April 1, 2012, as well as imposition of
income tax on new SEZs and new units from April 1, 2017 and April 1, 2020 slowed down the
exports.
➢ Unutilized land (more than 25,000 hectares) in SEZs and the lack of flexibility to utilize land in SEZs
for different sectors.
➢ The existence of multiple models of economic zones such as SEZ, coastal economic zone, DelhiMumbai Industrial Corridor, National Investment and Manufacturing Zone, food park and textile
park.
➢ Under-utilization of existing capacity- Currently, SEZ units are not allowed to do “job work” for
domestic tariff area (DTA) units. Any area that lies outside of SEZ or any other custom bonded zone
in India is known as the DTA. Goods and services going into the SEZ from DTA is treated as exports
and goods coming from the SEZ into DTA is treated as imports.
➢ The domestic sales of SEZs face a disadvantage as “they have to pay full customs duty”, as compared
to the lower rates with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries due to freetrade agreement (FTA).
➢ Lack of support from the state government when it comes to developing effective single-window
system for clearances
➢ There is also a requirement of payment in foreign exchange for services provided by SEZ units to
DTA area.
Way forward
➢ Provide a package that is comprehensive and competitive to the package provided anywhere else in
the world.
➢ Income tax benefit as well as MAT exemption must be restored.
➢ Optimal utilization of vacant land in SEZ. Allowing flexibility of land use and removing sectorspecific constraints.
➢ “Optimal utilization of existing capacity in SEZ units” should be done by “allowing job work for
DTA”.
➢ The “best FTA rates” should be allowed for domestic sales, too.
➢ SEZs should be integrated with the economic corridors to balance the infrastructure lacking in SEZs.
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3. DRAFT ELECTRONICS POLICY
News: The government has released the draft National Electronics Policy, 2018. The Policy is intended
to replace National Electronics Policy, 2012.
Features
➢ The aim is to create a $400 billion-dollar electronics manufacturing industry by the year 2025.
➢ The policy seeks to double the production of mobile phones from 500 million to 1 billion by 2025
valued at $190 billion including export of 600 million mobile handsets valued at $110 billion.
➢ Also, almost 60% of the mobile phone turnover is meant to be met by exports.
➢ It says the government will provide support for infrastructure development through formulation a
new scheme by modifying the existing Electronics Manufacturing Clusters (EMC) scheme, for
supporting both greenfield and brownfield manufacturing clusters.
Greenfield Electronic Manufacturing Clusters:
It is an undeveloped/underdeveloped geographical area, preferably contiguous where the focus is on
development of basic infrastructure, amenities and other common facilities for the Electronics System
Design and Manufacturing (ESDM) units.
Brownfield field Electronic Manufacturing Clusters:
It is a geographical area where a significant number of existing ESDM Units are located and the focus
is on upgrading infrastructure and providing common facilities for the EDM units.
➢ 20 green field and 3 brown field cluster projects have been sanctioned.
➢ It seeks to replace certain schemes such as Modified Special Incentive Package Scheme (M-SIPS)
with plans that are easier to implement, such as interest
subsidy and credit default guarantee, in order to encourage Modified Special Incentive Package
new units and in the expansion of existing units in the scheme (M-SIPS) was launched in
2012 which provided for capital
electronics manufacturing sector.
subsidy of 25% for Electronics
➢ The policy aims to also push the startup ecosystem in
Industry located in non-SEZ area
emerging technology areas such as 5G, Internet of Things,
and 20 per cent for those in SEZ
artificial intelligence and machine learning, and their
areas.
applications in areas such as defence, agriculture, health,
smart cities and automation.
➢ The policy proposes to push development of core competencies in all the sub-sectors of electronics
including electronic components and semiconductors, defence electronics, automotive electronics,
industrial electronics, strategic Electronics etc.
➢ The draft also proposes suitable direct tax benefits, including inter-alia investment-linked deduction
under Income Tax Act for electronics manufacturing sector, for setting up of a new manufacturing
unit or expansion of an existing unit.
➢ It proposes to exempt the import duty on identified capital equipment not being manufactured in the
country to reduce capital expenditure for setting up/expansion of existing units.
➢ The draft also said the government would “Levy cess on identified electronic goods to be considered
to generate resources for promotion of certain critical sub-sectors of electronics manufacturing such
as semiconductor wafer fabrication and display fabrication units”.
➢ Meanwhile, to enhance understanding of cyber security issues/ concerns, risks and mitigation
measures pertaining to electronic products and for the requirements of government sector, the
Ministry will also set up a government-owned testing and evaluation facility.
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Benefits
➢ The draft proposes suitable direct tax benefits, including inter-alia investment-linked deduction under
Income Tax Act for electronics manufacturing sector, for setting up of a new manufacturing unit or
expansion of an existing unit.
➢ The proposal includes increasing tax benefits on expenditure incurred on research and development,
enhancing rate of duty drawback for electronics sector, reimbursement of State levies and other levies
for which input tax credit is not available, allowing duty free import of second-hand capital goods for
electronics hardware manufacturing etc.
➢ It will help in rapid expansion of the electronics industry.
➢ Smartphones which are handy are gaining traction lately.
➢ Smart phones are not covered under the information technology agreement of WTO as it did not exist
when the agreement was signed.
➢ The shift in focus from not so transparent M-SIPS to transparent schemes like interest subsidy and
credit default guarantee is a welcome move.
➢ It will help in increasing ease of doing business.
➢ It will propel the Make in India initiative and create jobs.
Challenges
➢ The policy is a mobile phone centric policy.
➢ It is an export-oriented policy.
➢ The policy focuses only on consumer-end industries.
➢ There is a tendency to impose import duty on electronics though subsidies are provided. It will impact
indigenization, competitiveness and efficiency.
➢ People in the electronics industry lack skills required to increase the productivity and efficiency in
the electronics industry.
Way forward
➢ Other categories of electronics like semi-conductor industry and fabrication industry should also be
focused upon.
➢ Automotive electronics, medical electronics, industrial electronics and artificial intelligence are other
areas that can be focused on.
➢ India should move from semi-knock down to completely knock down stage and then to the
manufacture of parts. This will increase the value addition in electronics.
➢ As mobile manufacturing is completed in phases, imports should be imposed for the end product
where value addition is complete and not in intermediate phases.
➢ National Mission for Electronics which was proposed in the first policy should be implemented
provided it is driven by the industry itself.
➢ Skill training institutions should be put up to equip people with the required modern electronics skills
for the newly created jobs.
➢ The existing workforce should also be skilled to meet the requirements of the industry.
➢ Funding and necessary mentorship should be provided for the start-ups which should focus on new
technology areas.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
1. INDIA-RUSSIA
➢ PM of India and Russian President of Russia held the 19th India-Russia Annual summit after which
8 pacts including cooperation on India’s ambitious human space mission, Gaganyaan was signed.
Gaganyaan is an Indian crewed orbital spacecraft intended to be the basis of the Indian Human
Spaceflight Programme. The spacecraft is being designed to carry three people, and a planned
upgraded version will be equipped with rendezvous and docking capability.
India plans to send three humans to space before 2022. The Indian Space Research Organization’s
mission is significant as it would make India one of the four countries in the world after Russia, US
and China to launch a manned space flight.
MoU were signed in the fields of
1. MSMEs
2. Railways
3. Fertilizers
4. Nuclear field
5. Capacity building
6. Transport education
7. Human spaceflight programme
8. Consultations between external affairs ministries of both countries
➢ It is also said that both leaders signed the 5 billion S-400 air defence system deal after talks between
the two leaders.
➢ The PM said that talks have given a new direction to the bilateral strategic partnership.
➢ Pacts were also inked in the fields of space, nuclear energy, railways and space.
➢ A crucial MoU was signed between Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) and the Federal
Space Agency of Russia ROSCOSMOS' on joint activities in the field of human spaceflight
programme Gaganyaan.
➢ The Russian President also said that both countries have stepped up efforts to combat the menace of
terrorism and drug trafficking.
Significance of S-400 pact
➢ The defence agreement is a reassertion on the stability of India-Russia relations even after tensions
of the past months.
➢ The trust and friendship between both countries has been reinforced even after Russia’s concerns on
India’s affiliation to US specially the Indo-pacific strategy.
➢ U.S is also mindful of countries keeping legacy relations with Russia, particularly with respect to
defence agreements.
➢ Despite India facing the weight of sanctions from US and no waiver being granted on CAATSA,
India has gone ahead to sign the S-400 deal with Russia keeping in mind that 62% of India’s defence
imports come from Russia.
➢ The agreement has come in the wake of heightening tensions in the Middle East; Iran facing tough
sanctions and Russia becoming closer to Syria and Iran.
➢ It would help in enhancing the security of India from terrorism emanating from Pakistan and vis-àvis China, which is flexing its muscle around its neighbours.
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➢ Though THAAD from U.S. was in the air, it could not be expected to happen soon as India had not
signed the required agreements. India would, till then, have been exposed to the security threats from
China and Pakistan.
➢ This agreement shows the balance of relations maintained by India with Russia and the U.S.
➢ Also, modern technologies in defence are in the pipeline to be handed over by Russia.
S-400 and THAAD (Terminal High Altitude Area Defense)
➢ S-400 is an air defence missile system that can take down enemies’ aircraft in the sky from the surface
itself.
➢ It is a long-range surface-to-air missile that can detect targets at a range of 400 kms and engage it
within a range of 600 kms.
➢ It can engage multiple targets and targets like aircraft, Inter-continental Ballistic Missile, UAVs
➢ THAAD is an American anti-ballistic missile defense system designed to shoot down short-,
medium-, and intermediate-range ballistic missiles in their terminal phase (descent or reentry) by
intercepting with a hit-to-kill approach.
➢ It is considered inferior to S-400 as its range is only 150 kms and not up to S-400 standards in terms
of technology.
➢ THAAD has already been deployed in Saudi Arabia and South Korea.
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India’s relations with U.S
➢ From 2% of defence imports from U.S about 10 years ago, India has increased the imports to 15%
now which shows the increasing intensity of defense engagement with U.S.
➢ The signing of COMCASA agreement recently is expected to boost the import of defence technology
from the U.S.
➢ India’s relations with Russia enable it to become stronger militarily and geopolitically which
indirectly benefits the U.S. which has made Indo-pacific as part of its national security strategy.
➢ U.S. is, therefore, trying to accommodate waivers from the sanctions for India, Vietnam and
Indonesia.
➢ Though the U.S. and Russia have become antagonistic lately, U.S perceives China as a larger threat
to its economy.
Significance of MoUs signed
➢ Issues on duties on Aluminium are being sorted to facilitate the MoU on railways.
➢ The Russian company has signed for 1-billion-dollar supply of fertilizers for the next 2-3 years.
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➢ The capacity building agreement is similar to the pact signed by India with China and South Korea
vis-a-vis Afghanistan.
➢ The joint statement condemns terrorism though no terror group has been named in the pact.
➢ There is no mention of BRI and China intruding into the sovereignty of countries.
➢ Indo-pacific region has not been named per se but the region surrounding the same has been
mentioned.
➢ Earlier, defence pacts used to be part of joint statements but Rafale deal was announced as a part of
the PM’s statement. The deal on S-400 was a repetition of the past where it formed a part of the joint
statement. This might also prevent American angst as well.
➢ The timelines for Kudankulam V and VI have been discussed.
➢ LNG exploration also figured during the talks.
➢ India has grown from a buyer of weapons and technologies from Russia into co-developing
technologies and human space flight programme.
➢ The high-profile summit again proves the converging areas of interest both countries have, despite
the changing international political scenario.
➢ Russia has proved to be a time-tested ally of India.
➢ China-Pakistan-Russia nexus was a concern for India which was conveyed to Russia as well.
➢ India has bridged the gap that had occurred in the past few years by realigning with Russia.
Way forward
➢ India is implementing at a rapid pace its highway infrastructure augmentation plans. To make full use
of the road infrastructure it is necessary to embrace technology to enhance transport productivity and
safety.
➢ India's own plans for massive highway and expressway infrastructure development can be attractive
opportunity to infrastructure development entities in Russia.
➢ A partnership between the two countries will provide a platform for interaction at the operational
level and supplement initiatives associated with all International groupings and forums where both
countries are members.
➢ The cooperation in MSMEs is expected to open doors of new opportunities for Indian MSME sector
by way of new markets, joint ventures, sharing of best practices and technology collaborations etc.

2. U.S. SANCTIONS
News: U.S. President said that India "will soon find out" about his decision on the punitive CAATSA
sanctions after India signed a USD 5 billion deal to purchase the much-vaunted S-400 air defence system
from Russia.
What is the issue?
➢ The US has imposed a ban on the purchase of arms from Russia under the Countering America's
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) passed by the US Congress last year. The sanctions
were imposed as a measure to penalise Russia for annexing Crimea from Ukraine.
➢ Under the CAATSA sanctions, which was amended early this year, only U.S. President has the
authority for the presidential waiver to India on weapons deal with sanctions-hit Russia.
➢ During the heat of tensions whether India would be granted waiver from the sanctions, India inked a
USD 5 billion deal to purchase S-400 Triumf air defence system from Moscow recently.
➢ Amidst the suspense, Ambassador of Russia to India, Nikolay Kudashev, said that US sanctions will
not be a pressure on India-Russia defence deals and the two countries will further intensify their
military cooperation and defence purchases in the coming days.
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India’s stand
➢ The purchase of S-400 was analyzed by India at the highest levels and concluded that S-400 was
critical to India’s security concerns.
➢ India has already conveyed to the U.S. that its defence purchases have come down quite drastically
and that any purchase from Russia was not targeted at U.S.
➢ But the situation has become complicated due to the sanctions imposed by the U.S. on China for the
purchase of S-400 system from Russia.
➢ India has already conveyed its intent to purchase oil from Iran for Indian companies which is also
seen as a concern for U.S.
The situation in U.S.
➢ The U.S. Congress is the chief legislative body of the U.S.
➢ U.S. Congress has support for anti-Russia legislations and has greater effect than the decisions of the
U.S. President, who considers Russia to be a friend.
➢ India has many other issues like H1-B visa, trade issues etc. where India needs the support of the U.S.
Congress.
Way forward
➢ It is in the interest of U.S. that the trade with India should be increased as U.S. sees India as a strategic
partner in the Indo-Pacific region.
➢ India should make U.S. understand that India’s defence requires purchases from Russia as well as the
U.S.
➢ As negotiations are the only way through sanctions, India is trying to leverage all the instrumentalities
at its disposal for mutual acceptance of the importance of India-U.S. relations.
➢ Unlike the defence purchase from Russia which was non-negotiable, India’s oil purchases from Iran
may be negotiated.
➢ India may look towards the strategies of American allies like Japan and South Korea who also
purchase oil from Iran.
➢ If sanctions are imposed, India should take forward the negotiations as otherwise a cold war would
likely take place, which would cause damage to furtherance of the India-U.S. relationship.
➢ Finally, the sanctions are imposed by a country and not the United Nations which are illegal and
hence there is no obligation on India’s part to follow the sanctions.

3. H1B VISA NORMS
News
➢ Washington said it was planning to “revise” the definition of employment and specialty occupations
under the H1B visas by January, a move that will have an adverse impact on IT companies in the
United States.
➢ The proposed regulations, it said, is aimed at attracting the best and the brightest from across the
world, prevent the abuse of H-1B visas which is consentient with the hire American agenda of the
Trump administration.
➢ The department of Homeland security (DHS) said that the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) plans to come out with its new proposals by January 2019.
➢ It will propose to revise the definition of specialty occupation to increase the focus on obtaining the
best and the brightest foreign nationals via the H1B programme.
➢ India said it was “closely engaged” with the U.S. administration as well as the U.S. Congress on the
matter.
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What is H1B visa?
➢ It is a visa by the immigration and naturalization department in the US to bring overseas workers.
➢ It is a non-immigrant visa that allows U.S. companies to allow foreign workers in specialty
occupations that require theoretical or technical expertise.
➢ It is given to professionals in the field of engineering, medicine, finance, banking, architecture etc.
➢ It is mainly given to professionals working in IT industry particularly software programmers.
➢ The technology companies depend on it to hire tens of thousands of employees each year from
countries like India and China.
➢ While 20000 visas are given to students passing out from the U.S. with master’s degrees, 65000 more
visas are given to people with specialty occupations.
➢ The H1B visa came into being in 1990 but became a political issue only after the recession of 2008
➢ Large no of applicants are from India and large number of people having H1B visas are from India.
➢ Any restriction in this regard will therefore hit Indian applicants.
What are the norms?
Three norms are being proposed
1. The new rules might narrow down specialty occupations or from now on, very few occupations
might be considered as specialty occupations. According to media reports, even applicants in the field
of Artificial Intelligence are also denied H1B visas.
2. Regulating the employer-employee relationship: There is a proposal to hike the wage paid to H1B
visa holders from 60000 USD to 130000 USD, that is almost double the wages.
3. There is also a proposal to curb the period for which the H1B visa is given. Presently it is given for
a period of 3 years and it is extended for a period of another 3 years. But it can be extended further
more if the applicant’s green card is under process. It is believed that the duration of H1B visa is
proposed to be cut down quite severely. In fact recently, the US naturalization and Immigration
Service gave the visa for only two weeks.
Will the norms come into effect soon?
The norms will take time to be accepted and passed. The norms will be laid down only by January 2019
and will not come into effect before August 2019.
The present scenario
➢ Curbing the H1B visas were among the campaign promises of the U.S. President. But, only two
changes have been brought about by the U.S. President
1) The H4 visa programme that allowed spouses to work, is going to be scrapped. But it was the
case when the H1B was introduced which was changed for a brief period of time during Obama’s
administration.
2) Fast tracking of visas was stopped. IT companies paid a lot of money to fast track visas which
has been stopped by the Trump administration and asked them to follow the normal procedure
for processing H1B visas.
➢ Any change in H1B visas require Congressional approval and short-term visas that were issued have
been challenged in the court.
➢ US IT Advisory council has, on behalf of 1000 IT companies, filed a lawsuit against the U.S.
government for issuing visas under the H1B programme for less than 3 years as the H1B visa laws
require H1B visa to be issued for 3 years which is further extendable by 3 years.
➢ H1B visa is more a political issue than an economic issue as economically U.S. is benefitted but due
to the anxiety of unemployment among American workers, it is being used as an issue for vote bank
politics.
➢ On one hand, the U.S. political leaders pacify Americans by promising to curb H1B visas and on the
other hand, please the American IT companies that fund the political campaigns during elections.
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➢ Though the H1B visa issue has come up several times, it has never been implemented.
➢ But the U.S. has gradually tightened the issue of H1B visas and the rejected number of visas has hit
a record high during the Trump administration.
➢ The specialty occupations would require more justification by companies for overseas workers.
Who will be affected?
1. Effects on U.S.
➢ The biggest effect of restrictions in the form of trade or migration through H1B visas would be on
the U.S. economy itself.
➢ Neutral studies show that H1B has given a net positive effect for the U.S. economy and even for U.S.
jobs as the wage differential obtained through the visas has given higher profits for the American
companies and can be used to hire American workers.
➢ Thus, the productivity of the U.S. economy depends on outsourcing.
➢ The Trump administration, through its anti-globalization push (Buy American, Hire American) is
forcing the American companies to relocate, end outsourcing and hire Americans at a higher wage.
It negates the concept of comparative advantage which is the basis for trade.
➢ All major tech companies are concerned that the measures would lower the competitiveness of the
industry itself.
2. Effects on India
➢ India has reasons to be concerned as a large number of H1B visa holders are employed by Indian IT
giants and also by small IT companies owned by Indo-American citizens in the IT industry.
➢ India exports significant amount of software services to the United States. 57% of India’s tech exports
are made to a single market being the U.S.
➢ The tech companies in India also enhance their export capability and the human resource pool through
the H1B visa, as the workers go to U.S., acquaint and work with the American clients and come back
to India which makes our industry more competitive.
➢ Thus, India should consider the matter seriously and continue its negotiations with the U.S.
administration and with the Congress.
Way forward
➢ India should diversify its exports and look towards Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Japan, Africa to
reduce the risks posed by the Trump administration.
➢ Interdependence and bilateral cooperation are the basis for India-U.S. relations to go forward.
➢ India should make U.S. aware of the economic benefits of H1B visa and that any effort to decouple
the Indian economy and U.S. economy would be detrimental to both.

4. INDIA-IRAN
Issue
➢ Indian companies will continue to buy Iranian oil despite the looming U.S. sanctions on the country.
➢ Indian oil Limited and Mangalore refinery and petrochemicals have contracted 1.25 million tons of
oil from Iran. Iran is India’s third largest oil supplier.
➢ U.S. President withdrew from the 2015 nuclear accord re-imposing economic sanctions against the
Persian Gulf nation.
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India’s stand
➢ India has its own energy needs and the government will be guided
by national interest to import oil from Iran.
➢ India has a deeper relation with Iran in relation to Chabahar port
which is the access to Afghanistan and Central Asia and also the
North South Transport Corridor signed in 2002.
➢ Iranian oil is a lucrative buy for refiners as the Persian Gulf nation
provides 60 days of credit for purchases.
➢ India imports oil from Iran on a CIF basis which is advantageous
to India.

Under Cost, Insurance and
Freight (CIF) mode of
shipping, the seller assumes
the
responsibility
of
transportation and insurance.
The liability and costs
associated with successful
transit are paid by the seller

until the goods are
received by the buyer.

Impact of sanctions
➢ Once the sanctions kick in from the first week of November, banks will be unwilling to handle
payments.
➢ Currently, India pays its third largest oil supplier in euros using European banking channels. These
channels would get blocked from November.
➢ Also, the absence of payment mechanism may pose a challenge to the transportation of the oil as
Iranian crude is bought on a CIF basis and shipped on Iranian tankers.
➢ Despite the sanctions, China and India are likely to continue its oil imports from Russia and Iran
respectively. Also, China has agreed to trade oil on a non-dollar basis.
India’s experience with sanctions
➢ During the first round of sanctions when EU joined the US in imposing financial restrictions, India
initially used a Turkish bank to pay Iran for the oil it bought.
➢ But beginning February 2013, India paid nearly half of the oil import bill in rupees while keeping the
remainder pending opening of payment routes.
➢ It began clearing the dues in 2015 when the restrictions were eased.
➢ Besides, New Delhi sought to get around the restrictions by supplying goods including wheat,
soybean meal and consumer products to Iran in exchange for oil.
➢ India also faced sanctions from U.S. and other major nations during Pokhran nuclear tests. But,
overall, the effect of international sanctions on Indian economy was minimal; the technological
progress was marginal and most of the sanctions were lifted within five years.
Way forward
➢ India should look towards a sanctions free world.
➢ Seeking waivers might be dangerous as it might send out a wrong signal as India is aligning itself
with US policies.
➢ India is one of the most dependable partners for US in Asia geopolitically. So, India should keep up
its strategic autonomy of carrying forward agendas in its national interest.
➢ Sanctions are bad in themselves. They do not change policy but make people suffer as happened in
Iraq where 500000 people died due to sanctions.
➢ India should support a multipolar world in terms of finance as well.
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5. U.S.-RUSSIA
News: USA has said that it will withdraw from a landmark 31-year-old nuclear weapons agreement with
Russia. Trump accused Russia of violating the treaty and demanded the inclusion of China in the
agreement. Meanwhile Russia has hit back at the US saying its pull out from the treaty will lead to a
military escalation and strike major blow against global security.
What is the INF treaty?
➢ The Intermediate range Nuclear Forces treaty between USA and Russia also known as INF treaty was
signed in December 1987 by the then US President Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Michael
Gorbachev.
➢ It required both countries to refrain from possessing, producing or test flying a ground launched cruise
missile in the range between 500 and 5500 kms.
The benefits of the treaty
➢ Gorbachev took care of Soviet fears of a Western strike on Moscow, which the Pershing IIs (missiles
deployed by the US in Germany) could reach in about 10 minutes.
➢ Reagan was both getting rid of the SS-20 threat and trying to assuage the European allies’ uneasiness
at being targets.
➢ It eliminated 1,752 Soviet missiles, including all the feared SS-20s aimed at the European allies of
the U.S., along with 859 less powerful U.S. missiles deployed in Europe to counter the threat.
Concerns
➢ The US has been complaining from time to time of Russia violating the treaty.
➢ An official complaint was made in 2012 that Russia was deploying cruise missiles.
➢ The allegations became stronger during the crisis in Ukraine.
➢ The US alleges Russia is now violating the treaty with the development and deployment of a groundlaunched cruise missile, known as the 9M729.
➢ Moscow insists the missile does not violate the range restrictions in the INF and alleges in return that
a US missile defence system deployed in Eastern Europe against a potential Iranian threat can be
adapted to fire medium-range offensive missiles at Russia.
➢ Russia has concerns about new U.S. capabilities, including drones, which weren’t an issue in 1987,
and worrying that anti-missile installations in eastern Europe could be used for offensive purposes.
➢ Trump took up the issue and said the treaty would be meaningless without China’s inclusion as China
has been investing heavily in intermediate range missiles.
➢ China, not bound the Reagan-Gorbachev deal, was free to deploy short- and medium-range missiles,
creating a potential threat to U.S. allies in Asia that the U.S. wasn’t free to counter. Russia, too, has
complained about China’s freedom from the treaty’s constraints.
The likely impact
➢ It might lead to a restart of the arms race between nations.
➢ Though US does not want to cancel the treaty, it wants a better deal for the US as Trump has always
stressed on ‘America first’ policy.
➢ It is also part of domestic politics of the US to appease voters as elections are due in sometime.
➢ Russia, on the other hand, no longer needs to hide its work on shorter-range missiles or their
deployment, and it can describe it as a response to U.S. disrespect for fundamental international
frameworks.
➢ It has implications of dividing Europe. UK government has announced its support to the US while
Germany expresses regret about the U.S. decision to abandon “an important element of arms control
that especially serves European interests.”
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➢ If European members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization are asked to deploy U.S. weapons
aimed at Russia, this may cause new ruptures within the alliance, pushing Europeans to work toward
a security system that’s less dependent on the U.S.
➢ In Asia also, U.S. allies may wonder about the advisability of challenging China, since China and
Russia both have condemned Trump's decision to exit the INF treaty.
Implications on India
➢ The US is paving a way for China and Russia to align together which may impact India.
➢ On the other hand, China’s unchecked investment on short range and intermediate range missiles
would be scrutinized if China is also included in the treaty as US demands.
➢ If China is involved in the treaty, there would be a trilateral mechanism to check the developments
of short and intermediate range missiles of US, Russia and China.

6. INDIA-TAJIKISTAN
News: The President visited Tajikistan. He delivered a lecture on the theme of ‘Countering
Radicalization: Challenges in Modern Societies’ at the University of Tajikistan in Dushanbe.
He spoke on Tajikistan’s commendable work to tackle the global menace of radicalization, and said that
“the battle against terrorism, extremism and radicalism must be fought, primarily, in the minds of people
– between those who believe in peace and humanity and those who feed on death and destruction.”
9 agreements were signed in the fields of
1. disaster management
2. agriculture
3. space technology
4. youth and sports
5. Unani Medicine
6. cooperation for the period 2018-21
7. renewable energy
8. culture
9. academic and research
Bilateral Relations
➢ Tajikistan is situated in a strategically important region. India and Tajikistan have been facing
common challenges of terrorism, radicalization and extremism. The leadership of Tajikistan has been
resolute against these challenges to the modern society and has taken effective steps to contain them.
Tajikistan has been engaged in the task of development and growth of its economy and welfare of its
people.
➢ In the field of Defence cooperation, the two countries have a Joint Working Group to decide on
various programmes of cooperation. India is engaged in training and capacity building of Tajik
Defence forces. India has also contributed in terms of helping in renovation and reconstruction of the
Gissar Military Aerodrome in Ayni.
➢ India and Tajikistan are together engaged in bilateral cooperation in multifarious fields to promote
their trade and investment. India’s bilateral trade has reached almost US $74 million last year. The
major hurdle in developing this trade comes from lack of direct connectivity which increases
transportation costs.
➢ From time to time, India has provided humanitarian assistance to Tajikistan. Earlier, this year India
gifted 10 ambulances to augment healthcare in various regions of Tajikistan.
➢ India provides various scholarship slots for Tajik candidates to train in India under the ITEC (India
Technical and Economic Cooperation) programme as well as courses offered by the Indian Council
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for Cultural Relations (ICCR). India has trained almost 1400 Tajik candidates under ITEC slots
and approximately 360 candidates under ICCR scholarship programme.

7. U.S. – SAUDI ARABIA ISSUE
News: U.S. and Saudi Arabia had entered into tensions of U.S. imposing sanctions on Saudi Arabia.
What was the issue?
➢ Khashoggi, a U.S. resident and Washington Post columnist critical of Riyadh’s policies, disappeared
on Oct. 2 after entering the Saudi consulate in Istanbul. Turkey believes he was murdered and his
body removed. Initially Saudi Arabia denied the claim.
➢ The U.S. President had then threatened to impose sanctions on Saudi if the claim turned out to be
true. But, Saudi later on admitted that he was killed inside the embassy by a team of agents sent from
Riyadh. But so far, his body has not been recovered.
➢ Turkey was allowed to investigate the consulate later on. But the only findings made public from the
Turkish investigation so far is that freshly painted surfaces were found in the consulate and all of the
cars searched had been “thoroughly cleaned”.
➢ If uncontrovertible evidence emerges that the Saudi government planned Khashoggi’s execution, Mr.
Trump and other Western leaders would have little choice other than to roundly condemn the
kingdom and take punitive action. But Saudi Arabia had warned that it would “respond with greater
action” to any threats of economic or political pressure from the West.
Changes in Saudi Arabian policy
➢ From 2015, Prince Mohammed Bin Salman (MBS) have risen higher in ranks from becoming the
Deputy Crown Prince to the Defence Minister after which he launched the attack on the Houthis in
Yemen.
➢ Soon after that he was given charge of interior ministry thus holding defence, interior and the
economy.
➢ In 2017, MBS was elevated to the Crown Prince from the post of the Deputy Crown Prince.
➢ Ever since MBS took charge, the policy of Saudi Arabia which used to be low profile and consensual
taking everyone along changed to an assertive, audacious and aggressive.
➢ MBS has tried to portray himself as a reformer putting many ministers under house arrest for
corruption thus gaining the support of the international community.
➢ He also introduced social reforms allowing women to drive, lessening the control of the religious
police and so on.
➢ He was seen as the game changer by the international community in Saudi Arabia to transform it into
a modern economy.
Saudi-U.S. relations
➢ US and Saudi Arabia had signed a 110 billion USD deal for arms purchases by Saudi Arabia from
US. Saudi has thus, become the largest importer of American weapons.
➢ The US President has said that he will not do anything that puts the jobs of Americans in jeopardy.
➢ A 1957 agreement between Eisenhower and Al-Saud king obliges the U.S. to protect the monarch.
The Al-Saud can rule Saudi Arabia only with the consent of the U.S.
➢ Saudi Arabia remains a major anchor for U.S. in pushing its Middle East policy.
➢ Saudi Arabia helped in pushing out Soviet forces out of Afghanistan in 1980s.
➢ Saudi Arabia helped U.S. fight the Gulf war against Iraq in Kuwait in 1990s.
➢ Saudi Arabia has been leading a coalition of forces against Iran supported Houthis in Yemen and U.S.
has been pushing Saudi Arabia as a player in Middle East.
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➢ The US may also be pressurized by Israel to not take action against the Saudi prince as Israel is also
having deals with the prince.
➢ The importance of Saudi Arabia is much greater today than it was 10 years ago. U.S. was dependent
on oil about a decade ago. But with the discovery of shale gas in U.S., the dependence on Saudi is
centered on pushing its strategic interests, be it against Iran and Turkey or collaborating with Israel.
➢ It’s therefore in Mr. Trump’s interest for the Khashoggi’s murder to remain shrouded in mystery —
at least until the elections are over.
Pressure on U.S. President
➢ A bipartisan group of 22 senators sent a letter to the U.S. President, which will force the
administration to investigate Khashoggi’s disappearance. The letter invoked a law, the Global
Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act, that allows Congress to order an investigation by the
executive branch into human-rights violations—including torture, abduction, and extrajudicial
killing— “against an individual exercising freedom of expression.”
➢ The letter assumes importance as it was cosigned by the Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee and the committee’s ranking member. The law gives Trump 120 days to conduct an
investigation, identify the culprits, and determine whether sanctions are justified.
➢ But this is not the first time such a sanction has been imposed on Saudi Arabia. In 2017, the U.S. put
on hold U.S. weapons sales to all six members of the Gulf Cooperation Council until Saudi Arabia
and two of its allies, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Bahrain, settled their conflict with Qatar
over its muscular foreign policy and relationship with Iran, the kingdom’s regional rival. Eight
months after the crisis started, and with no sign of the Saudis backing down, the U.S. relented saying
the arms deals were needed to help Washington fight terrorism.
Turkey’s stake
➢ Turkey has already got a promise of $15 billion investment from Qatar in its rift with Saudi Arabia.
➢ Turkey had rushes to help Qatar with arms when the latter was having problems with Saudi Arabia.
➢ Turkey has played its part diplomatically so that it can benefit from the issue politically, economically
and internationally.
Europe’s stake
➢ Germany has said that it might suspend arms as long as the situation is not clear.
➢ France has plans to visit Saudi Arabia by the end of the year to sign many deals.
➢ Between 2001 and 2015, Europeans have sold $57 billion worth of arms to Saudi Arabia.
➢ Hence, though noises would be made by Europe, they wouldn’t want to heat the issue as their arms
deals would suffer.
Impact on oil
➢ Oil is Saudi Arabia’s greatest bargaining chip in avoiding punishment over Khashoggi’s murder.
➢ The United States relies on Saudi Arabia for oil, and needs its resources to keep the price of petrol
down.
➢ U.S. sanctions on Iran have been strangling oil markets, with the country’s exports falling by around
one million barrels a day and Saudi output rising by just 300,000 barrels a day between June and
October, according to Politico.
➢ With barrels nearing the $100 mark less than two weeks before the midterm elections, U.S. needs
Saudi Arabia to increase its exports.
Impact on India
➢ Rise in oil prices will further depreciate the rupee.
➢ It will further widen the Current Account Deficit.
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8. INDIA- SRI LANKA
News
➢ The Sri Lankan PM arrived in India and held talks with Indian PM.
➢ Both leaders discussed bilateral issues and the emphasis was on the various development projects that
India has taken in Sri Lanka.
➢ The talks come in the backdrop of Sri Lanka edging towards China.
➢ In April, state-run China Railway Beijing Engineering Group had bagged a tender worth more than
$300 million to build 40,000 houses in Jaffna. However, the project was halted after residents
demanded traditional brick houses instead of concrete structures planned by the Chinese firm.
Senaratne said there was a total requirement of 65,000 houses and more contracts will be given to
firms willing to build them at lower prices.
➢ The Indian side was satisfied with the progress on release of apprehended fishermen and detained
fishing vessels in the recent past, while reiterating the release of all the remaining Indian fishermen
and fishing vessels in Sri Lankan custody.
➢ Recent initiatives taken by the Government of India to end bottom trawling in the Palk Bay area were
shared with the Sri Lankan side. These include:
Launching of a programme on diversification of bottom trawlers into Deep Sea Fishing
Vessels for tuna long lining under Blue Revolution Scheme.
Construction of Mookaiyur and Poompuhar fishing harbours.
Capacity building programmes for fishermen of Palk Bay area in deep sea tuna long lining.
➢ Besides, fresh registration for bottom trawlers in the Palk Bay area has been banned by the
Government of Tamil Nadu. In addition, alternative livelihood opportunities for the fishing
communities in Palk Bay area are being offered through open sea cage farming, seaweed farming and
other allied coastal fisheries activities.
Bilateral Relations
➢ India and Sri Lanka have had frequent visits with each other at the levels of PM and External Affairs
Minister.
➢ India is committed to the unity and the territorial integrity of Sri Lanka.
➢ India considers it important for the Sri Lankan government to devolve powers to the provinces within
the Sri Lankan Constitution. India believes that such devolution of powers would bring reconciliation
and people to people contacts.
➢ India is the among the top four investors in Sri Lanka and a cumulative investment since 2003 stands
at 1 billion USD.
➢ Sri Lanka also has investments to the tune of 1 billion USD in India.
➢ India and Sri Lanka have cooperation which mutually benefits each other.
Development projects in Sri Lanka
➢ India has already handed over 44000 houses to the people of Sri Lanka.
➢ During the visit of the Sri Lankan PM in 2017, an MoU on cooperation in economic project was
signed with India through which some important projects were decided to be developed, namely,
1) The Mattala airport which is near the China controlled Hambantota port
2) Palali airport in the Northern Province
3) Trincomalee oil tank in the East
4) East Container terminal at Colombo port
5) Liquefied Natural Gas Plant in Colombo
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Indian concerns
➢ Under newly appointed PM of Sri Lanka, Mahinda Rajapaksa, there would be a greater influence of
China in the country as was seen during his Presidentship, which is a matter of great concern to India.
➢ Even after the election of former Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe, China’s influence had not
decreased.
➢ The building of the Hambantota port by the China, increased the indebtedness of Sri Lanka which
resulted into sale of the land to the Chinese.
➢ It is China’s strategy to create indebtedness in a country through economic cooperation in the name
of Belt and Road Initiative and then acquire the asset as equity.
➢ PM of Sri Lanka had taken a decision to allow China to build homes in Jaffna province in Sri Lanka.
The decision was withdrawn and currently India is engaged in developing houses in the North and
East of Sri Lanka.
Way forward
➢ There should be constant interaction between neighbours at high levels and at all other levels.
➢ People to people contacts should be encouraged.
➢ After Sinhala, the next popular language in Sri Lanka is Hindi which is also an aspect of cooperation.
➢ Yoga is also a great matter of interest in Sri Lanka which has scope for education in the field.
➢ Resolving the long-standing Palk Bay conflict between fishermen of both countries.
➢ Even as it has pledged $2.6 billion in development assistance to Sri Lanka, India should explore the
potential for generating livelihoods in the war-battered northern economy where agriculture and
fisheries, its key drivers, are facing a crisis.
➢ India and Sri Lanka have agreed to jointly revive a World War II era oil storage facility in the
strategically located eastern port town and build infrastructure around it. Enhanced economic and
development ties are welcome and crucial for the neighboring countries, but they should not bypass
robust engagement on traditional political concerns in the island nation, where scores of Tamils and
Muslims in the north and east are yet to return to normal lives 8 years after the civil war ended.
➢ While New Delhi’s anxiety over Chinese presence might be justified, it should avoid using the China
lens to view Sri Lanka, respecting the country’s autonomy to engage with any willing partner.
➢ India should treat Sri Lanka as an equal partner. It will strengthen India’s relationship with Sri Lanka.

9. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SRI LANKA
News
➢ In a surprise move, President Maithripala Sirisena sacked Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe
and replaced him with Mahinda Rajapaksa - a former president he had defeated in a 2015 election in a hurried ceremony in the capital, Colombo.
➢ Wickremesinghe denounced the move as unconstitutional and illegal.
➢ He insisted he was the lawful prime minister and called for a parliament sitting to prove his majority.
➢ Sirisena responded by suspending parliament until November 16. Critics said that it was aimed at
shoring up support for Rajapaksa, a popular leader who is credited with ending Sri Lanka's 26-year
long civil war, but is also accused of grave human rights abuses and corruption.
➢ He then dissolved it after being unable to secure support for Rajapaksa and called for elections to
take place on Jan. 5.
➢ Sri Lanka's Supreme Court will deliver its verdict on the legality of the January 5, 2019 snap polls
announced by President Maithripala Sirisena, after 13 fundamental rights petitions were filed against
the dissolution of the Parliament.
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Present situation
➢ As the numbers stand at present, Mr. Rajapaksa does not enjoy a majority in Parliament.
➢ Human rights groups, meanwhile, have raised the alarm over Rajapaksa's return to power, pointing
to allegations of war crimes against ethnic Tamils and people suspected of links to Tamil separatists
during the country's civil war, as well as harassment and arrests of journalists, activists and dissidents
during his decade-long rule.
➢ Amnesty International has also expressed concern over reports of Rajapaksa loyalists seizing state
media amid the crisis.
➢ Tens of thousands of people in Colombo protested against Sirisena's "coup", demanding the president
re-convene parliament and allow legislators to choose between Wickremesinghe and Rajapaksa.
➢ Meanwhile, the country's already struggling economy has come under further strain from the political
turmoil: The Sri Lankan rupee slumped to a record low against the dollar, while several countries
have issued travel advisories urging caution while travelling to Sri Lanka.
President’s stand
➢ Section 42(4) of the Constitution merely enables the President to appoint a PM.
➢ The President has taken the position that since he is the appointing authority, he also has the implicit
power to sack the PM.
➢ The United People’s Freedom Alliance, which was a partner in the so-called unity government,
informed the Speaker that it was leaving the ruling coalition.
➢ Thus, the cabinet automatically stood dissolved, thereby creating a vacancy for the office of the PM.
Sacked PM’s stand
➢ Wickremasinghe claims he still commands a majority in Parliament.
➢ Only Parliament has the constitutionally sanctioned authority to decide whether he could continue in
office as PM or not.
➢ It also suggests that as long as there is no no-confidence motion passed in Parliament against him and
the cabinet, his position as PM cannot be invalidated by the President at his will.
➢ Parliament’s faith remains unaltered as a no-trust motion brought a few months ago, was defeated in
the Parliament.
➢ The PM is not a public servant who can be sacked by the appointing authority at his will. It is a
constitutional office with protection from the executive.
19th Amendment to Sri Lanka’s Constitution
➢ It was passed in 2015 under the joint political leadership of both Mr. Sirisena and Mr.
Wickremesinghe.
➢ It curtailed powers of the President under the 1978 Constitution (the original) as well as the 18th
Amendment passed in 2010.
➢ Among the presidential powers taken away by the 19th Amendment, which is valid, is the one
pertaining to the President’s powers over the PM.
➢ The 19th Amendment, which created a dual executive, made the PM’s position secure from the
arbitrary actions of the President.
➢ Thus, the office of the PM falls vacant only under limited circumstances. Death, voluntary
resignation, loss of support in Parliament, rejection by Parliament of the budget, and ceasing to be an
MP are these circumstances. Sacking by the President is certainly not in this list.
➢ By this change, the 19th Amendment has also restored the Westminster framework of relationship
between the head of state, the PM, and Parliament.
➢ All these make the constitutionality as well as democratic legitimacy of the actions of Mr. Sirisena
less than clear.
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Analysis
➢ The President cited political and personal reasons for not partnering with Wickremasinghe though it
does not confirm the constitutional validity of his actions.
➢ If the President’s actions turn out to be valid at all, it will set a bad precedence for future constitutional
governance in Sri Lanka.
➢ Contrary to the letter and spirit of the 19th Amendment, no PM will be secure in his/her position
against arbitrary dismissal by the President.
➢ These circumstances also warrant judicial intervention to resolve the constitutional doubt.
➢ It shows the sacked PM’s inability to have a stable working relationship with the President to run the
coalition government.
➢ The collective failure of Mr. Sirisena and Mr. Wickremesinghe to be faithful to the 2015 mandate has
now brought Mr. Rajapaksa back to power on the invitation of one party in a coalition which
dislodged him from power.
International Response
➢ New Delhi said it was following developments in Colombo closely, adding that it hoped parties
respect democratic values and the constitutional process.
➢ For its part, China has been one of the few countries to congratulate Rajapaksa - the former president
had moved Sri Lanka closer to Beijing during his 2005-2015 rule - while also calling for dialogue.
➢ Meanwhile, several Western countries have expressed concern, with the United States backing
Wickremesinghe's call to resume parliament.
➢ The United Nations and European nations, including the United Kingdom, France and Germany,
urged all sides to refrain from violence.

10. INDIA-JAPAN
News
➢ The PM of India visited Japan.
➢ It was the 13th annual bilateral summit meeting with Japanese PM Shinzo Abe.
➢ It was the 5th annual summit meeting between the two PMs and the 12th meeting since 2012.
Highlights
➢ India and Japan outlined a vision for strengthened bilateral relations.
➢ Enhanced strategic and defence cooperation dominated the talks between the two premiers.
➢ Japan’s formulation of a “free and open Indo-Pacific” received a central place in the vision statement
issued at the end of the talks, with both sides stressing their “unwavering commitment to it.” The
concept is usually seen as a response to China’s growing dominance in the region.
➢ India stressed that ties with Japan were invested in upholding the rule of law and democratic values.
➢ The vision statement specifically mentioned the willingness of both countries to “expand concrete
cooperation with the U.S. and other partners”.
➢ It also referred to the necessity of ensuring the freedom of navigation and the importance of upholding
the UNCLOS (United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea), a set of conventions that China
has been accused of flouting in the South China Sea.
➢ Both countries announced the start of negotiations on an Acquisition and Cross-servicing Agreement,
a logistics-sharing pact, that would allow Japanese ships to get fuel and servicing at Indian naval
bases.
➢ A new Foreign and Defence Ministerial Dialogue, termed 2+2, was also announced to supplement an
already formidable array of bilateral dialogue mechanisms that include the Annual Defence
Ministerial Dialogue, Defence Policy Dialogue and the National Security Advisers Dialogue.
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➢ On the economic front, the two countries have agreed to a Bilateral Swap Arrangement that would
allow their central banks to exchange local currencies for up to $75 billion.
Significance
➢ Once ACSA is signed, Japan’s Maritime Self-Defence Force will be able to secure access to Indian
naval facilities in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, which are strategically located close to the
western Malacca Straits, a choke point for much of Japan and China’s trade and fuel imports.
➢ India and Japan have decided to hold the 2+2 dialogue which is very symbolic as India holds 2+2
dialogue only with the United States. Indian holds annual dialogue with Japan and Russia.
➢ India is making its foreign policy flexible enough to accommodate strong partners like US, Russia
and Japan but not compromising its identity at the same time.
➢ The currency swap agreement between India and Japan is substantially more than the $30 billion
currency swap arrangement announced between China and Japan.
➢ The $75 billion currency swap agreement which will help in stabilizing Indian rupee that has been
depreciating quite rapidly in the last few months.
➢ A similar agreement with Japan was signed in 2011-2012 when the currency was depreciating then.
It is kind of a crisis facility that has been extended to India.
➢ The currency swap agreement will increase the confidence of the market and will positively impact
the stability and the strength of the Indian rupee
➢ The Indo-Pacific strategy of both nations would help strategies of other nations to be in a predictable
course as far as Indo-Pacific is concerned
Bilateral Relations
➢ India and Japan are guided by shared values including the heritage of Buddhism, openness, rule of
law and our adherence to freedom of navigation and commerce in the Indo-Pacific region.
➢ The relation is special in many ways and global in its implications.
➢ PM stated in the Shangri-La dialogue in Singapore in June 2018 that economic and strategic ties with
Japan have been completely transformed in these years. It is a partnership of great success and
purpose that is also the cornerstone of India’s Act East policy.
➢ It exhibits a new level of mutual confidence and strategic content in the areas of energy, economic
development and promoting a peaceful and a secure world.
➢ Japan has been emerging as a strong partner of India in the strategic domain and the economic
domain.
➢ India-Japan trade has come down from $16 billion to $13 billion in the last four years. Trade deficit
has gone up and Indian exports have reduced by half. On the other hand, Japan-China have $300
billion of trade
➢ India and Japan had signed an agreement on nuclear energy cooperation in 2016. In 2017, the
agreement passed through the Japanese Parliament without any problems.
Defence relations
➢ India and Japan have also advanced its partnership in the areas of security and defence as well through
the annual defence ministerial dialogue, the defence policy dialogue and staff level dialogue between
all the three services.
➢ The two countries also hold regular exercises at various levels and the coast guards of the two
countries are also engaged in regular exercises.
➢ India has the largest military exercises with the US. Japan is closely becoming the second largest
partner in defence exercises with counter terror exercises, naval and maritime exercises.
➢ Japan will join India and US in the Malabar exercise to be held soon.
➢ India and Japan are also reviving the JIMEX exercise between the two countries and which was last
conducted in 2013.
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➢ Japan is a little hesitant to have active bilateral cooperation with India. India has a defence security
agreement with Japan. Though India had discussed the possibility of buying Amphibian planes from
Japan, nothing has progressed so far.
➢ India and Japan share the view that terrorism is a global curse and it should be combated in all its
forms.
Historical relations
➢ Both countries have a history of no conflict. India has probably been the only country without
Japanese conflict in Asia.
➢ India also has a historical relation different from other nations.
➢ India and Japan want mutual development and the development of other nations as both countries
support a multi-polar Asia.
Economic relations
➢ Japan has been helping India in its economic development for the last 60 years. The momentum
increased particularly during Shinzo Abe’s government.
➢ Japanese have played a major role in India’s technological and infrastructural transformation.
➢ Suzuki was the first foreign investment that transformed urban transport in India. The Delhi Metro,
the bullet train project currently in implantation phase, Bengaluru metro and Chennai metro are
among other major projects of Japan.
➢ India is also keen to invite Japan to invest in its Make in India programme.
➢ India has lagged behind in manufacturing or the third industrial revolution.
➢ But the Indian government is very keen for India to top the list in the fourth industrial revolution
which has Artificial intelligence, IoT, big data etc. Japan has come to be India’s strong partner in this
regard.
Indo-Pacific region
➢ Both nations mentioned that Indo-Pacific region should peaceful, open and inclusive.
➢ India and Japan have also taken up synergized infrastructure projects in the Indo-Pacific region like
Bangladesh, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Kenya (where a cancer hospital is being implemented. China has
also been investing in various projects in these countries. With the technological and financial support
from Japan, India should be able to ensure time bound delivery of services.
➢ China has been trying to dominate the Indo-Pacific region at least in East Asian region. But China
should realize that it will not be able to have a stand in the Indo-Pacific region unless it has close ties
with India and Japan. Only China and Russia are not too enthusiastic about the region.
Mumbai-Ahmedabad rail project
➢ Mumbai-Ahmedabad high speed rail project is an iconic example of Japanese technology as well as
symbol of bilateral strategic partnership and mutual trust.
➢ It is expected to act as a catalyst for rapid economic progress and technological growth and innovation
in India.
➢ It is monitored by an apex committee with representatives from both countries.
➢ Land acquisition for the project is expected to be completed by Dec, 2018.
Other areas of cooperation
➢ Japan is India’s third largest investor. Japan invested $4.7 billion in the Indian economy in FY 201617.
➢ India is the largest recipient of Japanese official development assistance (ODA).
➢ There are several metro projects in India that include Japanese technology among which Delhi metro
is an iconic example of successful completion of a metro project for a large city in India.
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➢ There are 12 industrial townships coming up in order to cater to their particular requirements. It holds
significance in people to people relationships, growing engagement between States and prefectures
in Japan, dialogues between Parliamentarians of both countries and exchange of views and ideas
between the industries of both countries.
➢ Japan has also been part of smart cities in India, Swachh Bharat Mission, bringing in clean energy
and related technology, developing electric vehicles, battery storage technology, converting waste to
energy and so on.
➢ India-Japan will cooperate to connect Africa, Southeast Asia and India’s Northeast as part of the $40
billion Asia-Africa Growth Corridor (AAGC) programme, a counter to China’s Belt and Road
Initiative.
New areas of cooperation
➢ Digital technology
➢ Manufacturing
➢ Robotics and Artificial Intelligence
➢ Agriculture and food processing
➢ Disaster management
➢ Health – to involve Japan in the successful implementation of Ayushman Baharat programme.
➢ Skill development – to encourage Japan to set up Japan-India Institutes of manufacturing that would
train 30000 young Indians in manufacturing and production. They would serve as the nuclei of change
in the economy.
Quad
➢ The Quad is an informal consultative mechanism comprising the United States, Australia, Japan, and
India.
➢ It is quietly opposed to China’s continued militarization of and attempts to control strategic
waterways throughout the region, namely the South China Sea.
➢ The group met most recently last November, and again in June, after 10 years of inactivity.
➢ Meetings were held at junior levels and not at higher levels.
➢ China has time and again been apprehensive of the quad grouping as it has immense potential to
counter China in the Indo-Pacific region.
➢ China has called for free and open navigation in the seas, to resolve conflicts through dialogue and
to adhere by the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Seas (UNCLOS)
➢ UNCLOS had been rejected by China during its dispute with Philippines against China's territorial
claim on the "nine-dash line".
➢ In 2016, the Permanent Court of Arbitration had also rejected China’s claims.
Way forward
➢ Indian businesses have said they have market access constraints from the Japanese which needs to be
worked upon.
➢ Japanese have high standards of regulation and services where Indian goods and services do not
appear to be competitive. It can be addressed at the highest levels by enhancing the competitiveness
of Indian goods to be at par with the Japanese goods.
➢ Language issues between the countries can be addressed to improve business.
➢ Comprehensive Economic Partnership agreement signed between both countries in 2011 had sought
to address many issues like special visas for IT professionals but it hasn’t been implemented. CEPA
should be strengthened and implemented.
➢ Rather than transferring machines and gadgets, both countries can transfer technology of the same.
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➢ India and Japan should take along other nations like Vietnam, South Korea, Australia etc. in the
development of the Indo-Pacific region. They should stand for an open Indo-Pacific region and not
encourage any activity that would inject competition among the countries in the region.

11. RE-PRIORITISING SAARC
➢ South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) the regional intergovernmental
organization and geopolitical union of nations in South Asia.
➢ Its member states include Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, the Maldives, Pakistan and
Sri Lanka.
➢ Economic expansion, connectivity and trade are major motto of SAARC nations to minimize regional
imbalance in South Asian region.
➢ The External Affairs Minister left the SAARC meeting midway recently after making her statement.
➢ SAARC meeting was called off by India on the brutal killing of jawans in Jammu and Kashmir and
release of stamps by Pakistan glorifying terrorists.
Objectives of SAARC
SAARC was conceived at a time when connectivity between South Asian nations was moving at a slow
pace than the regional networks around the world. SAARC was meant to foster economic cooperation
which would in turn foster political cooperation. It was also thought of as a platform to encourage
informal relations between India and Pakistan. However, it was agreed that no bilateral issue would be
taken up in the SAARC meeting.
Objectives of SAARC are as follows:
➢ Strengthening cooperation with other developing countries.
➢ Improving the quality of life of people of South Asia and promoting their welfare.
➢ Accelerating economic growth, cultural development and social progress in the region.
➢ Strengthening and promoting collective self-reliance among the countries of South Asia.
➢ Cooperating with international and regional organizations with similar aims and purposes.
➢ Contributing to the mutual trust, understanding and appreciation of one another's problems.
➢ Strengthening cooperation among themselves in international forums on matters of common interests.
➢ Providing the opportunity to live in dignity to all the individuals and helping them realize their full
potentials.
➢ Promoting active collaboration and mutual assistance in the economic, social, cultural, technical and
scientific fields.
Challenges
➢ Political cooperation can lead to economic cooperation but SAARC was conceived on a reverse
notion.
➢ Like India, other countries like Afghanistan and Bangladesh are also facing issues with Pakistan’s
dormancy towards terrorism emanating from its territory.
➢ There is no clear definition of the extent to which regional neighbours should have a political
consensus, especially with India.
➢ The entry of China into the South Asian region has challenged economic connectivity in the region.
➢ Though SAARC might not be dismantled, it will remain until there is a fundamental change in the
India-Pakistan relationship.
➢ Though connectivity project in SAARC started much earlier than China’s Belt and Road Initiative, it
did not progress.
➢ Countries in South Asia have not been able to integrate due to
✓ inability to invoke the confidence to integrate with India.
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✓ political polarization of whether being with India or not.
✓ external factors like U.S. and China which do not allow a consensus to emerge among the
neighbouring nations.
➢ India’s policies related to illegal migration may impact neighbouring nations like Myanmar and
Bangladesh.
Way forward
➢ China is rising as a fast power integrating with India’s neighbours in the name of economic
development. So, India needs to brush aside Pakistan and encourage relations with other countries
through available forums like BIMSTEC, IORA, BBIN etc.
➢ Other forums like BIMSTEC do not have nations included in SAARC like Afghanistan, Maldives
and Pakistan and Bhutan has reservations on BBIN as a result of which, SAARC cannot be ignored.
➢ India should use its leadership to push forward agendas in the forums involving neighbouring
countries.
➢ India should be involved in the national development of its neighbouring countries along with its own
development to set aside fears of overreach as done by China.
➢ India needs to implement the promises to the neighbouring nations in the form of MoUs and other
agreements.
➢ Instead of taking up security issues as a primary concern and not compromising on security at the
same time, India should economically integrate with its neighbours.
➢ India should follow a similar strategy as was done in Africa where India helped the nation in
implementing its own priorities and not imposing anything on the Africans.
➢ India should encourage bilateral relations and smaller regional groupings which will ensure the
success of larger groupings like SAARC, BIMSTEC etc.

12. SHANGHAI COOPERATION ORGANISATION (SCO)
News
➢ The External Affairs Minister attended the two-day conclave on the SCO leaders meeting in
Dushanbe, Tajikistan.
➢ The minister raised the issues of terrorism, climate change and methods by which regional peace can
be promoted.
➢ In an apparent reference to the USD 50 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), EAM
said that all connectivity initiatives must be based on the principles of respect for sovereignty and
territorial integrity, consultations, good governance, transparency, viability and sustainability. India
has opposed the CPEC projects and protested to China as it is being laid through Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir
➢ This is also the first multilateral forum attended by External Affairs Minister with her counterpart in
Pakistan.
SCO
➢ The SCO was founded at a summit in Shanghai in 2001 by the presidents of Russia, China, Kyrgyz
Republic, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
➢ India was an observer at the SCO since 2005 and has generally participated in the ministerial-level
meetings of the grouping which focus mainly on security and economic cooperation in the Eurasian
region.
➢ India became a full member of the China-dominated grouping last year and the New Delhi's entry is
expected to increase the bloc's heft in regional geo-politics and trade negotiations besides giving it a
pan-Asian hue.
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➢ Along with India, Pakistan was also granted membership of the SCO in 2017.
➢ The bloc currently has eight member eight-member countries which represent around 42% of the
world's population and 20% of the global GDP
Significance of SCO
➢ No bilateral issue can be raised at the SCO meeting according to its charter.
➢ Pakistan was already engaged with SCO member states through the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
before its entry into SCO. Pakistan’s entry was supported by China.
➢ Russia has been India’s staunchest supporter in the SCO, having lobbied hard with Beijing for years
to ensure its entry into the grouping.
➢ SCO is a platform where India will work with other Central Asian Republics and make them strong
politically and strategically so that there is no influence of China.
➢ India has a powerful strategic interest in Iran’s Chabahar port which is seen as India’s entry into
Central Asia and Afghanistan
China’s strategy
➢ China has been strategically engaging countries in the Indian Ocean region by developing projects
even though they are not economically viable. Examples are Hambantota port in Sri Lanka and
Gwadar port in Pakistan.
➢ China has invested hugely in these projects and Pakistan currently has towering debts with China.
➢ China has put forward the following proposals as five pillars of cooperation:
• Consolidating solidarity and coordination.
• Jointly tackling challenges.
• Deepening practical cooperation.
• Enhancing people-to-people and cultural bonds.
• Upholding openness and inclusiveness.
➢ China proposes to align its own development with that of regional countries to jointly build a
neighbouring community of shared future with the SCO countries.
India’s stand w.r.t Afghanistan
India and Afghanistan have a strong relationship based on cultural and historical links. The relationship
has its foundations in the historical contacts and exchanges between the people.
➢ India supports an Afghan owned and Afghan led government.
➢ Though many Central Asian countries support the concept of negotiating with the “good” Taliban,
India stands firmly by the policy that there is no good Taliban or bad Taliban, but only the terrorist
faction, Taliban.

13. ASIA-EUROPE SUMMIT
News
➢ The 12th ASEM summit is being held in Brussels.
➢ It has the presence of 51 countries across Europe and Asia.
➢ Vice President of India, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu has led a delegation to the summit.
➢ Theme of the summit- Global Partners for Global Challenges.
➢ The summit started in 1996.
Significance
➢ It is a multilateral forum that started in 1996 when Singapore and Europe identified similar issues for
discussion between Europe and Asian countries.
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➢ ASEAN had 7 members when it started and 3 members in partnership and EU 15 members. In 2004EU expanded to 25 members and India joined in 2006 though India attended its first meeting in 2008
➢ Participation is at the level of the VP or EAM or Minister of State for External Affairs.
➢ There are 51 members- 30 from Europe and 21 from Asia. There are also representatives from
European Union and ASEAN secretariat.
➢ Many issues of common interest will be discussed.
➢ It will provide opportunities to members to connect with partners, resolve problematic issues between
countries, strengthen relations between countries.
➢ U.S. has threatened with sanctions on China. China was admitted into the WTO in 2001 according to
certain norms and expectations. But China has not modified its domestic norms to suit WTO. Hence,
China is unlikely to get the support of Japan and Europe against the U.S.
The theme
➢ Global challenges include climate change where India has a role to play given the fact that U.S. has
withdrawn from the Paris agreement, India has low emissions and India is well on the way to achieve
175GW of renewable energy by 2022.
➢ India is also at the helm of International Solar Alliance which is a platform for bringing countries
towards renewable energy
➢ The next issue is terrorism which has affected India and European Union in a similar way.
➢ The third issue is Belt and Road initiative which is China’s flagship programme.
➢ Europe is also concerned about the inroads made by China into Central and Eastern Europe.
➢ Japan also its own connectivity project and India is working with Japan for Chabahar port project in
Iran and Asia Africa growth corridor project.
➢ There is great synergy between India, European Union and Japan.
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ENVIRONMENT
1. MANSAR LAKE
➢
➢
➢
➢

It is one of the largest freshwater lakes in the Shivalik range of the Jammu region.
The lake is facing an existential threat due to human intervention and climate change
Surinsar-Mansar Lakes is designated as Ramsar Convention in November 2005.
Mansar is primarily fed by surface run-off and partially by mineralised water through paddy fields,
with inflow increasing in rainy season.
➢ The lake supports CITES and IUCN Redlisted Lissemys punctata, Aspideretes gangeticus, and
Mansariella lacustris.
➢ It is also a nursery ground for migratory waterfowls like Fulica atra, Gallinula chloropus, Podiceps
nigricollis, Aythya fuligula, and various Anas species.
➢ The main threats are increasing visitors, agricultural runoff, bathing and cremation rituals.

2. LIONS DEATHS IN GIR
News: As many as 21 lions have died in Gujarat’s Gir forest due to infighting and viral infection. ICMR
confirmed the death of tigers due to Canine Distemper Virus (CDV) and recommended the vaccination
of lions to prevent deaths.
Gir Forest National Park
➢ Also known as Sasan Gir, it is located in Gujarat.
➢ Gir is the only natural habitat of world popular Asiatic Lions.
➢ The seven major perennial rivers of the Gir region are Hiran, Shetrunji, Datardi, Shingoda,
Machhundri, Godavari and Raval.
Asiatic Lion
➢ IUCN status: Endangered.
➢ The lion is one of five pantherine cats inhabiting India, along with the Bengal tiger, Indian leopard,
snow leopard and clouded leopard.
➢ It was also known as "Indian lion" and "Persian lion".

3. NEW GECKO SPECIES
News: Two new species of spot-necked day gecko and the Anaimudi day gecko have been discovered.
The gecko is the single largest group of lizards in existence. In fact, there are over 2,000 gecko species
currently recognized worldwide with many more expected to be discovered in the future.
➢ Found in: higher reaches of the Agasthyamalai and Anamalai hill ranges in the Western Ghats
➢ Features:
✓ Anaimudi day gecko: approximately six-centimeter-long, bright red iris, long, striking amber
line ran down its dark back
✓ Spot-necked day gecko: spotted at Kollam's (Kerala) Shendurney Wildlife Sanctuary and has
bluish-white spots in a distinct ‘necklace-pattern’ on its nape.
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4. MUSI RIVER
News: The Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) has listed the Musi river as being among the most
polluted rivers in the country, and says its waters are dangerous to use.
Threats
➢ The river is currently a dumping ground for refuse due to lack of monitoring and negligence of the
municipal and urban development authorities.
➢ The study of the pollution of rivers in the country showed a dangerous concentration of antibiotics
waste in the Musi River — 1,000 times higher than found in rivers in developed countries.
➢ About 12 lakh metric tonnes of waste material has also been dumped in the river.
➢ Pollution resulting from linking of sewer lines and industrial drains has also caused the death of the
Musi in the city of Hyderabad.
➢ Villagers on the outskirts of Hyderabad use the polluted Musi water for agriculture and animals
consume the polluted water, which means the pollution has entered the food chain.
➢ Musi also has very high electrical conductivity (EC), indicating the severity of pollution and threat
to aquatic life.
➢ Though EC cannot be considered a pollutant by itself, high electrical conductivity indicates that the
quality of water has deteriorated due to high content of inorganic substances.
➢ High EC is also an indication of high salinity.

5. ELEPHANTS' RIGHT OF WAY
Issue
Seven elephants died after coming in contact with a sagging electric wire in Odisha's Dhen-kanal in
October. This is the highest casualty of elephants in a single incident in Odisha.
Analysis of data on electrocution of elephants between 2009 and 2017 (MoEFCC)
➢ Environment ministry data shows that 655 elephant deaths took place in India from 2009 to 2017.
This translates into an average of about 80 elephant deaths per year, seven every month and one every
four days.
➢ Every year, about 50 elephants have died on average due to electrocution.
➢ A total of 461 elephant deaths due to electrocution occurred in the eight years
➢ States in the eastern and northeastern region of the country have accounted for most of these deaths
— in Odisha, 90 elephants died of electrocution; 70 elephants died of electrocution in Assam; 48
elephants in West Bengal; and 23 elephants in Chhattisgarh.
➢ Karnataka, which has the highest population of elephants, has recorded the highest casualties by
electrocution, numbering 106. While 17 elephants died in Kerala, in Tamil Nadu, the number of
deaths in the same period was 50.
Elephant Census
According to the all-India synchronized
census of elephants in 2017, their
population was 27,312. The States with the
highest elephant population are Karnataka
(6,049), followed by Assam (5,719) and
Kerala (3,054).

Reasons for elephant deaths
The main reasons for elephant deaths are
1. electrocution
2. train accidents
3. poaching
4. poisoning

How does human-elephant conflict occur?
➢ Elephants are vegetarians. They require a large amount of foliage given their size and their
metabolism. But grass is not available everywhere all throughout the year. Therefore, they migrate in
search of food. With their migration patterns and behaviors, elephants are aware of the areas that
would remain green when the others would dry out.
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➢ Man impedes on the corridors through development activities like petrochemical complexes, mining
activities, farming etc. A large area of the forest gets cut down in the process thereby reducing the
foliage for elephants.
➢ Elephants are by nature nomadic animals. They move
through 100s of kms in their journey.
➢ Elephants are expanding base all across the country and
moving out of forests towards agricultural areas
➢ In the east-central Indian landscape, elephants are emerging
in the areas where they were never seen in decades or in
centuries before. For instance, there were no elephants in
Chhattisgarh for centuries, and now there are humanelephant conflict there.
Elephant corridors are strips of land connecting two large
habitats, which are supposed to provide a safe corridor for
elephants to migrate from one landscape to another. In
India, there are 101 elephant corridors.
Representatives of the Wildlife Trust of India (WTI), who
Image Credit: The Hindu
along with the MOEFCC’s Project Elephant had come out
with a publication on the right of passage in 101 elephant corridors of the country in 2017, stressed
on the need for greater surveillance and protection of elephant corridors.
The publication had touched on the issue of how critical elephant corridors are for sustaining the
jumbo population in the country.
Govt. efforts
• Guidelines have been issued for human elephant conflict to different ministries and state
governments.
• Some fund from the Project elephant have been given for the improvement of human-elephant
conflict areas
• Advance warning systems have brought out in Uttarakhand which have given results.
• Chilli bombs and drones have also been tried to manage the conflict situation
• Crop insurance through Fasal Bhima Yojana is being considered for farmers whose crops are
damaged in man-animal conflict
• Discussions with railway ministry are being conducted to mitigate the killing of elephants on railway
tracks. Some success has been achieved in West Bengal which is being tried to replicate in other
states.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges
The focus has been on tigers and rhinos and elephants have been largely ignored.
The fact that the habitat of elephants has been decreasing and that too very drastically has gone
unnoticed.
For example, one of the major elephant corridors has been between the Corbett and Rajaji for the past
decades. But the corridor has shrunk to just 300m near Kotdwar in the last decade.
The elephant corridors are not marked and delineated as a result of which developmental agencies
and people are not aware of the boundaries of the corridor
Roads and railways lines are laid on the path of elephant corridors.
Land is an area of contention between wildlife and the 100 million plus tribal and other dwellers who
depend on forests. The changing lifestyles and increasing population, are a drain on the resources of
nature.
Whenever there is a man-elephant conflict, solutions are sought for at the State level. But elephants
do not recognize boundaries.
Scarcity of water also force elephants to move from one place to another
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•
•
•

In 1990s, when the elephant killing had become a big problem, the government had issued guidelines
to the railways to slow down when they passed through the Haridwar-Dehradun corridor. However,
it has never been implemented
Crops like sugarcane easily attract elephants to the fields.
Crop damages incurred by farmers due to straying of elephants causes resentment in the minds of the
people.

Way forward
➢ Maps of elephant corridors should be created. The developers and people need to be aware of the
boundaries of elephant corridors.
➢ Concerned department should be given awareness about the behavior and requirements of wildlife
and the economic uses of elephants
➢ Identify critical areas where conflicts or electrocutions are happening. Then suitable solutions should
be advanced to manage the problems in those critical areas.
➢ Water scarcity should be addressed in forest areas so that elephants remain within forest bounds.
➢ Other alternatives like solar fences, chili powder etc. can be used to scare elephants away like in other
countries
➢ Farmers can switch over to other crops which are not favourable to elephants
➢ People living in and around the elephant corridors should be made part of decision making to avoid
man-animal conflict.
➢ Elevated roads and underground canals are other alternatives to bypassing elephant corridors.
➢ A multi-pronged approach involving all state governments should be made to manage the problems
in elephant corridors
➢ A rigorous environmental impact assessment has to be made and strict implementation of laws have
to be ensured.
➢ Animal crimes should be highlighted and people responsible for the same should be penalized
➢ Forests should be seen as resources for combating climate change and maintaining the ecosystem.
➢ Elephants should be protected from endangerment and extinction for which the health of the
landscape should improve.
➢ There needs to be greater coordination between the Forest Department and different agencies,
including the Power Department
➢ Continuous monitoring of electrical wires passing through areas of elephant movement should be
done
➢ Measures should be taken to stop illegal electrical fencing.
➢ There should be proper guidelines for maintaining the height of high-tension electrical wire.
➢ States should come up with a proper zone-wise management plan for different elephant landscapes
— where to allow elephants and where to restrict their movement.
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Elephant Reserves
1. Mayurjharna
2. Singhbhum
3. Mayurbhanj
4. Mahanadi
5. Sambalpur
6. Baitarni
7. South Odisha
8. Lemru
9. Badalkhol – Tamorpingla
10. Kameng
11. Sonitpur
12. Dihing – Patkai
13. South Arunachal
14. Kaziranga – Karbi
Anglong
15. Dhansiri – Lungding
16. Intanki
17. Ripu – Chirang
18. Eastern Dooars
19. Garo Hills
20. Khasi Hills
21. Mysore
22. Wayanad
23. Nilgiri
24. Rayala
25. Nilambur
26. Coimbatore
27. Anamalai
28. Anamudi
29. Periyar
30. Srivilliputtur
31. Shivalik
32. Uttar Pradesh

6. PHASING OUT BS-IV
News
➢ The Supreme Court ruled recently that no Bharat Stage-IV vehicle would be sold or registered in
India from April 1, 2020, saying any extension of time in introducing the new emission norms would
adversely impact the health of citizens as the pollution has reached an "alarming and critical" level.
➢ The apex court said there cannot be any compromise on the health of citizens and this has to take
precedence over the "greed" of few automobile manufacturers who unfortunately want to stretch the
timeline to make a "little more money".
➢ Noting that India has the "dubious distinction" of having 15 out of the 20 most polluted cities in the
world, the bench said the effect of pollution on the environment and health was so huge that it cannot
be compensated in the marginal extra profits that manufacturers might make.
BS norms
➢ Introduced in 2000, the Bharat norms are emission control standards that are based on the European
regulations (Euro norms).
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➢ They are instituted by the government to regulate output of air pollutants from motor vehicles.
➢ They set limits for release of air pollutants from equipment using internal combustion engines,
including vehicles. Typically, the higher the stage, the more stringent the norms are.
What are BS-IV norms?
➢ The BS IV norms were introduced in 13 cities apart from the National Capital Region from April
2010 onwards.
➢ The BS IV norms have been enforced across the country since April 2017.
➢ In 2016, the Centre had announced the country would skip the BS-V norms altogether and adopt BSVI norms by 2020.
➢ BS IV norms stipulate only 50 parts per million Sulphur compared with up to 350 parts per million
under BS III. Also, hydrocarbon, nitrogen oxide and particulate matter emissions are lower under BS
IV.
Difference of BS-VI and BS-IV norms
➢ The extent of Sulphur is the major difference between Bharat Stage IV and Bharat Stage VI norms.
➢ BS-IV fuels contain 50 parts per million (ppm) Sulphur, the BS-VI grade fuel only has 10 ppm
Sulphur.
➢ BS VI can bring PM in diesel cars down by 80 per cent.
➢ The new norms will bring down nitrogen oxides from diesel cars by 70 per cent and in petrol cars by
25 per cent.
➢ BS VI also makes on-board diagnostics (OBD) mandatory for all vehicles. OBD device informs the
vehicle owner or the repair technician how efficient the systems in the vehicle are.
➢ Bharat Stage VI is the most advanced emission standard for automobiles and is equivalent to EuroVI norms currently in place across countries in Europe.
Impact of BS-VI norms
➢ A study carried out by TERI in the Delhi NCR region shows if all vehicles would be converted into
BS-VI technology, the reduction of PM 10 concentration in the ambient air would be nearly 6% and
the reduction in PM 2.5 would be 8% in 2010.
➢ When the impact of BS-VI technology was projected to 2035, the reduction in PM 10 concentration
was seen at 11% and reduction in PM 2.5 was seen at nearly 14%.
➢ The decadal increase in vehicles on roads was also factored in during the study.
➢ Thus, the implementation of BS-VI would have a huge impact on environmental pollution.
What do the new norms imply?
➢ The Nitrogen oxide, Sulphur, carbon and particulate matter in petrol and diesel driven vehicles would
have to come down drastically.
➢ Automobile manufacturers should move to BS-VI norms by 2020. So, they prepare for incorporation
of the new technology.
➢ The automobile manufacturers should clear the stock of vehicles based on BS-IV norms before March
31, 2020.
➢ Government will have to focus on better public transport so that people have an environment friendly
alternative due to the pressure on private transport.
➢ The new norms might also trigger the faster implementation of electric vehicles.
Impact on manufacturers
➢ Compliance with BS-VI norms will require higher investment in technology to upgrade vehicles in
stock and making new vehicles. This will also mean fewer launches till the deadline.
➢ Manufacturers have to implement two changes for BS-VI norms
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➢ An on-board diagnostics (OBD) kit needs to be embedded in the four-wheeler vehicle which will be
able to identify likely areas of malfunction by means of default codes stored on a computer, thus
ensuring that the sophisticated emission control device, which is fitted in a BS-VI vehicle, runs at
optimum efficiency throughout the life of the vehicle and self-correction measure would be
immediately indicated.
➢ For two-wheelers, manufacturers have to introduce a fuel injection system, which will be a first in
India. Under the new norms, the difference in carbon emission between diesel and petrol engines will
reduce substantially.
Impact on consumers
BS-VI-compliant vehicles will be more expensive. Diesel vehicles and economy-segment motorcycles
will see a sharp increase in price, which may keep buyers away for some time.
Challenges
➢ The apex court, instead of the lawmakers, had to step in to enforce BS-VI norms which have already
been introduced in European countries a long while ago.
➢ The court has ordered for not registering BS-IV vehicles, but BS-VI vehicles have been now
introduced only in a few cities and may not necessarily be available everywhere.
➢ The introduction of electric vehicles to counter pollution also face challenges like non-availability of
charging points, disposal of batteries used for charging etc.
Way forward
➢ R&D: Focus should be on research to bring in environment friendly vehicles in India.
➢ Public transport should be improved and electric vehicles should be the focus in the long run.
➢ The requisite infrastructure to move to electric vehicles like charging points should be enabled by
the government.
➢ Multi-modal transport and integration of different kinds of transport would help in minimizing
environmental pollution.
➢ Ethanol blending should be pursued to reduce the pollutants in fuels.
➢ Other than transport, focus should also be laid on other sectors to minimize pollution
➢ Collaboration with countries like Japan and other developed countries would enable India to take
advantage of research in developed countries.

7. WORLD’S FIRST ORGANIC STATE–SIKKIM
News: Sikkim has been awarded the prestigious gold prize at global Future Policy Awards for promoting
agro-ecology through policies and laws that have made it a "100% organic farming" state.
The award is co-organized by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the World Future Council
(WFC) and IFOAM Organics International. It was announced simultaneously at Hamburg and Rome.
Announcement
➢ "Gold Prize winner Sikkim is the first organic state in the world. All of its farmland is certified
organic. At the same time, Sikkim's approach reaches beyond organic production and has proven
truly transformational for the state and its citizens," the WFC, a Hamburg-based body consisting of
50 eminent global change-makers from governments, parliaments, civil society, academia and
business, said in the release.
➢ Embedded in its design are socioeconomic aspects such as consumption and market expansion,
cultural aspects as well as health, education, rural development and sustainable tourism.
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➢ The policy implemented a phase out of chemical fertilizers and pesticides, and achieved a total ban
on sale and use of chemical pesticides in the state. The transition has benefited more than 66,000
farming families," it said while explaining why Sikkim was chosen for the top award.
➢ It noted that Sikkim's tourism sector had benefited greatly from the state's transition to 100% organic.
➢ Sikkim has set a very good example of how other Indian states and countries worldwide can
successfully upscale agro-ecology.
How has Sikkim achieved the status?
➢ It took 5 years for Sikkim to move from chemical-based farming to organic farming.
➢ Efforts were taken by all stakeholders- farmers, sellers, government and others to gradually phase out
the use of chemicals.
➢ Though the farmers suffered losses in the initial phase, they were supported and compensated by the
government to continue the phase out of chemicals.
➢ Over the years around 75,000 hectares of land has been converted into certified organic farms
following the guidelines as prescribed by National Programme for Organic Production.
➢ Though Sikkimese farmers never depended on chemicals heavily but there was the use of synthetic
fertilizers. It was when the state banned its use that the farmers were compelled to go the organic
way.
➢ Organic cultivation doesn't involve the use of chemical pesticides and fertilizers and thus helps to
maintain a harmonious balance among the various complex ecosystems.
➢ Also, it has improved the quality of the soil which further improves the standards of the crops
produced there.
➢ Within 1.24 million tonnes of organic production in the country around 80000 million is supplied by
Sikkim alone.
Bestowed with varied agro-climatic conditions, some of the major crops produced in Sikkim are
cardamom, ginger, turmeric, off-season vegetables, flowers, Sikkim mandarin, kiwi, buck wheat,
paddy maize and millets.
Setting an example for the entire nation, Sikkim now join hands with the organic states of the foreign
countries like California, Wisconsin among others.
Several other parts of India now also inspire the same and working hard to achieve the status. Leading
the race is Kerala followed by Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh.
Benefits
✓ Sikkim has adopted the sustainable model of agricultural development.
✓ It will help Sikkim in tackling malnutrition and poverty.
✓ It will help in addressing climate change and loss of biodiversity.
✓ It will help in prevention of modern diseases and help people to have a healthy life.
✓ It will cut down expenditure of the government in the long term.
✓ It will help in increasing tourism to the state.
✓ Sikkim has become a brand with the award and the agricultural produce of Sikkim will find huge
demand.
✓ It will help in doubling farmers income by 2022 as envisioned by the PM.
✓ Sikkim can be made a role model for other smaller states to adopt organic farming.
✓ It has helped India obtain a place in the global map in agriculture.
Challenges
➢ Due to increase in demand for organic food, there are fraudsters selling pesticide laden food in the
name of organic food.
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➢ Intermediate costs like transportation and intermediaries accounts for majority of the cost of the
agricultural produce.
Way forward
➢ There should be a credible certifying agency like the Quality Council of India, which can authenticate
the organic produce.
➢ A percentage above the Minimum Support Prices or some other incentives may be provided to the
farmers for organically produced food grains and vegetables to encourage its cultivation.
➢ Intermediaries should be eliminated so that farmers fully benefit from output cost. This can be done
by integrating the farmers, packers and the sellers into a network using technology.
➢ Organic farming is the best method for increasing farmer’s income as it has minimal input cost and
maximum output cost.
➢ The demand for organic produce will eventually propel all farmers to produce organic food.
➢ Organic farming will encourage organic dairy produce as well.
➢ Educate the farmers on the harmful effects of chemicals on soil, on health and on the environment.

8. CHAMPIONS OF THE EARTH AWARD
News
➢ The Prime Minister was conferred the Champions of the Earth Award 2018 for Policy Leadership by
United Nations.
➢ The award has been given for International Solar Alliance and for banning use of plastics after 2022.
ISA
➢ Oil and automobile companies were the most dominant companies in the past through which fossil
fuels permeated the lives of people. But historically the world has depended on natural resources.
➢ Sun is the most important source of energy available to mankind. Even the creation of fossils fuels
requires natural resources and the energy of the sun.
➢ During the UN Climate change conference in Paris, India had insisted that climate justice be included
in the agreement as it concerned majority of the countries or the developing countries.
➢ ISA was jointly announced by India and France in Paris.
➢ It is a platform for countries to come together to pursue solar energy.
➢ It will be a parallel platform which will establish global standards and push solar energy to be
accessible to poor people.
➢ Climate change which is partly unpredictable is a crucial factor in moving towards solar energy.
Challenges
➢ Solar energy has not crossed 10% of the share of the energy basket.
➢ It needs a different kind of grid
➢ Solar energy is not available at night.
➢ Land areas are required for establishing solar energy which might create land acquisition problems.
➢ It will take time in developing roof top solar and grid integration to start distributing solar energy.
Way forward
➢ There are countries which have 300 days of sunshine that can be used to generate solar energy and
be distributed to areas with negligible sunshine.
➢ Once the initial stages of establishing solar power are done, it will spread very rapidly to become the
main source of energy
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➢ If all countries come together and generate solar power, it is estimated by Japanese companies that in
25 years, the cost of solar energy would come down to zero.
➢ Climate justice is also a cultural issue as it depends on the attitude of the people to conserve energy.
➢ Sharing economy is also a means to conserve energy.
Disadvantages of use of plastics
➢ As plastics are non-degradable, it degrades the environment to a greater level than other
biodegradable resources that can be used instead of plastic.
➢ Plastic has its origins in fossil fuels.
➢ Water bodies, drainages and natural bodies get affected due to plastics.
➢ In terms of natural resources, U.S. and rich countries use 30 tons per capita per year, China and Brazil
use 12 tons, but India uses only 3.6 tons.
Way forward
➢ Banning the use of plastics gives a clear signal to customers and industries to change their lifestyle.
➢ Paper, jute and other natural resources can also be used as alternatives to plastic.
➢ Maharashtra is a model state which banned the use of plastics.
➢ Shifting away from oil economy will open up new avenues in arenas where the byproducts of oil
economy are used as well.

9. CLIMATE CHANGE WARNING
News
➢ The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change released its report recently.
➢ The IPCC met last week in Incheon, South Korea to finalize the report, prepared at the request of
governments in 2015 to assess the feasibility and importance of limiting global warming to 1.5
degrees Celsius.
➢ The report is seen as the main scientific guide for government policymakers on how to implement
the 2015 Paris Agreement during the Climate Change Conference in Poland in December.
Highlights of the report
➢ Society would have to enact "unprecedented" changes to how it consumes energy, travels and builds
to meet a lower global warming target or it risks increases in heat waves, flood-causing storms and
the chances of drought in some regions as well as the loss of species.
➢ The impact of 1.5°Celsius warming is greater than what was anticipated earlier while the impacts at
2°C are "catastrophic" for the poor and for developing nations like India.
➢ Keeping the Earth's temperature rise to only 1.5°Celsius rather than the 2°Celsius target agreed to at
the Paris Agreement talks in 2015, would have "clear benefits to people and natural ecosystems.
Background
➢ Kyoto protocol was signed in 1992 which committed state parties to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by around 5.2% by 2012.
➢ The Protocol's first commitment period started in 2008 and ended in 2012.
➢ Under an extension to Kyoto, known as the Doha amendment, 37 nations agreed to cut greenhouse
gases by 5% to 40% by 2020 versus 1990 levels. It’s ratified by 112 countries, short of the 144
required, according to the UN climate unit.
➢ India, the world’s fourth-largest carbon emitter with its population of 1.3 billion people, ratified the
Paris agreement on climate change to become the 62nd nation to join the deal.
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➢ The ambitious Paris agreement, signed in December 2015, requires the member countries to make
binding commitments to curb carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions to keep global average temperatures
from rising above 1.5°C as compared to the pre-industrial years.
➢ India is responsible for 6% of the global CO2 emissions following China, which accounts for 28%,
the United States for 16% and the European Union 10%. In terms of per capita CO2 emissions, 10
other countries are ahead of India.
➢ As part of the initial commitments to the agreement, India plans to
Reduce its carbon emission intensity - emission per unit of GDP - by 33-35% from 2005 levels
over 15 years.
Produce 40% of its installed electricity capacity by 2030 from non-fossil fuels.
Increase its forest cover by five million hectares along with an improvement in the quality of
green cover of an equal measure by 2030.
This would mean India will have to shift significantly from coal-based power generation to renewable
energy sources. It will have to produce 100 gigawatt from solar, 60 gigawatt from wind, 10 gigawatt from
biomass and 5 gigawatt from small hydropower by 2022.
The forest fires in California, heat wave in Europe, the droughts in North India and floods in Kerala, at a
time when India is facing a deficiency in rainfall of 9%, are clear examples of climate change.
Challenges
➢ Currently, there is no climate agreement in force. The Paris agreement will come into force only in
2020.
➢ Paris agreement will lead to a 3°C or 4°C rise in global warming and at the poles, the temperature
may rise to 7°C. So, the Paris agreement is not sufficient.
➢ US which is the largest emitter, left the Paris agreement. And while US fossil fuel-fired power
generation dropped last year for the first time since 2008, US President is rolling back domestic
measures designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
➢ China, also, has set targets which would be achieved 10 years later, thus continuing the current rate
of emissions further.
➢ Most countries like Canada, Japan, Australia, Russia etc. either left the Kyoto agreement or missed
their targets
➢ Most of the developed countries have only voluntary targets and no binding targets. So, the pressure
will mount on India and China to move away from fossil fuel energy to clean energy.
➢ Britain is exploring oil resources and gas fracking, Netherlands is trying to explore oil in the Artic
and Germany wants to cut down forests for digging coal.
➢ Though the limiting of warming at 1.5°C, is feasible as suggested by the report, political will of the
government will decide whether the targets are met.
➢ The development strategy required for combating climate change is constrained by economic and
social needs of the country.
➢ Though policies and schemes for cleaner technologies have been enacted by the government of India,
there is a lack of infrastructure for implementing the same.
➢ India does not have adequate data on climate change, particularly the erratic rainfall and monsoons.
➢ The responsibility of implementing climate change policies lies with the Central government.
Way forward
➢ In order to limit warming at 1.5°C, “the world” will have to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
by 45% by 2030 from the 2010 levels and reach net-zero emissions by 2050.
➢ Every country should do its part to reduce global warming by moving away from high emission
technologies to clean technologies.
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➢ Five methods which would help reduce global warming as outlined in the report are:
1) Afforestation and reducing deforestation
2) Transition from fossil fuels to clean energy
3) Electric transportation
4) Involvement of people and education
5) Research and development
➢ The world needs a 'Plan B', as the Plan A -- the Paris Agreement -- will push the world towards
catastrophic warming.
➢ India must take the lead in forming a global coalition for a 1.5°C world to save its poor and vulnerable
population.
➢ Awareness should be created among people to move away from fossil fuels to cleaner technologies
and educate farmers to adopt climate resilient crops requiring lesser water.
➢ Government should enable the proper infrastructure for implementing policies, for e.g., adequate
charging points for electric vehicles.
➢ India should do more climate research to enable new technologies rather than adopting technologies
from the Western world.
➢ International Solar Alliance should play a major role in bringing all countries on a common platform
to pursue renewable energy.
➢ States should be made a part in the implementation of climate change policies. State plan can engage
all stakeholders, people and private sector as required in the Paris agreement.
➢ Quick actions need to be taken to combat climate change.

10. BARREN ISLAND VOLCANO
News: India’s live volcano in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands is erupting once again. The eruption
could be linked to the recent earthquake that rocked Indonesia in Southeast Asia
Barren island
➢ Barren Island is an uninhabited island, located about 140 kilometers from Po rt Blair.
➢ It is also the only active volcano in South Asia.
➢ It stands on the seismically active Indian and Burmese tectonic
plates.
➢ The last recorded volcanic eruption on Barren Island was in
2016
Reason for activity
➢ Geologists recorded the first eruption of 2018 in the Barren
island in September.
➢ Preceding the eruption, the Indian National Centre for Ocean
Information Services, Hyderabad recorded earthquakes
between 4.3 and 4.9 magnitude in the Indonesian region. On
28th September, an earthquake of 7.8 magnitude hit near
Sulawesi in Indonesia killing more than 1500 people.
➢ Andaman and Nicobar island have an arc shape and it merges
with the Indonesian island to form an island arc
➢ That entire zone is tectonically quite active. Indian plate is
subducting below Burma plate near Barren island and the IndoAustralian plate is subducting under the Eurasian plate near
Indonesia. When the subduction is continuous, the oceanic
crust melts and migrates upwards until it erupts.
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11. GREEN CRACKERS
News: The Supreme Court said that only ‘green’ firecrackers would be permitted across the country this
Diwali.
What are green crackers?
➢ Broadly, such crackers are defined as those which avoid harmful chemicals and, in the manufacturing
process, eschew the use of ash, which contributes to particulate matter emissions when burnt.
➢ They would have to avoid barium, lithium, arsenic and lead. They would also, as far as possible, have
a significantly reduced presence of aluminium.
SWAS, SAFAL and STAR
➢ Safe water releaser (SWAS), safe minimal aluminium (SAFAL) and safe thermite cracker (STAR)
are the Less Polluting Firecrackers which have been developed by CSIR.
➢ It has unique property of releasing water vapour and /or air as dust suppressant and diluent for gaseous
emissions and matching performance in sound with conventional crackers.
➢ Indian Fireworks industry is over 6000-crore worth of annual turnover and provides employment
opportunities to over 5 lakh families directly or indirectly.
SWAS
SWAS crackers eliminates usage of (KNO3) Potassium nitrate and Sulphur with consequent reduction
in particulate matter (30-35%) SO2 and NOx. It has matching sound intensity with commercial crackers
in the range of 105-110 dBA.
STAR
STAR eliminates usage of KNO3 and S with consequent reduction in particulate matter (35-40%), SO2
and NOx. It has matching sound intensity with commercial crackers in the range of 105-110 dBA.
SAFAL
SAFAL has minimal usage of aluminium (only in flash powder for initiation) with consequent significant
reduction in particulate matter (35-40 %) compared to commercial crackers. It has matching sound
intensity with commercial crackers in the range of 110-115 dBA.
Benefits
● They are environment friendly.
● They are 15-20 % cheaper than the conventional ones.
● It will help in addressing pollution concerns.
● It will protect the livelihoods of those involved in this trade.

12. EARLY WARNING DISSEMINATION SYSTEM
News: The Odissa government launched the Early Warning Dissemination System. It would help the
State to warn people residing along the coast from through loud sirens from towers installed at 122
locations in the event of the occurrence of natural disasters like cyclone. The alert siren system would be
heard to nearby tourist places, fish landing centres and entire coastal habitations.
Features
➢ Sirens will go off from 122 towers installed along the 480-km-long coast of the State if a button is
pressed in the State emergency centre in Bhubaneswar.
➢ It comprises technologies such as satellite-based mobile data voice terminals, digital mobile radio,
mass messaging system and universal communication interface for interoperability.
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Significance
➢ It is the first-of-its-kind technology in India.
➢ The EWDS, a collaborative effort of the Central and State governments, has been implemented under
the assistance of World Bank.
➢ It’s a part of the last-mile connectivity programme under National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project.
Benefits
➢ It can be used to simultaneously warn coastal communities and fisherfolk about impending cyclone
and tsunami through siren towers.
➢ The innovative warning system would alert people about disasters such as floods and cyclone.
➢ Fishermen fishing in deep sea can also be reached via mass SMS on their mobile phones through
EWDS.

13. AIR QUALITY EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
News: Air Quality Early Warning System was launched by the Union Earth Sciences Ministry to help in
forewarning any large-scale air pollution events over the national capital region (NCR).
Features
➢ The 'Air Quality Early Warning System' is designed to predict extreme air pollution events and give
alerts to take necessary steps as per Centre's Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP).
➢ The air pollution system has been developed jointly by the scientists at the Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology (IITM), Pune, India Meteorological Department and the National Centre for Medium
Range Weather Forecasting (NCMRWF).
➢ The warning system consists of a real time observations of air quality over Delhi region and details
about natural aerosols like dust (from dust storms) and particulate matter using different satellite data
sets
➢ It also can make predictions of air pollutants from two different air quality prediction systems based
on state-of-the-art atmospheric chemistry transport models and give warning messages and alerts and
bulletins.
➢ The modelling framework typically consists of a high-resolution weather prediction model with an
atmospheric chemistry transport model. Both the models have data assimilation facility, which can
assimilate data from satellites on dust aerosols, particulate matter from stubble burning and other air
pollutants like SO2 and NO2.
➢ The models will take into account the background aerosols and pollutants, long range transport of
dust from dust storms and particulate matter from stubble burning. The predictions are now available
up to 72 hours lead time.
➢ The final product with 400 m x 400m high-resolution emission inventory of Delhi and fringe area of
all eight important air pollutants (like PM2.5, PM10, NOx, CO, SO2, BC, OC and VOCs) was
released.
➢ Ground level activity data about emissions from as many as 23 different sources of pollution were
also collected. The emission inventory suggests that there is a substantial increase of emissions from
transport and industrial sector, while the contributions from residences have shown a substantial
decline.
Benefits
➢ The system will help in pro-actively warning 3-4 days in advance, any large-scale air pollution events
which may occur over the Delhi region.
➢ The government will get time for taking adequate precautionary measures.
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14. GLOBAL SOIL BIODIVERSITY ATLAS
News: The Global Soil Biodiversity Atlas was released by the World-Wide Fund for Nature.
Details
➢ The WWF’s ‘risk index’ for the globe indicates threats from loss of above-ground diversity, pollution
and nutrient over-loading, over-grazing, intensive agriculture, fire, soil erosion, desertification and
climate change.
➢ Countries facing high level of risk are shown in red.
➢ The findings were part of the bi-annual Living Planet Report 2018.
Findings
➢ India is among countries whose soil biodiversity faces the highest level of risk.
➢ Other countries among high level of risk include Pakistan, China, several countries in Africa and
Europe, and most of North America.
➢ A key aspect of this year’s report is the threat to soil biodiversity and pollinators [such as bees].
➢ Soil biodiversity encompasses the presence of micro-organisms, micro-fauna (nematodes and
tardigrades for example), and macro-fauna (ants, termites and earthworms).
➢ The population of fishes, birds, mammals, amphibians and reptiles has dwindled by an average of
60% from 1970 to 2014, and fresh-water species have declined by 83% in the same period.
➢ Since 1960, the global ecological footprint has increased by more than 190%. Globally, the extent of
wetlands was estimated to have declined by 87% since 1970.
➢ The two key drivers of biodiversity loss were the over exploitation of natural resources and
agriculture.
Nobel Prize
The will of the Swedish scientist Alfred Nobel established the five Nobel prizes in 1895.
✓ The Swedish Academy grants the Nobel Prize in Literature.
✓ The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded by the Norwegian Nobel Committee.
✓ The Nobel Assembly at the Karolinska Institute awards the Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine.
✓ Only one woman has won the economics prize, which is not a Nobel but is associated with
the prizes.
✓ The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences awards the Nobel Prize in Chemistry, the Nobel
Prize in Physics, and the Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred
Nobel.
➢ While India’s per capita ecological footprint was less than 1.75 hectares/person (which is in the lowest
band, among countries surveyed) its high population made it vulnerable to an ecological crisis, even
if per-capita consumption remained at current levels.
➢ To address these challenges, the WWF suggests three necessary steps:
1. Clearly specifying a goal for biodiversity recovery.
2. Developing a set of measurable and relevant indicators of progress.
3. Agreeing on a suite of actions that can collectively achieve the goal in the required time frame.
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
1. NOBEL PRIZE - PHYSICS
News: The 2018 Nobel prize in Physics was awarded to Arthur Ashkin of the US, Gerard Mourou of
France and Donna Strickland of Canada for groundbreaking inventions in the field of laser physics.
Optical tweezers
➢ Arthur Ashkin received the prize for the optical tweezers and their application to biological systems.
➢ Optical tweezers are able to grab particles, atoms, viruses and other living cells with their laser beam
fingers.
➢ The tweezers can capture living bacteria without harming them
Optical pulses
➢ Gerard Mourou and Donna Strickland were jointly awarded for their method of generating highintensity, ultra-short optical pulses
➢ They created ultrashort high-intensity laser pulses without destroying the amplifying material, thus
paving the way towards the shortest and most intense laser pulses ever created by mankind
➢ Their innovative technique, known as 'chirped pulse amplification' (CPA), has now become standard
for high-intensity lasers, including the ultra-sharp beams used in corrective eye surgeries.
➢ Strickland became the first woman to receive the award in 55 years after Marie Curie won it in 1903
and Maria Goeppert-Mayer in 1963.
MEDICINE
News: Two immunologists, James Allison of the U.S. and Tasuku Honjo of Japan, won the 2018 Nobel
Medicine Prize for research into how the body’s natural defence can fight cancer.
Details
➢ The two have been awarded for their work on immunotherapy, a form of therapy that trains the
immune system to attack the cancer cells.
➢ What conventional therapy in cancer treatment—radiation, chemotherapy, and surgery—does is to
attack the tumour. In the process, though, healthy cells also take a hit.
➢ With immunotherapy, however, experts have found a way to prep the immune system, the body's
natural defense mechanism, in a way that it is capable of attacking the cancer cells only.
➢ It is a task that the body's immune system does anyway—protecting the body against "invaders".
➢ In cancer, however, something else happens in the body. The cancer cells trick, even weaken the
immune system's army of soldiers, especially T cells (T cell, or T lymphocyte, is a type of
lymphocyte—a subtype of white blood cell—that plays a central role in cell-mediated immunity).
➢ Immunotherapy strengthens the body's army of soldiers by several means, allowing it to kill the
cancer cells.
CHEMISTRY
News: The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences has awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2018 with
one half to Frances H. Arnold “for the directed evolution of enzymes” and the other half jointly to George
P. Smith and Sir Gregory P. Winter” for the phage display of peptides and antibodies.”.
Details
➢ They are said to have taken control of evolution and used it for purposes that bring the greatest benefit
to humankind.
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➢ Enzymes produced through directed evolution are used to manufacture everything from biofuels to
pharmaceuticals.
➢ Antibodies evolved using a method called phage display can combat autoimmune diseases and, in
some cases, cure metastatic cancer.
➢ The prizes reaffirm the importance of the concept of evolution in our understanding of life as among
the most profound of forces we are exposed to.

2. GI TAG
News: The king of mangoes, Alphonso from Ratnagiri,
Sindhudurg, Palghar, Thane and Raigad districts of Maharashtra,
is registered as Geographical Indication (GI).
Details
➢ It is better known as ‘Hapus’ in Maharashtra.
➢ It is in demand in domestic and international markets not only for its taste but also for pleasant
fragrance and vibrant colour.
➢ It has long been one of the world's most popular fruit and is exported to various countries including
Japan, Korea and Europe.
➢ New markets such as USA and Australia have recently opened up.
News: Bihar's famous Shahi litchi has got Geographical Indication
(GI) tag.
Details
Muzzafarpur, Vaishali, Samastipur, Champaran, Begusarai districts
and adjoining areas of Bihar have favourable climate for this fruit,
unique due to attractive appearance and delicious pearly white aril.
What is GI tag?
➢ A Geographical Indication or a GI is an indication used on products that have a specific geographical
origin and possess qualities or a reputation that are due to that origin.
➢ Such a name conveys an assurance of quality and distinctiveness which is essentially attributable to
its origin in that defined geographical locality.
➢ Once a product or good gets this tag, any person or company cannot sell a similar item under that
name.
➢ This tag is valid for a period of 10 years following which it can be renewed. GI is covered under a
law of the World Trade Organization (WTO).
➢ GI products can benefit the rural economy in remote areas, by supplementing the incomes of artisans,
farmers, weavers and craftsmen.
➢ The first product to get a GI tag in India was the Darjeeling tea in 2004.
➢ Mahabaleshwar Strawberry, Blue Pottery of Jaipur, Banarasi Sarees and Tirupati Laddus are some of
the GIs.

3. ARTIFICIAL MOON
News: China is preparing to launch three artificial moons in space in 2022. The Tian Fu New Area
Science Society plans to launch an artificial moon to light up the night sky. If the plan goes through, the
so-called “illumination satellite” would orbit above the Chinese city of Chengdu and glow in conjunction
with the actual moon, but shine eight times brighter.
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What is an artificial moon?
The artificial or man-made moon is a satellite carrying a huge space mirror, which can reflect the sun
light to the Earth.
How will it work?
➢ Three man-made moons will be launched in 2022.
➢ By then, the three huge mirrors will divide the 360-degree orbital plane, realizing illuminating an area
for 24 hours continuously.
➢ The reflected sun light can cover an area of 3,600 sq. km to 6,400 sq. km.
➢ The moon orbits the Earth about 380,000 km from the Earth, while the man-made moon is expected
to be put on an orbit within 500 km from the Earth.
➢ The light intensity and illumination time can be adjusted and the accuracy of illumination can be
controlled within scores of meters. When a man-made moon is orbiting, people can only see a bright
star in the sky.
Benefits
➢ The illumination intensity is expected to be eight times of the moon light.
➢ Man-made moon is especially useful in civil area.
➢ Using man-made moon to illuminate an area 50 sq. km can save 1.2 billion yuan of electric charge.
➢ It can also illuminate blackout areas when natural disasters such as earthquake happen.
International experiments
➢ The US and Russia have explored man-made moon, hoping it can bring convenience to night-time
activities.
➢ In the 1990s, Russia carried out an experiment called Banner, testing the idea of using a mirror to
reflect the sun light to Earth. The mirror failed to unfold in space and the experiment was halted.

4. DIGI YATRA
➢ The Union Minister of Commerce and Industry and Civil Aviation released the policy on biometric
based digital processing of passengers at airports called “Digi Yatra”.
➢ It is a Facial Recognition based passenger processing which will provide a seamless experience right
from the entry to the airport up to boarding the aircraft.
➢ DigiYatra will have a centralized registration system for passengers.
How does it work?
➢ Under the Digi Yatra, passenger can get a Digi Yatra ID by sharing minimum details like Name, email ID, Mobile number and details of one approved Identity proof where Aadhar ID is not
mandatory.
➢ This DigiYatra ID will be shared by passengers while Booking ticket.
➢ Airlines will share the passenger data and DigiYatraID with the departure airport.
➢ A passenger who has created the Digi Yatra ID has to undergo a onetime verification at the departure
airport during his/her first travel.
➢ In case a passenger opted for Aadhar based verification, the identity will be verified online.
➢ On successful verification, facial biometric will be captured and stored in the Digi Yatra ID profile
of the passenger.
➢ In case the passenger has chosen any other identity for creating Digi Yatra ID, verification will be
done manually by Security personal and facial biometric will be captured and stored in the Digi Yatra
ID profile.
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➢ By this process the registration is complete.
➢ A successfully registered passenger can go directly to the entry point E-Gate of the airport and scan
the barcode/ QR code of the ticket/ Boarding pass.
➢ A camera will capture the face for comparing with DigiYatraID Photo.
➢ On successful verification of the travel details and facial matching, the E-Gate will open.
➢ The system will also generate a token in the system combining the face of passenger with PNR of the
ticket, so that at subsequent check points the ticket details will be available on face recognition.
➢ At check-in counter or at the Self Bag Drop counter, the passenger will be identified by face and there
is no need to show any document or ID for this purpose.
➢ The passenger will gain entry to the security check area through an E-Gate by facial recognition.
➢ Similarly, at the boarding gate also the passenger will be identified by face for entering through an
E-Gate for boarding the aircraft.
Benefits
➢ Passenger need not show boarding pass or ID at multiple check points.
➢ Minimum human intervention
➢ Less queuing times
➢ The security is enhanced as the system will map the passenger with the PNR. Only bona fide
passenger will be allowed entry at every check point.
➢ Airport operator will have real time information on Passenger load and resource planning becomes
better.
➢ Airlines will be benefitted by knowing the passenger position in the airport.
➢ Airport throughput will be enhanced.
➢ The real-time data of passengers within the terminal will enable the operator to take proactive action
to avoid congestion.
➢ No more missing passenger causing departure delays.
➢ Security will benefit from the ability of the technology to verify the passenger at every checkpoint in
a non-intrusive way except that physical frisking of the passenger as per security procedures will
continue.
➢ Intentional Boarding pass exchange by passenger or wrong boarding by mistake will not happen.

5. ZIKA VIRUS
News
➢ As hundreds of Zika virus cases is being
reported from Rajasthan, Centre has asked all
States to intensify vector surveillance and
control activities so that the transmission of the
vector-borne infection is limited.
➢ To date, a total of 86 countries and territories
have reported evidence of mosquito
transmitted
Zika
infection.
What is Zika virus?
➢ It is a kind of virus which spreads from the bite
of a mosquito like dengue and malaria.
➢ The virus spreads through the infected Aedes
aegypti mosquito but can also spread through
sexual contact.

Image Credit: Times of India
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➢
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➢
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It was first identified in Africa in 1947 but came into prominence with the outbreak in Brazil in 2015.
It spread to India gradually.
It was declared a public health emergency by the World Health Organization in 2016.
Zika is known to precipitate Guillain- Barre syndrome (GBS-weakness or paralysis triggered by an
acute infection).
➢ Zika can be passed from a pregnant woman to her fetus. Infection during pregnancy can cause certain
birth defects.
➢ The virus also leads to microcephaly in babies born to women who contracted the fever during
pregnancy.
➢ There is no vaccine or medicine for Zika.
Concerns
➢ Once winter sets in, the current outbreak may subside. But transovarial transmission of Zika virus
(transmission through eggs, which hatch into infected mosquitoes) has been confirmed. Thus, once
the transmission of a virus is established in a community, it can reappear when temperatures start
rising again and spread to other parts through travel or migration.
➢ The threat perception of a Zika outbreak may not be imminent in Kerala. But the vector which spreads
Zika, the hardy Aedes aegypti mosquito, has been thriving in Kerala, responsible for the huge annual
dengue epidemics in the State and it may only a matter of time before Zika surfaces in Kerala.
➢ Zika is new to the State and in the absence of herd immunity, can cause severe outbreaks, affecting a
huge population.
➢ India does not have enough infrastructure for testing infants suspected to be suffering from
microcephaly.
➢ The first baby suffering from microcephaly was tested in Delhi in 2017 but it could not be proved if
the virus was the reason behind the small head.
➢ India doesn’t even have a way to prove that the virus has increased the incidence of microcephaly as
there is no data on existing incidence of such diseases.
Way forward
➢ People planning to visit other countries should check for the incidence of Zika virus.
➢ Since the Aedes mosquito is most active during day time, people are advised to limit outdoor exposure
during daytime and late afternoon.
➢ Breeding of mosquitoes can be controlled by preventing water to become stagnant
➢ Mosquito repellants should be used for prevention of mosquito bites
➢ India should make available the proper infrastructure for testing of the virus and detecting the pattern
prevalence in states.
➢ India can establish that the increase in microcephaly is linked to Zika virus if it regularly monitors
the cases of fever and check babies for presence of the virus.

6. WORLD’S SMALLEST OPTICAL GYROSCOPE
News: The world’s smallest optical gyroscope has been developed.
What is a gyroscope?
➢ A gyroscope is a device consisting of a wheel or disc mounted so that
it can spin rapidly about an axis which is itself free to alter in direction.
➢ The orientation of the axis is not affected by tilting of the mounting,
so gyroscopes can be used to provide stability or maintain a reference
direction in navigation systems, automatic pilots, and stabilizers.
➢ It helps vehicles, drones and handheld electronic devices know their orientation in 3D space.
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➢ Inside the gyroscope, light travels through miniaturized optical waveguides (small conduits that carry
light).
Applications
➢ Applications of gyroscopes include inertial navigation systems, such as in the Hubble Telescope, or
inside the steel hull of a submerged submarine.
➢ Gyroscopes are used in science demonstrations, Computer Pointing Devices, Racing Cars, Motor
Bikes, Spinning tops, Gyrocompasses, Virtual Reality, Anti-roll devices/stabilisers, Monorail Trains,
Ship stabilisers, Artificial horizons / autopilot, Robotics, Levitron (TM) etc.
New gyroscope features
➢ It is no larger than a grain of rice and has higher accuracy than the more common Micro Electro
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) gyroscopes most people have in their electronics.
➢ Inside the gyroscope, light travels through miniaturized optical waveguides (small conduits that carry
light).
➢ The new gyroscope achieves improved performance by using a new technique called “reciprocal
sensitivity enhancement.”
➢ In this case, “reciprocal” means that it affects both beams of the light inside the gyroscope in the same
way.
➢ Since the Sagnac effect, used in old gyroscopes, relies on detecting a difference between the two
beams as they travel in opposite directions, it is considered nonreciprocal.

7. MAMMALS OF INDIA (MAOI)
News: A repository has been set up only for mammals called Mammals of India Repository (MaOI).
It was set up by National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS).
➢ It is an online, peer-reviewed, freely-accessible portal.
➢ This is the first portal exclusively designed for mammals
➢ The website provides an opportunity to anyone to upload photographic observations on mammals to
be reviewed by experts and uploaded on the website.
➢ As per current estimates, 426 species of mammals are found in India; of them 47 species are endemic
to the Indian subcontinent.
➢ In one month, this citizen-science initiative has seen photographs of rare species — such as Red
Serow from Manipur, Asian Golden Cat from Arunachal Pradesh and Binturong, also known as bear
cat, from East Kameng in Arunachal Pradesh — being shared for the benefit of researchers and public
alike.
➢ MaOI is a part of the Biodiversity Atlas (India project), which is an initiative of Krushnamegh Kunte,
associate professor at NCBS.
Biodiversity Atlas project
➢ The 'Biodiversity Atlas – India' is a species-based bioinformatics platform.
➢ It is designed for aggregating, displaying and analysing biodiversity data from tropical developing
countries and other biodiversity hotspots such as India.
➢ It is a distributed platform of stand-alone, taxon-specific, natural history websites that give ownership
and recognition to citizen scientists and other user communities.
➢ Under the project, a popular citizen-science website on butterflies of India www.ifoundbutterflies.org
had got to 55,000 reference images in eight years. Under the same project websites dedicated Moths
of India, Cicacds of India, Odonatas of India (dragonflies and damselflies), Reptiles of India,
Amphibians of India and Birds of India are operational.
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8. TRAIN 18
Significance
➢ Train 18 is India’s first indigenously built engineless
semi-high-speed train which will eventually replace
the Shatabdi Express for inter-city travel.
➢ It is driven by a self-propulsion module and has no
locomotive.
➢ It operates at a maximum speed of 160kms. It will be
India’s fastest train but at par with Gatiman Express
whose speed has officially been reduced to 130kms.
➢ It has been built at a cost of ₹100 crore per rake with
Image Credit: The Hindu
80 per cent Indian component
➢ It is the first long-distance train sans separate locomotive (engine)
➢ It has been developed by Chennai based Integral Coach Factory (ICF) in 18 months which is because
it is called Train-18/T-18.
Features
➢ Train-18 has two driving trailer coaches with aerodynamic driver's cab (nose cone) on both the ends
which will enable quicker turn-around time at destinations.
➢ A regular coach has 78 seats, the driving coaches have 44 seats each and the two executive chair cars
can seat 52 each and. EC coach chairs can be rotated to face the direction of travel.
➢ Every alternative coach is motorized, to ensure even distribution of power and faster
acceleration/deceleration.
➢ Fitted with CCTV cameras, Train-18 would have two executive compartments in the middle with 52
seats each, whereas trailer coaches would have 78 seats each.
➢ It has diffused lighting, automatic doors and doors and footsteps besides GPS-based passenger
information system.
➢ The footsteps in the coaches of the doorways are designed in such a way that it would slide outward
when the train stopped at a station enabling passengers to alight safely with comfort in view of the
variation in height between a trains floor and the platform.
➢ All the equipments are below the chassis of the coaches leaving the complete on-board space for
passenger movement.
➢ All the coaches are connected by fully sealed gangways with integrated bridge plates, where
passenger can walk across freely.
➢ Emergency talk back units by which passengers can talk to cabin crew in case of emergency
➢ Disabled friendly toilets, space for baby care and special pantry units.
Benefits
➢ It will cut journey time by 15 per cent compared to
the 30-year old Shatabdi.
➢ It is fully air conditioned and offers comfortable
travel.
➢ Smooth braking and acceleration enhances the
comfortability of passengers
➢ As it can quickly accelerate and decelerate, the
time loss due to stoppages would be very low.
➢ It has an advanced regenerative system that saves
power
Image Credit: Times of India
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➢ It offers passenger comfort and safety as equipment are fixed under the coach.
➢ The coach doors will open only when the train is at 0 kmph and train will start only when all the
coach doors are properly closed which ensures safety of passengers.
➢ Over a period of time, it will become not only a cheaper mode of transport but also a greener mode
of transport as it has no requirement of locomotives for hauling.
➢ Developers claim there will be a saving of around 20% in terms of lifecycle cost compared to
Shatabdi.
➢ It will require less maintenance due to its 3-phase propulsion system and new generation bogies.
Challenges
➢ It is a chair car train and hence there are no sleepers.
➢ Tracks would have to be modified for Train-18.
Next step
The railways will now turn its focus on another project - Train 20 - the next generation aluminium-bodied
sleeper class trains that will replace the Rajdhani Express trains on the network and is expected to be
rolled out by 2020.

9. BEPICOLOMBO
News: European and Japanese space agencies have sent an Ariane 5 rocket which successfully lifted a
spacecraft carrying two probes into orbit for a joint mission to Mercury, the closest planet to the sun.
It is the second recent cooperation between the Europeans and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency.
JAXA’s Hayabusa2 probe had dropped a German-French rover on the asteroid Ryugu earlier.
Details
➢ The unmanned BepiColombo spacecraft has a seven-year journey to Mercury.
➢ The BepiColombo spacecraft will have to follow an elliptical path that involves a fly-by of Earth,
two of Venus and six of Mercury itself so it can slow down before arriving at its destination in
December 2025.
➢ When it arrives, BepiColombo will release two probes — Bepi and Mio — that will independently
investigate the surface and magnetic field of Mercury.
➢ The probes are designed to cope with temperatures varying from 430 degrees Celsius (806 F) on the
side facing the sun, and -180 degrees Celsius (-292 F) in Mercury’s shadow.
➢ The ESA-developed Bepi will operate in Mercury’s inner orbit, and JAXA’s Mio will be in the outer
orbit to gather data that would reveal the internal structure of the planet, its surface and geological
evolution.
Aim
➢ Scientists hope to build on the insights gained by NASA’s
✓ The only other spacecraft to
Messenger probe, which ended its mission in 2015 after a fourvisit Mercury was NASA’s
year orbit of Mercury.
Mariner 10 that flew past the
➢ Mercury, which is only slightly larger than Earth’s moon, has a
planet in the mid-1970s.
massive iron core about which little is known.
➢ Researchers are also hoping to learn more about the formation of
the solar system from the data gathered by the BepiColombo mission.
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SOCIAL ISSUES
1. GLOBAL HUNGER INDEX
News: India ranked 103 out of 119 countries in the Global Hunger Index (GHI), 2018. The report is a
peer-reviewed publication released annually by Welthungerhilfe and Concern Worldwide. (The
International Food Policy Research Institute was also involved with the publication until this year.)
Findings
➢ India is among the 45 countries that have "serious levels of hunger".
➢ At least one in five Indian children under the age of five are wasted, which means they have extremely
low weight for their height, reflecting acute under-nutrition. The only country with a higher
prevalence of child wasting is the war-torn nation of South Sudan.
➢ Child wasting is high across South Asia, constituting a “critical public health emergency”.
➢ Wasting rates are highest for infants aged 0 to 5 months, suggesting that attention to birth outcomes
and breastfeeding is important.
➢ Also, child wasting in the region is associated with a low maternal body mass index, suggesting the
need for a focus on the nutritional status of the mother during pregnancy.
➢ India’s ranking has dropped three places from last year, although the Index says its results are not
accurately comparable from year to year and instead provides a few reference years for comparable
data.
➢ India has shown improvement in three of the indicators over the comparable reference years. The
percentage of undernourished people in the population has dropped from 18.2% in 2000 to 14.8% in
2018. The child mortality rate has halved from 9.2% to 4.3%, while child stunting has dropped from
54.2% to 38.4% over the same period.
➢ However, the prevalence of child wasting has actually worsened in comparison to previous reference
years. It stood at 17.1% in 2000, and increased to 20% in 2005. In 2018, it stands at 21%. South
Sudan’s child wasting prevalence is at 28%.
➢ India is ranked below many neighbouring countries, including China (25th spot), Nepal (72),
Myanmar (68), Sri Lanka (67) and Bangladesh (86). Pakistan is placed at the 106th position.
➢ Globally, the level of hunger still falls into the “serious” category, despite improvement over the last
two decades.
➢ The Index projects that at the current rate of progress, 50 countries will fail to reach the “low” hunger
category by 2030. This puts the UN’s Sustainable Development Goal 2, which aims to end hunger by
2030, in jeopardy.
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Global Hunger Index (GHI)
➢ It is used to measure and track hunger at global, regional, and national levels
➢ GHI scores are calculated each year to assess progress and setbacks in combating hunger.
➢ It is based on four indicators
1. Undernourishment: the share of the population that is undernourished (that is, whose caloric
intake is insufficient);
2. Child Wasting: the share of children under the age of five who are wasted (that is, who have low
weight for their height, reflecting acute undernutrition);
Image
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3. Child Stunting: the share of children
under
theThe
age
of five who are stunted (that is, who have
low height for their age, reflecting chronic undernutrition); and
4. Child Mortality: the mortality rate of children under the age of five (in part, a reflection of the
fatal mix of inadequate nutrition
and unhealthy environments).
➢ GHI scores are made on a 100-point
GHI Severity Scale, where 0 is the
best score (no hunger) and 100 is the
worst. In practice, neither of these
extremes is reached.
➢ A value of 0 would mean that a
country had no undernourished people
in the population, no children younger
than five who were wasted or stunted,
and no children who died before their
fifth birthday.
➢ A value of 100 would signify that a
country’s undernourishment, child
wasting, child stunting, and child
mortality levels were each at
approximately the highest levels
observed worldwide in recent
decades.
➢ The GHI Severity Scale shows the
severity of hunger - from low to
extremely alarming - associated with
the range of possible GHI scores.

2. HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL
News: India was elected to the United Nations’ top human rights body for a period of three years
beginning January 1, 2019, getting the highest number of votes among all candidates.
There were, among all, 18 countries in five regional categories.
India was vying for a seat in the Asia Pacific category. Along with India, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Fiji and
Philippines had also staked a claim in the same regional group.
Significance
➢ This is the fifth time India is elected to the Geneva-based Council, the main body of the UN charged
with promoting and monitoring human rights.
➢ India had previously been elected to the Geneva-based Human Rights Council for the 2011-2014 and
2014-2017 term.
➢ In January India will join China and Nepal, besides Pakistan, which were elected to the 47-member
Council in previous years to serve three-year terms.
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➢ India’s presence on the Council will be important because the previous UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights asked the body to facilitate an international commission of inquiry into allegations of
human rights violation in Kashmir.
Human Rights Council
➢ The Human Rights Council is an inter-governmental body within the United Nations system made
up of 47 States responsible for the promotion and protection of all human rights around the globe.
➢ It was created by the UN General Assembly in March 2006 as the principal United Nations body
dealing with human rights.
➢ The headquarters of UNHRC is in Geneva, Switzerland.
➢ It replaced the UN Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR, herein CHR) that had been strongly
criticized for allowing countries with poor human rights records to be members.

3. GOM PANEL ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT
News: The Centre established a Group of Ministers to recommend measures to effectively implement
the law against sexual harassment at the workplace and to strengthen the legal and institutional
framework in response to the #MeToo campaign.
Details
➢ The GoM will be headed by Home Minister Rajnath Singh and The Me-Too movement (or #MeToo
includes Minister for Road Transport and Highways Nitin movement), with many local and
Gadkari, Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and Women international alternatives, is a
and Child Development Minister Maneka Gandhi.
movement against sexual harassment
➢ The GoM will come up with a comprehensive plan within three and sexual assault.
months and devise ways to ensure its time-bound
#Me-Too spread virally in October
implementation
2017
as a hashtag used on social
➢ The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention,
media
in an attempt to demonstrate
Prohibition and Redressal) Act is the key legislation for
preventing and protecting women against sexual harassment in the widespread prevalence of sexual
the workplace and to ensure effective redressal of complaints assault and harassment, especially in
the workplace.
of sexual harassment.
➢ The Ministry of Women and Child Development has also
launched an electronic complaints box that enables women, irrespective of their work status, to report
any instance of sexual harassment at their respective workplace. Once a complaint is submitted to the
‘She-Box’, it is directly sent to the concerned authority having jurisdiction to take action into the
matter. A mechanism will be put in place to regularly monitor the action taken on the complaints.
Protection of Women from Sexual Harassment at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and
Redressal) Act (the SH Act), 2013
➢ It superseded the guidelines laid down in Vishaka case.
➢ The Act defines sexual harassment at workplaces.
➢ Every employer is required to constitute an Internal Complaints Committee (ICC) at each office or
branch with 10 or more employees.
➢ The District Officer is required to constitute a Local Complaints Committee (LCC) at each district,
and if required at the block level.
➢ The Complaints Committees have the powers of civil courts for gathering evidence.
➢ The Complaints Committees are required to provide for conciliation before initiating an inquiry, if
requested by the complainant.
➢ Penalties have been prescribed for employers.
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➢ Non-compliance with the provisions of the Act shall be punishable with a fine of up to
₹50,000. Repeated violations may lead to higher penalties and cancellation of license or registration
to conduct business.

4. NITI AAYOG’S GUIDELINES FOR DISTRICT HOSPITALS
News
➢ NITI Aayog has issued guidelines for PPP model in district hospitals in level II and level III cities.
The model covers non-communicable diseases (NCDs), cardiovascular, cancer and pulmonary
diseases
➢ Non-communicable diseases account for 62% of the diseases in India.
➢ District hospitals are now equipped with the treatment of communicable diseases and reproductive,
maternal, newborn and child health (RMNCH). There are few or incomplete treatments available for
NCDs.
➢ A system has been evolved to enable cashless services through the scheme announced by the govt.
The available packages should be accepted by the service provider by bidding for it individually or
through consortium mode
Benefits
➢ It will go a long way in reducing the gap between urban areas and rural areas and providing accessible
healthcare to rural areas.
➢ It will provide the infrastructure and operation protocols within district hospitals
➢ It will provide conservative treatment largely for cancer cases, emergency plus conservative treatment
for pulmonary and cardiac cases.
➢ Hospitals with the secondary services will be upgraded to provide tertiary care services and exposed
to the more professional way of working of private hospitals.
➢ Referrals by doctors to better equipped private hospitals in cities will decrease when district hospitals
are provided with good specialist Out Patient Department (OPD) and emergency services.
➢ It will bring in advanced machines for diagnostic purposes, highly skilled physicians and surgeons
and paramedics in district hospitals.
➢ Mortality and morbidity may decrease and life expectancy will increase with the prevention of NCDs
Challenges
➢ The service providers will require additional funding or viability gap funding to supplement the
packages provided through the scheme.
➢ Though people in tier II and III cities are benefitted, people coming from nearby areas have to bear
additional expenses in terms of transportation, stay of their accompanying family etc.
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➢ Given the limited budget of the government, there is a fear that the massive expense of the govt.
through the scheme may compromise the prevention and rehabilitation schemes at the sub-centres.
➢ Health is a state subject. The implementation of the scheme and the prices of the packages are left to
the states
➢ The private sector has not been ensured for accountability for implementing the scheme
➢ The implementation of the scheme would require additional specialist doctors and paramedical staff.
➢ Prices provided in the packages in the scheme may not be acceptable to the private sector
Way forward
➢ Govt. should be cautious enough to balance the expense incurred through the scheme and prevention
schemes at other sub-centres
➢ Government should streamline the implementation hassles by the states.
➢ Consumer redressal mechanisms should be strong enough to report violations by the private sector.

5. WHO REPORT
News: The report, “Air pollution and child health: Prescribing clean air” was released by the WHO.
Findings of the report
➢ After premature birth, Acute Lower Respiratory Infections (ALRI) is the leading killer of children
under 5 years worldwide. And over half of all deaths from ALRI in low and middle-income countries
are caused by breathing polluted air.
➢ As many as 6 lakhs children died from ALRI caused by polluted air in 2016, accounting for almost
10% of all child deaths that year. Of these, at least 5.4 lakh were children under the age of 5 years.
➢ And over half of all deaths from ALRI in low and middle-income countries are caused by breathing
polluted air.
➢ Globally, 93% of all children live in environments with air pollution levels above the WHO
guidelines. India, with 14 out of 20 of the world’s most polluted cities in the world, stands as one of
the most vulnerable countries.
➢ Pollution related mortality and disease burden is one of the highest in India, which accounts for 25%
of the global deaths due to air pollution. In 2016, as many as 1 lakh children deaths under the age of
5 years in India were caused due to polluted air.
➢ Air pollution also impacts neuro-development and cognitive ability and can trigger asthma, and
childhood cancer. Children exposed to high levels of air pollution may be at greater risk for chronic
diseases, such as cardiovascular disease later in life.
➢ One reason why children are particularly vulnerable to the effects of air pollution is that they breathe
more rapidly than adults and so absorb more pollutants. They also live closer to the ground, where
some pollutants reach peak concentrations — at a time when their brains and bodies are still
developing.
➢ In addition, newborns and small children are often at home. If the family is burning fuels like wood
and kerosene for cooking, heating and lighting, they would be exposed to higher levels of pollution.
➢ When pregnant women are exposed to polluted air, they are more likely to give birth prematurely,
and have small, low birth-weight children.
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DEFENCE AND SECURITY
1. UPGRADED MIG-29
News: The Indian Force’s aircraft, MiG-29 has received an upgrade.
The Indian Air Force (IAF) has three squadrons of MiG-29 fighter jets in operation, two of them at the
Adampur Air Force Station. One squadron comprises 16-18 aircraft.
New features
➢ The Russian origin aircraft, now capable of effecting mid-air refuelling, is compatible with latest
missiles and can launch multi-dimensional attacks.
➢ The upgraded MiG-29 has all latest features, including a glass cockpit having digital screens.
➢ The upgraded MiG-29 also has Multi-Functional Display (MFD) screen.
Benefits
➢ With the upgrade, the fighter jets are capable to give befitting response.
➢ The fighter plane has the capability of taking off vertically, which has increased the IAF's power.
➢ The aircraft is now flexible and can manoeuvre every situation so that IAF pilots can change their
position and strike the enemy.
➢ With air-to-air refuelling feature, upgraded MiG 29 can cover larger distance as compared to the
previous legacy aircraft and destroy the enemy
Adampur station
➢ The strategically important Adampur Air Force Station, which is around 100 kms from Pakistan and
250 km away from China borders, is now equipped with upgraded MiG-29.
➢ In the 1999 Kargil War, the Adampur station played an important role in destroying enemy
fortifications located at heights of 15,000 feet and above. In the 1971 war also, the Adampur base
was an operationally dynamic base for the air campaign against Pakistan.
➢ In the 1965 Indo-Pak war too, Adampur proved to be nemesis for the Pakistani misadventures as
several squadrons inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy.

2. IBSAMAR
● It is a joint Multi – National Maritime Exercise between the Indian, Brazilian and South African
Navies
● The sixth edition of IBSAMAR is being held in South Africa.
Aim: The aim of the exercise is to undertake collective training for participating navies, building
interoperability and mutual understanding as well as sharing of best practices.
What is the exercise about?
● The exercise includes both harbour and sea phases with various navigation and seamanship
evolutions, surface weapons firing, force protection exercises, antipiracy exercise, anti-air and antisubmarine exercise as well as flying operations.
● Apart from professional activities, sports and social engagements are also planned.

3. JIMEX 18
➢ It is a maritime exercise between India and Japan.
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➢ JIMEX-18 is held at Vishakhapatnam.
➢ It is aimed to enhance interoperability, improve understanding and imbibe the best practices of each
other.

4. DEEP SUBMERGENCE RESCUE VEHICLE (DSRV)
➢ The submarine was inducted into the Indian Navy.
➢ The DSRV, which is operated by a crew of three, can rescue 14 personnel from a disabled submarine
at one time.
➢ It can undertake rescue operations from disabled submarines at sea and has provided the Indian Navy
with a critical capability.
➢ The DSRV has set the record for deepest submergence by a ‘manned vessel’ in Indian waters.
➢ It can also carry out ROV operations and Side Scan Sonar operations at deeper levels than any
submarine in Indian Navy.

5. DHARMA GUARDIAN-2018
➢ It is the first ever joint military exercise between India and Japan.
➢ Emphasis will be laid on increasing interoperability between forces from both countries.
➢ Both sides will jointly train, plan and execute a series of well-developed tactical drills for
neutralization of likely threats that may be encountered in urban warfare scenario.
➢ Experts from both sides will also hold detailed discussions to share their expertise on varied
operational aspects.
Benefits
➢ It will be yet another step-in deepening strategic ties including closer defence cooperation between
the two countries.
➢ It will contribute immensely in developing mutual understanding and respect for each other's
militaries and also facilitate tracking the worldwide phenomenon of terrorism.
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ART AND CULTURE
1. GLOBAL GEOPARKS
News: Lonar Lake in Maharashtra and St. Mary’s Island and Malpe beach in coastal Karnataka have
been chosen by Geological Survey of India for UNESCO Global Geopark Network status.
Lonar Lake
➢ Lonar crater became a geo-heritage site in 1979.
➢ It is relatively young geologically, at just 50,000 years old.
➢ A meteorite estimated to weigh two-million-tonnes slammed into the Earth, creating a 1.83-km
diameter crater where the lake formed.
➢ It is distinguished by a near-perfect, circular ejecta blanket, which refers to earth thrown up during
the collision, around it.
➢ Lonar lake is the only known meteorite crater in basaltic rock
St. Mary’s Island
St. Mary’s Island, declared a national geo-heritage site in 1975, is estimated to be an 88-million-year-old
formation that goes back to a time when Greater India broke away from Madagascar.
What are Global Geoparks?
➢ UNESCO Global Geoparks are single, unified geographical areas where sites and landscapes of
international geological significance are managed with a holistic concept of protection, education and
sustainable development.
➢ A UNESCO Global Geopark uses its geological heritage, in connection with all other aspects of the
area’s natural and cultural heritage, to enhance awareness and understanding of key issues facing
society, such as using our earth’s resources sustainably, mitigating the effects of climate change and
reducing natural disasters-related risks.
➢ UNESCO Global Geoparks give local people a sense of pride in their region and strengthen their
identification with the area.
➢ The creation of innovative local enterprises, new jobs and high-quality training courses is stimulated
as new sources of revenue are generated through geotourism, while the geological resources of the
area are protected.
➢ UNESCO Global Geopark status does not imply restrictions on any economic activity inside a
UNESCO Global Geopark where that activity complies with indigenous, local, regional and/or
national legislation.
➢ A UNESCO Global Geopark is given this designation for a period of four years after which the
functioning and quality of each UNESCO Global Geopark is thoroughly re-examined during a
revalidation process
Global Geoparks Network
➢ The Global Geoparks Network (GGN), of which membership is obligatory for UNESCO Global
Geoparks, is a legally constituted not-for-profit organisation with an annual membership fee.
➢ The GGN was founded in 2004 and is a dynamic network where members are committed to work
together and exchange ideas of best practise and join in common projects to raise the quality standards
of all products and practises of a UNESCO Global Geopark.
➢ While the GGN as a whole comes together every two years, it functions through the operation of
regional networks, such as the European Geoparks Network that meets twice a year to develop and
promote joint activities.
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Biosphere Reserves
Biosphere Reserves focus on
the harmonized management of
biological and cultural diversity

World Heritage Sites
World Heritage Sites promote
the conservation of natural and
cultural sites of outstanding
universal value

UNESCO Global Geoparks
UNESCO Global Geoparks
give international recognition
for sites that promote the
importance and significance of
protecting
the
Earth’s
geodiversity through actively
engaging with the local
communities
In case an aspiring UNESCO Global Geopark includes a World Heritage Site or Biosphere Reserve,
a clear justification and evidence has to be provided on how UNESCO Global Geopark status will
add value by being both independently branded and in synergy with the other designations.

2. SABRATHA
News: The ruins of Sabratha have been classed as "endangered" by UN culture agency UNESCO.
Details Sabratha is an ancient city of Rome located on the
edge of Libya’s Mediterranean coast.
➢ Spread out over 90 hectares, including a part engulfed by
the sea, Sabratha is one of three former cities that
constituted Roman Tripolitania.
➢ The extant archaeological site was inscribed as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1982.
➢ UNESCO declared Sabratha to be at risk in July 2016.
➢ The UN’s cultural organisation based its decision on two factors — “damage already caused” and
vulnerability to future destruction. It noted that “armed groups are present on these sites or in their
immediate proximity”.
➢ Sabratha suffers from stone erosion and degradation. But the damage caused by man is even more.
➢ A Spanish archaeological mission recently visited Sabratha and signed an agreement to restore some
areas, including the theatre. But completion of the work “depends on the security situation”.
Other threats
➢ Exploiting the chaos, people have claimed ownership of land and built within the archaeological site’s
perimeter.
➢ Looting is another threat to these sites, as the lack of security has led to illicit excavation and
smuggling of antiquities.

3. 75TH YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT OF AZAD HIND GOVERNMENT
News: It is the 75th year of the establishment of Azad Hind Government on 21st October, 2018.
Azad Hind Government
➢ The Azad Hind Government, founded on 21st October, 1943 was inspired by Neta ji Subhash
Chandra Bose who was the leader of Azad Hind Government and also the Head of State of this
Provisional Indian Government-in-exile.
➢ It was a part of the freedom movement, originating in 1940s outside India with a purpose of allying
with Axis powers to free India from British rule.
➢ The existence of the Azad Hind Government gave a greater legitimacy to the independence struggle
against the British.
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➢ Pertinently, the role of Azad Hind Fauj or the Indian National Army (INA) had been crucial in
bequeathing a much-needed impetus to India’s struggle for Independence.
Indian National Army
➢ First conceived in Malaya by Mohan Singh with the help of Japanese in 1942
➢ In July 1943, S.C. Bose joined the INA at Singapore. There, Rasbehari Bose handed over the
leadership to him.
➢ The soldiers were mostly raised from Indian soldiers of the British army who had been taken prisoners
by the Japanese after they conquered S. E. Asia.
➢ In October 1943, he set up a Provisional Indian Government with headquarters at Rangoon and
Singapore. This Provisional Government was recognised by the Axis powers.
➢ INA had three fighting brigades named after Gandhiji, Azad and Nehru. Rani Jhansi Brigade was an
exclusive women force.
➢ One INA battalion commanded by Shah Nawaz was allowed to accompany the Japanese Army to the
Indo-Burma front and participate in the Imphal campaign.
➢ The failure of the Imphal campaign and the steady Japanese retreat thereafter quashed any hopes of
the INA liberating the nation. The retreat continued till mid-1945 and ended only with the final
surrender to the British in South-East Asia.
➢ First trial held in the Red Fort at Delhi in November 1945 and putting on dock together a Hindu, Prem
Kumar Sehgal, a Muslim, Shah Nawaz Khan and a Sikh, Gurbaksh Singh Dhillon.
➢ At the first post-War Congress session in September 1945 at Bombay, a strong resolution was adopted
declaring Congress support for the INA cause.
➢ Defence of INA prisoners in the court was organised by Bhulabhai Desai, Tej Bahadur Sapru, Kailash
Nath Katju, Nehru and Asaf Ali.
➢ Celebrations of INA Day (November 12,1945) and INA week (November 5-11) were held.
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PIB CORNER
1. SATAT INITIATIVE
➢ The initiative is aimed at providing a Sustainable Alternative Towards Affordable Transportation
➢ The Government has invited potential entrepreneurs to set up Compressed Bio-Gas (CBG) production
plants and make available CBG in the market for use in automotive fuels.
➢ The Government is keen to set up 5000 CBG plants in next 5 years, and for this purpose, production
offtake guarantee is being given for such plants.
➢ There will be no restriction on the technology choice and Government is incurring ₹75,000 Crore
capital expenditure for setting up infrastructure for City Gas distribution network.
Sources of biogas
➢ Compressed Bio-Gas can be produced from various bio-mass/waste sources, including agricultural
residue, municipal solid waste, sugarcane press mud, distillery spent wash, cattle dung and sewage
treatment plant waste.
➢ The other waste streams, i.e., rotten potatoes from cold storages, rotten vegetables, dairy plants,
chicken/poultry litter, food waste, horticulture waste, forestry residues and treated organic waste from
industrial effluent treatment plants (ETPs) can be used to generate biogas.
Benefits
➢ It will boost availability of more affordable transport fuels
➢ It will make better use of agricultural residue, cattle dung and municipal solid waste
➢ It will provide an additional revenue source to farmers
➢ It will generate 75,000 direct job opportunities and lakhs of indirect jobs
➢ It holds great promise for efficient municipal solid waste management and in tackling the problem of
polluted urban air due to farm stubble-burning and carbon emissions
➢ Use of CBG will also help bring down dependency on crude oil imports and in realizing the Prime
Minister’s vision of enhancing farmers’ income, rural employment and entrepreneurship.
➢ Support to national commitments in achieving climate change goals
➢ Reduction in import of natural gas and crude oil
➢ Buffer against crude oil/gas price fluctuations
Significance
➢ Bio-gas is produced naturally through a process of anaerobic decomposition from waste / bio-mass
sources like agriculture residue, cattle dung, sugarcane press mud, municipal solid waste, sewage
treatment plant waste, etc.
➢ After purification, it is compressed and called CBG, which has pure methane content of over 95%.
➢ Compressed Bio-Gas is exactly similar to the commercially available natural gas in its composition
and energy potential.
➢ With calorific value (~52,000 KJ/kg) and other properties similar to CNG, Compressed Bio-Gas can
be used as an alternative, renewable automotive fuel.
➢ Given the abundance of biomass in the country, Compressed Bio-Gas has the potential to replace
CNG in automotive, industrial and commercial uses in the coming years.
Schemes promoting biogas
➢ The National Policy on Biofuels 2018 emphasizes active promotion of advanced bio-fuels, including
CBG.
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➢ The Government of India had launched the GOBAR-DHAN (Galvanizing Organic Bio-Agro
Resources) scheme earlier this year to convert cattle dung and solid waste in farms to CBG and
compost.
Way forward
➢ Compressed Bio-Gas networks can be integrated with city gas distribution (CGD) networks to boost
supplies to domestic and retail users in existing and upcoming markets.
➢ Besides retailing from OMC fuel stations, Compressed Bio-Gas can at a later date be injected into
CGD pipelines too for efficient distribution and optimized access of a cleaner and more affordable
fuel.

2. GRAM PANCHAYAT DEVELOPMENT PLAN (GDPD)
➢ The Gram Panchayat Development Plan aims to strengthen the role of 31 lakh elected Panchayat
leaders and 2.5 crore SHG Women under DAY-NRLM in effective Gram Sabha.
➢ There will be a Public Information Campaign of all programmes in Gram Panchayat office and on
Gram Samvad App.
Significance
➢ Panchayats have a significant role to play in effective and efficient implementation of flagship
schemes for transformation of rural India.
➢ The GDPD will be an intensive and structured exercise for planning at Gram Sabha level through
convergence between Panchayati Raj institutions and concerned departments of the State.

3. UDYAM ABHILASHA
➢ It is a national level awareness campaign on entrepreneurship launched by SIDBI in 115 Aspirational
Districts identified by NITI Aayog in 28 States and reaching to around 15,000 youth.
➢ SIDBI will join to contribute to “the transformation mission” unleashed for these districts.
➢ The campaign would create and strengthen cadre of more than 800 trainers to provide
entrepreneurship training to the aspiring youths across these districts thus encouraging them to enter
the admired segment of entrepreneurs.
➢ Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI), is the Principal Financial Institution for the
Promotion, Financing, Development and Coordination of the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise
(MSME) sector.
The objectives of the missionary campaign include:
(i) to inspire rural youth in aspirational districts to be entrepreneurs by assisting them to set up their
own enterprise,
(ii) to impart trainings through digital medium across the country,
(iii) to create business opportunities for CSC VLEs,
(iv) to focus on women aspirants in these aspirational districts to encourage women entrepreneurship
and
(v) to assist participants to become bankable and avail credit facility from banks to set up their own
enterprise.
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4. INDIA-KAZAKHSTAN
➢ India and Kazakhstan are bound by historical and cultural ties and this has laid a strong foundation
for the multifaceted cooperation.
➢ Both countries are Strategic Partners since 2009.
➢ India and Kazakhstan Defence Cooperation includes
• military-technical cooperation
• military education and training
• joint military exercises
• bilateral exchange of visits
• cadet youth exchange programs
➢ Over 200 Kazakh Defence Forces Personnel have undergone military training in India till date.
➢ Both countries successfully conducted a company level joint military exercise ‘KAZIND-2018’ in
South Kazakhstan, last month.
➢ India’s partnership with Kazakhstan in UN Peacekeeping reflects its desire to support Kazakhstan in
its contribution to global peace. The Kazakhstan contingent will join the Indian contingent at United
Nations International Peacekeeping Force in Lebanon.

5. METHANOL COOKING FUEL PROGRAM
News: Cannister based methanol cooking fuel was launched in Assam.
Features
➢ The safe handling cannister based cooking stoves are from Swedish Technology.
➢ This technology is very unique, it handles methanol extremely safely, does not need regulator or any
piping system.
➢ 1.2 litres cannisters can last for full five hours on twin burners and 8 such Cannisters as rack can last
for one month for a family of three.
Benefits
➢ It will help in reducing import of crude
➢ It will provide clean, import substitute, cost effective and pollution free cooking medium.
➢ The cooking medium can directly substitute LPG, Kerosene, Wood, Charcoal and any other fuel for
cooking.
➢ The gaseous form, Methanol - DME, can be blended in 20% ratio with LPG.

6. NW-40
News: Union Minister for Shipping, Road Transport & Highways and Water Resources laid the
foundation stone for National Waterway (NW)-40 at Basti in Uttar Pradesh, under the Sagarmala
Programme of Ministry of Shipping.
➢ NW-40 stretches from Manjhighat at Ganga-Gaghra river confluence to Faizabad/Ayodhya along
Gaghra River for a length of 354 km and was declared a national waterway 40 in 2016.
➢ This waterway is being classified as class-III waterway which envisages movement of up to 1000ton capacity vessels.
Benefits
➢ It will be a major transport modal choice for cargo and passenger movement.
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➢ NW-40 will provide a connectivity to tourist and pilgrimage places along river Gaghra and Ganga.

7. SOVEREIGN GOLD BOND SCHEME 2018 -19
News: Government of India, in consultation with the Reserve Bank of India, has decided to issue
Sovereign Gold Bonds-2018-19.
Features of the Bond
➢ It will be issued by Reserve Bank India on behalf of the Government of India.
➢ The Bonds will be restricted for sale to resident entities including individuals, HUFs, Trusts,
Universities and Charitable Institutions.
➢ The Bonds will be denominated in multiples of gram(s) of gold with a basic unit of 1 gram.
➢ The tenor of the Bond will be for a period of 8 years with options for exiting from the scheme from
the 5th year onwards.
➢ Minimum permissible investment will be 1 gram of gold.
➢ The investors will be compensated at a fixed rate of 2.50 percent per annum payable semi-annually
on the nominal value.
➢ Bonds can be used as collateral for loans.
➢ Bonds will be tradable on stock exchanges within a fortnight of the issuance on a date, as notified by
the RBI.

8. MEDWATCH
● It is a mobile health App launched by the Indian Air Force in keeping with the Prime Minister’s vision
of ‘Digital India, Ayushman Bharat and Mission Indradhanush’.
● It will provide correct, Scientific and authentic health information to airwarriors and all citizens of
India.
● It comprises of host of features like information on basic First Aid, Health topics and Nutritional
Facts; reminders for timely Medical Review, Vaccination and utility tools like Health Record Card,
BMI calculator, helpline numbers and web links.
● It is the first mobile health app in the three-Armed Services

9. BY-ELECTIONS
Legal provisions for elections
● Elections are conducted according to the constitutional provisions, supplemented by laws made by
Parliament.
● The major laws are:
Representation of the People Act, 1950, which mainly deals with the preparation and revision
of electoral rolls.
The Representation of the People Act, 1951 which deals, in detail, with all aspects of conduct
of elections and post-election disputes.
● The Supreme Court of India has held that where the enacted laws are silent or make insufficient
provision to deal with a given situation in the conduct of elections, the Election Commission has the
residuary powers under the Constitution to act in an appropriate manner.
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What are by-elections?
➢ These are used to fill elected offices that have become vacant between general elections.
➢ Section 151A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951 mandates the Election Commission to
fill the casual vacancies in the Houses of Parliament and State Legislatures through by-elections
within six months from the date of occurrence of the vacancy, provided that the remainder of the term
of a member in relation to a vacancy is one year or more.

10. NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
(NCVET)
➢ The existing regulatory institutions in the skills space, National Council for Vocational Training
(NCVT) and the National Skill Development Agency (NSDA), will be merged to form National
Council for Vocational Education and Training (NCVET).
➢ NCVET will regulate the functioning of entities engaged in vocational education and training, both
long-term and short-term and establish minimum standards for the functioning of such entities.
➢ The Council would be headed by a Chairperson and will have Executive and Non-Executive
Members.
Functions
The primary functions of NCVET will include (i) recognition and regulation of awarding bodies, assessment bodies and skill related information
providers;
(ii) approval of qualifications developed by awarding bodies and Sector Skill Councils (SSCs);
(iii) indirect regulation of vocational training institutes through awarding bodies and assessment
agencies;
(iv) research and information dissemination;
(v) grievance redressal.
Benefits
➢ This institutional reform will lead to improvement in quality and market relevance of skill
development programs.
➢ It will lend credibility to vocational education and training encouraging greater private investment
and employer participation in the skills space.
➢ This in turn will help achieve the twin objectives of enhancing aspirational value of vocational
education and of increasing skilled manpower
➢ It will help in taking forward the Prime Minister's agenda of making India the skill capital of the
world.
➢ It will have a positive impact on each individual who is a part of vocational education and training in
the country.
➢ The idea of skill-based education will be seen in a more inspirational manner which would further
encourage students to apply for skill-based educational courses.
➢ This is also expected to facilitate the ease of doing business by providing a steady supply of skilled
workforce to the industry and services.

11. ONLINE ASSURANCES MONITORING SYSTEM (OAMS)
➢ It has been developed by the Union Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs
➢ Different Ministers, while giving replies to questions or making statements in Parliament, gave
assurances on the floor of the House.
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➢ The Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs culls out such assurances from the proceedings of the House,
based on the guidelines for this purpose, and sends the extract of those assurances to the concerned
Ministries for their fulfilment.
➢ This system has made the information regarding assurances given on the floor of the Houses of
Parliament paper less and available in digital format.

12. NHRC SILVER JUBILEE
The National Human Rights Commission, NHRC, completed 25 years of its existence.
The Commission was set up on the 12th October, 1993 under the Protection of Human Rights Act, passed
by Parliament.
Functions
➢ The mandate of the NHRC is to work for the promotion and protection of human rights and take
cognizance of such complaints wherein the actions, inactions and omissions of government
functionaries, prima facie or allegedly, cause human rights violation.
➢ It is a recommendatory quasi-judicial body, having powers of a civil court to call for any documents
and summon any public authority in a case of human rights violation.
➢ In a case of human rights violation, its recommendations are twofold:
➢ relief to the victim and
➢ punishment to the guilty
➢ The Commission is also for creating an enabling atmosphere as a preventive mechanism to check
incidents of human rights violations.

13. HUMAN CAPITAL INDEX
News
➢ Human Capital Index (HCI) was released by the World Bank as part of the World Development
Report 2019.
➢ Broader theme of the World Development Report (WDR) this year is “The Changing Nature of
Work”.
➢ It was rejected by the Indian government as it did not reflect the key initiatives that were being taken
for developing human capital in the country.
Background
➢ As part of the report, the World Bank has launched a Human Capital Project (HCP).
➢ The HCP programme is claimed to be a program of advocacy, measurement, and analytical work to
raise awareness and increase demand for interventions to build human capital.
➢ There are three components of HCP➢ a cross-country human capital measurement metric called the Human Capital Index (HCI)
➢ a programme of measurement and research to inform policy action
➢ a programme of support for country strategies to accelerate investment in human capital
HCI
➢ It claims to seek to measure the amount of human capital that a child born today can expect to attain
by age 18.
➢ The HCI index values are contended to convey the productivity of the next generation of workers,
compared to a benchmark of complete standard education and full health.
➢ The HCI measures the Index outcomes for each country as a fraction of maximum value of 1.
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➢ The HCI has three components:
(i) Survival, as measured by under-5 mortality rates;
(ii) Expected years of Quality-Adjusted School which combines information on the quantity and
quality of education
➢ quality is measured by harmonizing test scores from major international student achievement
testing programs
➢ quantity is measured from number of years of school that a child can expect to obtain by age
18 given the prevailing pattern of enrolment rates across grades in respective countries
(iii) Health environment using two proxies of
a) adult survival rates
b) the rate of stunting for children under age 5
Difference between HCI and HDI
Parameters
Human Capital Index
Released by
World Bank
Components
Survival and stunting rate
quality-adjusted learning
Per capita income
Excluded

Human Development Index
UNDP
Life expectancy
years of schooling
Included

Observations
➢ The advanced economies such as North America and Europe mostly have HCI value of above 0.75,
while South Asia and Sub Saharan Africa have the lowest HCI among the regions.
➢ The HCI for India has been estimated at 0.44.
HCI for India
➢ A child born in India today will be only 44 per cent as productive when she grows up as she could be
if she enjoyed complete education and full health.
➢ The HCI in India for females is marginally better than that for males.
➢ Further, there has been marked improvement in the HCI components in India over the last five years.
➢ Probability of Survival to Age 5: 96 out of 100 children born in India survive to age 5.
➢ Expected Years of School: In India, a child who starts school at age 4 can expect to complete 10.2
years of school by her 18th birthday.
➢ Harmonized Test Scores: Students in India score 355 on a scale where 625 represents advanced
attainment and 300 represents minimum attainment.
➢ Learning-adjusted Years of School: Factoring in what children actually learn, expected years of
school is only 5.8 years.
➢ Adult Survival Rate: Across India, 83 per cent of 15-year olds will survive until age 60.
➢ Healthy Growth (Not Stunted Rate): 62 out of 100 children are not stunted. 38 out of 100 children
are stunted, and so at risk of cognitive and physical limitations that can last a lifetime.
➢ Gender Differences: In India, HCI for girls is marginally higher than for boys.
Challenges
➢ There are major methodological weaknesses, besides substantial data gaps.
• For example, a uniform test score was not used to assess the quality of education. Also, for India,
the data for quality of education pertains to 2009 assessment by PISA, which was conducted for
only two states, namely Himachal Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.
• The use of PISA and TIMSS scores raises questions of possible conflict of interest as the
methodology for testing is largely controlled by non-UN agencies and is not globalized unlike the
methodology of UNICEF and WHO that are used for health and survival indicators.
➢ The purpose of the Index has been stated to be to create political incentive for increased spending on
health and education. However, the outcome indicators used in the index like adult survival rates,
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stunting, and under 5 mortality change at a relatively slow rate as compared to process indicators used
in computing, for example the Ease of Doing Business.
➢ The metric of HCI is too simplistic at one level and too ignorant of development realities at another.
➢ The HCI score for India does not reflect the key initiatives that are being taken for developing human
capital in the country, e.g. Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan, Ayushman Bharat, Swachh Bharat Mission,
Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana, Pradhan Mantri Jandhan Yojana etc.
➢ The qualitative aspects of improved governance that have a strong correlation with human capital
development cannot be and have not been captured by the way the HCI has been constructed.

14. CENTRE FOR THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
➢ It was launched by the World Economic Forum
➢ It is the fourth in the world after San Francisco, Tokyo and Beijing.
➢ The Forum’s Centre for the Fourth Industrial Revolution is a newly established focal point within
the international community for multi-stakeholder dialogue and concrete cooperation on
governance challenges and opportunities presented by advanced technologies.
➢ The centre would be based in Maharashtra and it has selected drones, artificial intelligence and
blockchain as the first three project areas
➢ WEF said the new centre will work in collaboration with the government on a national level to codesign new policy frameworks and protocols for emerging technology alongside leaders from
business, academia, start-ups and international organizations

15. MODIFIED LAND POOLING POLICY
News
➢ The Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs notified the modified land policy.
➢ The policy would be applicable in the urbanizable areas of urban extensions in 95 villages of Delhi.
➢ The policy replaces the earlier policy notified in the year 2013.
Aim
It aims at developing smart and sustainable neighborhoods, sectors and zones, planned and executed as
per the availability of water, power and other infrastructure.
Features
➢ The core of the policy is active role of private sector and farmers also involved in assembling land
and developing physical and social infrastructure.
➢ Owners or group of owners can pool land parcels for development as per prescribed norms.
➢ However, the minimum land to be pooled is 2 hectares to ensure adequate return of land for
development and form a Developer Entity.
➢ DDA will now play the role of a facilitator and the process of planning, pooling and development
will be taken up by Developer Entities/ Consortiums.
➢ For smooth planning and development of infrastructure, integrated Sector-based planning approach
shall be followed. A minimum of 70% contiguous land of the developable area within a sector, free
of encumbrances is required to be pooled to make the sectors eligible for development under the
Policy.
➢ Differential land return in two categories as per the earlier policy has been replaced with uniform
division of land on 60:40 basis in the modified Policy. The Consortium will retain 60% of pooled
land and hold the remaining 40% on behalf of DDA.
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➢ To keep pace with new forms of development, provision for achieving a vertical mix of uses
(residential, commercial, public and semi-public) at building level is introduced.
➢ A Single Window System is being created for implementation of policy in DDA.
➢ A two-stage Grievance Redressal Mechanism within DDA has been introduced for clear
operationalization and implementation of the policy.

16. INDIA-FRANCE
News: Defence Minister visited to France
Bilateral Relations
➢ Bilateral defence cooperation is a key pillar of the India-France Strategic Partnership.
➢ Both countries hold regular joint exercises: SHAKTI, VARUNA and GARUDA.
➢ India and France also implements "Joint Strategic Vision of India-France Cooperation in the Indian
Ocean Region”.

17. NATIONAL HEALTH PROFILE-2018
➢ An updated and credible National Health Data is essential for effective planning, decision-making,
monitoring and evaluation of various Health Programmes & Health Sector Development activities.
➢ To achieve this objective, the Central Bureau of Health Intelligence (CBHI), annually brings out a
Publication “National Health Profile (NHP), which covers all the major information on
Demography, Socio-Economic Status, Disease Morbidity & Mortality, Healthcare Finance, Human
Resources in Health and Healthcare Infrastructure.
• NHP is an initiative which is at par with international standards of data publications.
• It covers demographic, socio-economic, health status and health finance indicators, along with
comprehensive information on health infrastructure and human resources in health.
• It has been published by Central Bureau of Health Intelligence (CBHI) every year since 2005.
➢ The objective of this publication is to create a versatile data base of health information of India and
making it available to all stakeholders in the healthcare sector.
➢ This data base of health information is comprehensive, up-to-date and easy to access.
➢ This publication takes into account recent trends in demography, disease profile (communicable and
non-communicable/lifestyle diseases) and available health resources which define a country's health
status.
➢ The disease profile has been presented following standard coding from Family of International
classification (FIC). This improves interoperability of the data internationally.
➢ The purpose is to provide relevant information for planning and decision making on an informed
basis to the planners, policy makers, health administrators, research workers and others engaged in
raising the health and socio-economic status of the community.
➢ This publication is useful for medical post graduates and trainees of medical and paramedical
personnel.

18. NATIONAL HEALTH RESOURCE REPOSITORY (NHRR)
It is the country’s first ever national healthcare facility registry of authentic, standardized and updated
geo-spatial data of all public & private healthcare establishments.
Vision
To strengthen evidence-based decision making and develop a platform for citizen and provider-centric
services by creating a robust, standardized and secured IT-enabled repository of India’s healthcare
resources.
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Features
➢ NHRR will be the ultimate platform for comprehensive information of both, Private and Public
healthcare establishments including Railways, ESIC, Defense and Petroleum healthcare
establishments.
➢ The Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) is the project technology partner adhering to
paramount Data Security.
➢ NHRR will cohesively work with Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission (ABNHPM) and Central TB Division (CTD) on an integrated plan for the larger benefit of ensuing
Hospital empanelment and private sector engagement.
➢ The NHRR project involves conducting a national census for all public and private healthcare
facilities including hospitals, doctors, clinics, blood banks, pharmacies, diagnostic labs etc.
➢ The aim of the project is to develop a comprehensive platform for over 25 lakh healthcare
establishments. The platform will be very useful for all key stakeholders – government, private health
establishments and the public.
Expected outcomes
➢ It is expected to provide comprehensive data on all health resources including private doctors, health
facilities, chemists, and diagnostics labs, establish a National Health Resource Repository for
evidence-based decision making – aligned with Digital India mission.
➢ It shall also enhance the coordination between central and state government for optimization of health
resources, making ‘live’ and realistic state PIPs and improving accessibility of data at all levels,
including State HODs, thus, decentralize the decision making at district and state level.
Benefits
➢ It shall enable advanced research towards ongoing & forthcoming healthcare challenges arising from
other determinants of health like - disease, environment, etc.
➢ This web-based database of healthcare resources with visualization will immensely support the
healthcare policy makers to enable evidence-based decision making to strengthen the Indian health
system.
➢ It will create a reliable, unified registry of country’s healthcare resources showing the distribution
pattern of health facilities and services between cities and rural areas.
➢ Additionally, it shall generate real-world intelligence to identify gaps in health and service ratios, and
ensure judicious health resource allocation and management.
➢ It shall identify key areas of improvement by upgrading existing health facilities or establishing new
health facilities keeping in view the population density, geographic nature, health condition, distance,
etc.
➢ The result shall be enhanced center and state government coordination to ensure intelligent use of
health resources to ensure superior health access, service delivery and improve transparency &
accountability for effective centre-to-state funding.
➢ The project shall improve the visibility of Private providers to enable Public-Private Partnerships.
➢ It shall also provide access to information on health service providers to the citizen of India for
improved health outcomes and enable mass outreach with all stakeholders such as hospitals,
laboratories, private & public doctors, blood banks, pharmacies, etc.

19. ROAD SAFETY LEARNERS LICENCE PROGRAMME
News
➢ It was launched by the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways.
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➢ The programme is a PPP initiative to be run in collaboration with Diageo India and the Institute of
Road Traffic Education (IRTE), and attempts to bring a formal and structured training program for
young, first-time drivers as they apply for learner’s license.
➢ This programme will help the Government achieve its target of reducing road accidents by 50 percent
by 2020.
Statistics
➢ India accounts for 12.5 per cent (over 1.45 lakh fatalities a year) of global road accidents, with one
road accident occurring every four minutes.
➢ Alarmingly, 72 per cent victims involved in such road mishaps are between the age groups of 15-44
years with speeding, reckless and drunk driving being the top reason accounting for 1.5 per cent of
road traffic accidents and 4.6 per cent of fatalities.

20. INDIA – BHUTAN
➢ The third general elections were held in Bhutan and Dr. Lotay Tshering, President of Druka Nyamrup
Tshogpa has come to power for the third time.
➢ Prime Minister Modi welcomed the successful conduct of general elections, which is an important
milestone for consolidation of democracy in Bhutan.
➢ The PM conveyed that India attaches the highest priority to further strengthening unique ties of
friendship and cooperation with Bhutan, which is based on shared interests and values, utmost trust,
goodwill and mutual understanding.
➢ India and Bhutan are also celebrating the Golden Jubilee of diplomatic relations between the two
countries.
➢ Prime Minister Modi reiterated India’s steadfast commitment to work with the new government in
Bhutan in its national efforts for socio-economic transformation, based on the priorities and interests
of the people and the government of Bhutan.

21. ASPIRATIONAL DISTRICT PROGRAMME
➢ It was launched by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare on Health and Nutrition
➢ It is a first of its kind initiative which has identified 117 districts with an aim to quickly and effectively
transform them.
➢ Aspirational Districts represent 20% of the geographical area and 20% of the population of the
country.
➢ The Reproductive Maternal Newborn Child and Adolescent Health (RMNCH+A) program is an
important pillar which will be strengthened under Aspirational Districts Programme.
➢ It is expected that sustained and intensive efforts in programme implementation, monitoring and
support will improve health and nutrition indicators and ensure that all people have equal access to
high quality health care.
➢ The PM has coined the nomenclature of Aspirational Districts, thereby affirming a commitment to
improvement in key indicators of these districts, so as to achieve the vision of a New India by 2022.

22. E-MITRA
The e-Mitra (Mobile Integrated Toolkit RMNCH+A) app has been designed to complement the
Aspirational District Programme and offers one stop solution to access RMNCH+A related statistics from
different sources through a combination of approaches.
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23. INDIA-BRICS
➢ India has approved MoUs to cooperate with BRICS nations in the spheres of
➢ labour
➢ social security
➢ environment
➢ It would facilitate member countries to share knowledge and also implement joint programmes on
matter of Labour and Employment, Social Security and Social dialogue.
➢ The MoU on environment will enable establishment and promotion of closer and long-term,
cooperation between the BRICS countries in the field of environment protection and management of
natural resources on the basis of equity, reciprocity and mutual benefits, taking into account the
applicable Jaws find legal provisions in each country.

24. SCHEME FOR PROMOTION OF ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH
COLLABORATION (SPARC)
➢ It is a web portal that was launched by the Ministry of Human Resource Development.
➢ It aims at improving the research ecosystem of India’s higher educational institutions by facilitating
academic and research collaborations between Indian Institutions and the best institutions in the
world.
➢ Under this Scheme, 600 joint research proposals will be awarded for 2 years to facilitate strong
research collaboration between Indian research groups with the best in class faculty and renowned
research groups in the leading universities of the world, in areas that are at the cutting edge of science
or with direct social relevance to the mankind, specifically India.
➢ A set of 5 Thrust Areas (Fundamental Research, Emergent Areas of Impact, Convergence, ActionOriented Research and Innovation-Driven) and sub-theme areas in each thrust area has been identified
➢ SPARC proposes to enable productive academic cooperation
Benefits
➢ It will improve research ecosystem of India’s higher educational institutions by facilitating academic
and research collaborations between Indian Institutions and the best institutions in the world to jointly
solve problems of national and international relevance.
➢ It will expose Indian academicians to the best collaborators abroad
➢ It will enable international faculty to stay in India for a longer duration
➢ It will provide Indian students an opportunity to work in the world class laboratories
➢ It will develop strong bilateral relationships in research
➢ It will improve the international ranking of Indian Institutes

25. CONTAINER MOVEMENT IN NW-1
News: Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI) will transport container cargo belonging to the food
and beverage from Kolkata to Varanasi on river Ganga (National Waterway-1).
Significance
➢ This would be the country’s first container movement on inland vessel post-independence, and a
milestone moment in the history of India’s IWT sector.
➢ The event coincides with another momentous day for IWT in India as IWAI’s first foray into Public
Private Partnership (PPP) model
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Benefits of container cargo transport
➢ It reduces the handling cost
➢ It allows easier modal shift
➢ It reduces pilferages and damage
➢ It also enables cargo owners to reduce their carbon footprints.
National Waterway 1 (NW-1)
➢ The National Waterway 1 or NW-1 or Ganga-Bhagirathi-Hooghly river system is located in India
and runs from Haldia (Sagar) to Allahabad across the Ganges, Bhagirathi and Hooghly river systems.
➢ The NW-1 passes through West Bengal, Jharkhand, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh.
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YOJANA CORNER
EMPOWERING THE NATION WITH WOMEN-LED DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
➢ Women make up nearly half of India’s population.
➢ The participation of women in every field, public or private, is increasing over the years.
Facts
➢ India has been successful in achieving gender parity m school education.
➢ The literacy rate of women has risen from a mere 9 percent in 1951 to 65 per cent in 2011.
➢ In the workplace, every fourth worker in India is a woman.
➢ One third of all certified engineers are now women and over three fourths of all health workers at
primary level are women
➢ It is estimated that almost one-third of all certified medical researchers, banking employees, IT
workers and chartered accountants are women.
➢ In a country bursting with entrepreneurial spirit, today almost every fifth entrepreneur is a woman.
➢ Elected women representatives now make up about 46 per cent of our panchayat members
➢ Where in the 1957 elections only 45 women had contested general elections, in the last elections of
2014, 668 women candidates contested
➢ The average life expectancy of women has risen from 31.7 years in 1950-51 to about 70 years in
2016.
➢ Institutional births have risen to an all - time high of 79 per cent in 2014-15.
➢ The maternal mortality rate has dropped by half in the decade between 2001-03 and 2011-13.
➢ The number of women with a bank or savings account, which they operate themselves, has increased
from just 15 per cent in 2005-06 to 53 per cent in 2015-16.
Discrimination against women
➢ Young girls drop out of schools to look after their siblings or to be married.
➢ Women still contribute a disproportionate amount of unpaid work in their homes and on farms.
➢ Despite having more control over their finances, they are often not given an equal say in household
or work decisions.
Government initiatives
Scheme
Beti Bachao Beti Padhao programme
Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana launched in 2015

PM Jan Dhan Yojana

Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana

National Rural Livelihood Mission
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana

Details
To prevent female infanticide
Small affordable deposits are made in the bank
accounts of girls, with the benefit of higher rate of
interest and which can be withdrawn by the girl when
she reaches 18 years of age.
Women’s share of total savings accounts increased
from 28% in 2014 to 40% in 2017. This has ensured
financial inclusion of women
Provides credit to small entrepreneurs without
collateral and 75% of loans have been given to women
thus benefitting 9.81 crore women
Enabled a 37% jump in loan amounts granted to
women Self Help Groups in 2017.
Helped in raising the potential of female workforce
and half of the certificates awarded under this Yojana
have been awarded to women candidates.
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Maternity Benefit Act

Amended to extend the period of mandatory paid
maternity leave for working women to 26 weeks.
PM Matru Vandana Yojana
Pregnant and lactating mothers are provided cash
incentives of Rs. 6000 which extended protection to
the unorganized sector as well
Women Directors
There are over 5 lakh women Directors appointed in
different companies, which is the highest ever number
in India
Panchayat Members
MWCD had conducted training for 18000 women
members of Panchayats to lead the empowerment of
their villages. In 2018, another 13000 women would
be trained to improve their leadership qualities and
their management skills
Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Enacted to ensure safety of all women in workplaces
(Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act
SHE-Box
An online portal for women to complaint and follow
up on complaints of sexual harassment.
Ujjawala scheme
Provides free LPG cylinders to women from BPL
families to replace unclean cooking fuels thereby
saving time and protecting the health of women.
Women Helplines
181 Women Helplines in 31 States and UTs and 206
One Slop Centres have become operational where
women affected by violence can access quick and easy
help
Reservation in police force
33 per cent reservation for women in the police force
is being implemented
Panic Buttons
A feature of Panic Buttons will soon be available on
all mobile phones to provide emergency response
system to women in distress.
Nirbhaya Fund
It is being used to roll-out comprehensive plans to
make 8 major cities in the country safer for women
and also improve our forensic analysis abilities in
cases of sexual assault
Mahila Shakti Kendra scheme

3 lakh student volunteers are fanning out across the
country to directly reach women at village level with
government schemes and services for their
empowerment

Way forward
➢ Woman-led development rather than women’s development will ensure much brighter future for
women
➢ Women need a safe and enabling environment which encourages their empowerment
➢ Affirmative policies should be undertaken to bring women at par with others.
➢ Education and productive employment will enable women to actively participate in public life and
contribute to nation building.

HELPING WOMEN GAIN CONTROL OF THEIR LIVES
➢ Empowerment of women and gender equality has been recognized globally as a key element to
achieve progress in all areas.
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➢ Entrepreneurship development and income generating activities are a feasible solution for
empowering women.
What is women empowerment?
➢ The concept of empowerment is defined as the process by which women lake control and ownership
of their choices
➢ The core elements of empowerment have been defined as agency (the ability to define one's goals
and act upon them), awareness of gendered power structures, self-esteem, and self-confidence.
➢ Empowerment can take place at a hierarchy of different levels- individual, household, community
and societal and is facilitated by providing encouraging factors and removing inhibiting factors.
How to empower women?
➢ Micro-entrepreneurships are strengthening women empowerment and removing gender equalities.
➢ Micro-finance with Self Help Groups (SHG) play an important role in promoting women
entrepreneurship and financial empowerment.
➢ SHG Micro-credit enables women to get involved in other community development activities and to
generate income which in turn alleviates poverty
➢ SHGs have become successful particularly in Kerala and Tamil Nadu, where studies prove that SHGs
have helped in better recovery of loans, development of thrift and self-help among members, effective
use of credit for purchase of income generating assets and empowerment of women.
➢ RBI also has extended medium sized loans to women entrepreneurs with the support of NABARD.
Schemes for women
Scheme
Details
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Introduced product/process-oriented
Development Organization (MSME-DO)
Entrepreneurship Development programmes
(EDP)
“Outstanding Women Entrepreneur” prize given
annually to recognize women’s achievements and
to incentivize them.
Income Generating Scheme by MWCD
Provides assistance for setting up training-cumincome generating activities for needy women to
make them economically independent.
Schemes by Small Industries Development Bank Mahila Udhyam Nidhi for providing equity to
of India (SIDBI)
women entrepreneurs
Mahila Vikas Nidhi which offers developmental
assistance for pursuit of income generating
activities to women.
Informal channel for credit needs on soft terms
giving special emphasis to women
Provides training for credit utilization as also
credit delivery skills for executives of voluntary
organizations for women
Startup India by GoI
Promotes entrepreneurship by mentoring,
nurturing and facilitating startups throughout their
lifecycle.
Support to Training and Employment Programme To train women above 16 years of age with no
for women (STEP) by MWCD
access to formal skill training facilities especially
in rural India.
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Standup India

Trade Related Entrepreneurship Assistance and
Development (TREAD)

Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKSY)
by MSDE

Science for Equity
Development (SEED)

Empowerment

and

Women Entrepreneurship Platform (WEP) by Niti
Aayog

Mudra Yojana scheme for women

Seeks to leverage institutional credit for the
benefit of India’s underprivileged.
At least one woman and one individual from the
SC or ST communities are granted loans between
Rs. 1 million to Rs. 10 million to set up greenfield
enterprises.
Women can avail credit through nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in both
accessing loan facilities and receiving counselling
and training opportunities to kick-start proposed
non-farm related enterprises.
Skill Certification initiative to train youth in
industry-relevant
skills
for
increasing
employability.
Individuals with Prior Learning experience or
skills are also assessed and certified as a
Recognition of Prior Learning.
Provides opportunities to motivated scientists and
field level workers with focus on women to
undertake action-oriented, location specific
projects for socio-economic gain, particularly in
rural areas.
Aimed at realizing women’s entrepreneurial
aspirations manifested in 3 pillars
1. Ichha Shakti- motivating aspiring entrepreneur
to start their enterprise
2. Gyaan Shakti - providing knowledge and
ecosystem support to women entrepreneurs to
help them foster entrepreneurship
3. Karma Shakti - providing hands-on support to
entrepreneurs in setting-up and scaling up
businesses
Grants loans to women without collateral for
starting small enterprises individually or in groups
through 3 schemes
1. Shishu - < Rs. 50,000 for businesses in initial
stages
2. Kishor – Between Rs. 50,000 and Rs. 5 lakhs
for well-established enterprises.
3. Tarun – Rs. 10 lakhs for well established
businesses which require further expansion.

Conclusion
➢ Women entrepreneurship can make a particularly strong contribution to the economic well-being of
the family and communities, poverty reduction and women's empowerment, thus contributing to the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
➢ However, they still represent a minority of all entrepreneurs.
➢ Thus, governments across the world as well as various developmental organizations are actively
undertaking promotion of women entrepreneurs through various schemes, incentives and promotional
measures.
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BREAKING THE SHACKLES OF FINANCIAL DEPRIVATION
Introduction
Financial inclusion helps in the overall growth and development of the individual.
It helps
➢ protects financial wealth of low-income groups
➢ mitigate exploitation of vulnerable sections by usurious money lenders
➢ women improve standards of living of families in terms of finance, education and health
➢ boost the entrepreneurship quotient of women
➢ formal savings for the month to smoothen consumption over the month
➢ insurance penetration
➢ have pensions for old age
POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS
Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Universal
banking
Yojana
services for all citizens
Between 2011 and 2017,
77% of females above 15
years have reported to
have a bank account, a
51% increase from 2011.

Drawback
A significant percentage of accounts are
zero-balance accounts, meaning lack of
usage of services.

Business
(BCs)

Correspondents Link between banks and No fruitful results due to lack of adequate
people in remote areas
branding of BCs because of low incentive
and compensation structure and
preference for brick and mortar branch by
the rural economy
Post Offices
Have played a pivotal role Acute shortage of manpower
in extending financial Dependence of rural population on
services
informal sources of lending as post
offices do not provide such services
Mobile Banking
India has similar literacy Failed to witness a revolution in mobile
rates and stronger banking banking
infrastructure than many
countries
Literacy programmes
Through audio and visual- Informal borrowing still remains
Doordarshan have been significant
enabled
Way forward
Some policy recommendations can be undertaken to enhance financial inclusion
➢ Anganwadi system – Anganwadi workers can be given basic banking training so that they can act as
BCs. This will make use of existing infrastructure to be used as banks and assure last mile
connectivity.
➢ Innovation in Credit Scoring Models – Women are disadvantaged by traditional credit scoring models
that rely on credit history and collateral. Innovative ways to assess risk quotient of a potential woman
borrower should be used.
➢ Role of Priority Sector Advances – More diversified, qualitative and quantitative loans through banks
are required to prevent the micro enterprise owners (potentially women) from falling in informal
interest rates web and help people to shift to new avenues like industries, self-employed businesses,
retail trade etc.
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➢ Tailoring Products suited for women – The patriarchal pattern of Indian society has caused men to
own assets and women to own jewellery and other valuables. So, credit products compatible with
such ownership patterns should be introduced.
➢ Financial Literacy and Demographic Dividend – Increasing demographic dividend means a greater
number of people and women entering the workforce. So, women and new entrants should be given
financial literacy to operate bank accounts and to plan their savings.
➢ Mobile money- A new dimension – Mobile ownership has shown less gender gap and hence, this
opportunity can be used by governments and banks to provide banking through mobiles through inbuilt applications that do not require internet and charges less tariffs.
➢ Importance of Further Research and Gender Desegregated Data – Understanding the reasons behind
low financial inclusion through segregated data for women would prompt policy makers to tackle it
in the most effective manner and roll out plans targeting specific variables rather than a unified macro
policy.
Conclusion
➢ Priority Sector Lending has lately played a major role in enhancing the financial coverage due to its
intrinsic characteristics of catering to the most financially vulnerable part of the economy.
➢ The findings of southern states suggest a strong case for penetrating financial services for women via
Anganwadis and Priority Sector Lending.
➢ Proper awareness campaigns will help in changing behavioral attitudes towards a more cashless
lifestyle.
➢ Promoting Mobile banking and corresponding infrastructure to ensure safe online transactions
(backed by an insurance fund) are some effective policy tools.
➢ Financial Inclusion needs to be fully understood by incorporating qualitative variables and cognitive
models into the analysis.
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KURUKSHETRA CORNER
KVIC: STRENGTHENING RURAL ECONOMY
Introduction
➢ The hand-spun and hand-woven natural fabric, Khadi gained momentum in pre-Independence time,
under the leadership of Gandhi to discourage Indians from wearing foreign clothes.
➢ Gandhi promoted Khadi as it was at the centre of his vision for India’s self-reliant economy.
➢ However, it lost its symbolic force post-independence.
➢ Realizing the potential of Khadi to give job opportunities to people dependent on agriculture in rural
areas, PM gave a clarion call for making this signature fabric a mode to attain economic
transformation in the nation.
➢ A major boost to this sector will have a huge trickle-down effect directly benefitting millions of Khadi
artisans.
Growth in Khadi sector
➢ Khadi attained a significant growth under the catch line of PM, “Khadi for Fashion”. The sale of
Khadi increased by 25% in 2017-18 from 2016-17.
➢ The total average Khadi sale increased by over a 100% in three years from 2015-2018.
➢ As many as 391 Khadi institutions were established in 3 years beginning 2015. Only 110 institutions
had been established in 10 years after 2004.
➢ ‘Khadi Yoga kits’ where Khadi’s USP was fused with Yoga was sold out in post 2015 period.
➢ The average export of Khadi and village industries products also increased by 133.28% from 2015 to
2018.
Efforts by KVIC
➢ The KVIC distributed Charkhas to make it a tool of employment at people’s doorsteps in the remote
rural areas.
➢ KVIC joined hands with many Textile Majors to market the signature fabric of India with innovative
and highly market friendly design intervention.
➢ Due to crunch of funds to reserve spaces in malls for marketing, KVIC signed agreements with
Globus, Big Bazaar etc. for establishing ‘Khadi corners’ within their showrooms in Mega-malls.
➢ Wages to artisans were also incremented twice in 2016 and 2018.
➢ KVIC also revived many closed and defunct Khadi institutions after 2015 thereby generating
employment opportunities.
➢ KVIC was able to weed out ghost beneficiaries after the implementation of Aadhar-seeded payment
of subsidy directly to the bank accounts of genuine khadi artisans in 2016.
➢ KVIC launched a livelihood donation programme called Sahyog in which, KVIC appealed the
individuals, PSUs and Corporates to contribute for providing Charkhas to Artisans- predominantly
women. It continues to approach PSUs for deploying CSR funds towards empowerment initiatives of
Khadi artisans and Khadi institutions.
➢ The KVIC - for the first time - organized Khadi exhibitions in as many as 10 Indian High
Commissions/Embassies abroad - to showcase niche Khadi fabric, ready-mades and village
industries.
➢ For the very first time, Khadi became the theme-line of the national day celebration of Montenegro's
National Day on 13th July this year
➢ Similarly, Khadi Fashion shows were held in New Delhi at Australian as well as Indonesian
➢ Embassies and later on in Johannesburg (South Africa)
➢ High Commission of India in Uganda, in association with the Republic of Uganda, unveiled the
Gandhi Charkha - gifted by KVIC - at the Gandhi Heritage Site at Jinja in Uganda on 2"' October
2017, which is also the International Day of Non-violence. It was the first testimony that a Charkha
had gone to the foreign soil.
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➢ Prime Minister Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP) is the flagship scheme of GoI, for
which KVIC is the nodal agency. Through this scheme, KVIC established small and medium projects
across the country which created direct employments.
➢ Taking upon PM’s call to go for Sweet Kranti after Shwet Kranti, KVIC drafted a programme named
mini ‘Honey Mission’ in which bee-boxes were distributed across the nation among the farmers,
adivasis, SC/ST and unemployed youth.
➢ KVIC also conducted training programme of spinning and bee-keeping to encourage villagers to take
up apiculture and Khadi activities so that it would refrain people living around forest areas to venture
into the forest in search of honey and other products and falling prey to wildlife.
➢ The bee-keeping activity is expected to increase with increased budget allocation for distributing
more bee-boxes which would generate income and increase crop production with increased crosspollination.

BOOSTING ECONOMY THROUGH MSMES
The Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) have always been the backbone of Indian economy.
They have played a great role in ensuring the socialistic goals like income equality, employment
generation, poverty eradication and balanced regional development as envisaged by the planners.
Contribution of MSMEs in Indian Economy
➢ The MSMEs occupy a strategic importance in terms of output, exports and employment created in
Indian economy.
➢ It produces about 45 per cent of manufacturing output and 40 per cent of the total exports.
Furthermore, about 80 million persons are engaged in over 29 million units throughout the country
➢ MSMEs account for more than 80 per cent of the total industrial enterprises in India creating more
than 8000 value added products.
➢ The most important contribution of MSMEs in India is promoting the balanced economic
development.
➢ It also helps in industrialization of rural and backward areas, thereby, reducing regional imbalances,
assuring more equitable distribution of national income
➢ Small industries also help the large industries by supplying them ancillary products.
➢ Modern products account for more than 9S per cent of the MSME exports especially in the sports
goods, readymade garments, plastic products etc.
➢ The contribution of manufacturing MSMEs in the country's total manufacturing gross value of output
has also remained at about 33 per cent during last five years.
Promoting MSMEs
➢ The Ministry has taken a number of steps for promoting the development of MSMEs which includes
credit supply, technological upgradation, quality improvement and marketing support.
➢ The government provided MUDRA, Standup India, increased coverage of Credit Guarantee Fund for
MSMEs through the banks.
➢ The Ministry is also tasked with the promotion of Khadi, Coir and Village Industries.
➢ Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) serves the basic needs of the processed goods of
the vast rural areas in India and it also provides sustainable employment to near about 152 lakh
persons.
➢ Another Scheme of Fund for Up-gradation and Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI) is a
cluster development scheme implemented by the government which aims at organization of
traditional industries and artisans into clusters in order to make them competitive and sustainable in
the long term
➢ Central government has introduced two schemes namely, National Scheduled Caste / Scheduled Tribe
Hub and Zero Defect Zero Effect (ZeD) Scheme on October l8, 2016.
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➢ 'Zero Defect Zero Effect' is a model where goods that are manufactured for export have to adhere to
a certain standard so that they are not rejected or sent back to India.
➢ Post the inception of 'Make in India', a signature initiative by the Prime Minister of India, the process
of incorporating a new business has been made easy.
➢ Since the MSME is the backbone in making this dream a possibility, the government has directed
➢ the financial institution to lend more credit to enterprises in MSME sector.
➢ Udyog Aadhaar memorandum helps in availing credit, loans, and subsidies from the government.
New initiatives by GoI
➢ Prime Minister's Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP) has resulted into direct transfer of
subsidy into the bank account of the beneficiaries.
➢ The National Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe Hub is an initiative targeted towards developing a
supporting eco- system for SC and ST entrepreneurs
➢ About 98 Vendor Development Programmes have been conducted to support SC and ST
entrepreneurs as suppliers to the various Central Public Sector Undertakings (CPSUs).
➢ Public procurement order has made it mandatory from April 1, 2015 for Central Ministries and
Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) to procure 20 per cent of goods and services from MSMEs.
4 per cent out of the 20 per cent are reserved for SC and ST owned MSMEs.
Potential of MSMEs
➢ The MSMEs are thought to have lower capital-output and capital-labour ratios as compared to largescale industries, and therefore, better serve growth and employment objectives.
➢ Basically, the employment intensity of MSME is estimated to be four times greater when compared
with other large enterprises.
➢ The MSMEs generate the highest employment per capita investment; they also go a long way in
checking rural-urban migration by providing people living in isolated areas with a sustainable source
of employment.
➢ The MSMEs are making more inclusive growth which touched upon the lives of the most vulnerable
and marginalized. For many poor families, it is the only source of livelihood. Thus, instead of taking
a welfare approach, this sector seeks to empower people to break the cycle of poverty and deprivation.
Challenges
➢ About 50% of wealth in India is owned by just 100 people who are due to unequal distribution of
wealth.
➢ While poverty and deprivation are a deterrent to the development of India, including marginalized
sections of society is a key challenge lying before the Ministry of MSME.
Way forward
➢ To survive and compete with large and global enterprises, MSMEs need to adopt innovative
approaches in their operations.
➢ They should be innovative, inventive, international in their business outlook, have a strong
technological base, competitive spirit and a willingness to restructure themselves to withstand the
present challenges and come out successfully to contribute about 29 per cent to GDP.
➢ Indian MSMEs should also look forward to accept and acquire new technologies, new business ideas
and automation in industrial and allied sectors.
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EPW/FRONTLINE
THE ALL-PURPOSE MIGRANT WORKER
Recent issue
➢ In recent weeks, Gujarat’s migrant workers, particularly those hailing from Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, and
Madhya Pradesh, experienced mob violence which led them to flee the state in panic.
➢ The violence in Gujarat against North Indian workers began after a worker hailing from Bihar was
accused of having sexually assaulted a toddler on 28 September 2018.
➢ After the panicked exodus of the North Indian migrant workers showed no signs of stopping, industry
leaders began appealing to the workers to stay.
➢ All the industrial hubs, which had witnessed three days of complete closure or disruptions, were
provided with police deployment and other security measures.
➢ The Gujarat Chamber of Commerce and Industry asked the chief minister of the state to intervene.
Significance
➢ Gujarat has for long depended on migrant labour for its premier manufacturing and entrepreneurial
status.
➢ With the Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit slated for January 2019 and the ongoing festival season, the
Gujarat government could hardly allow the state’s textile, diamond, pharmaceutical, packaging, and
other industries and services to face disruptions.
Concerns
➢ Poor migrant workers in India face even more precarious work and living conditions than their local
counterparts.
➢ Migrants are vulnerable whether it is benefiting from welfare schemes or their bargaining power for
negotiations for wages and work conditions
➢ Not only are they seen as “outsiders” by locals, even the established trade unions are not of much
help to them for a variety of reasons.
➢ Many of these workers do not have any presence or agency as far as local government and services
are concerned.
➢ The migrant workers too prefer to join welfare associations based on regional identity for security
and protection.
Way forward
➢ Kerala’s Left Democratic Front government has shown the way by a series of measures for migrant
labour in the state. The construction industry, for example, which has a huge percentage of migrant
labour, has a welfare board with a ₹ 1,000 crore corpus, and the government has announced a survey
of migrant workers’ living conditions, and assistance in procuring health insurance and legal aid.
➢ The political class and civil society in the country need to shed their cynical and utilitarian view of
migrant workers.
➢ It must be emphasized that all citizens have the basic right to move anywhere in the country, and that
their constitutional rights and duties are to be equally protected.
➢ Above all, the migrant workers must not be seen to be simply providers of labour and services, to be
wooed and discarded at will.
➢ Seasonal, temporary and other exploitation and insecurity along with the right to free movement
requires greater public and policy intervention.
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DRUG ADDICTION: A DIFFERENT APPROACH
A study, “From Addict to Convict: The Working of the NDPS Act (1985) in Punjab”, was done by the
Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy
Findings
➢ The police, the prosecution and the courts repeatedly failed to treat addiction as a health issue
requiring medical and psychological care and put drug users behind bars. Sections 39 and 64A of the
Narcotics, Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act which allow addicts to be diverted out of
the criminal justice system were never put to use.
➢ The NDPS Act had not lowered crime rates for drug offences or trafficking in Punjab. Instead, a
disproportionate number of addicts were incarcerated under it.
➢ The facilities available for treating addicts in Punjab are inadequate. Treatment and demand-reduction
strategies within existing hospitals are also not up to the mark.
➢ Various hospitals and de-addiction centres revealed that rehabilitation strategies largely focus on
counselling and on providing recreational and sports facilities, lectures and campaigns.
➢ De-addiction and rehabilitation and handled by Ministries of Social Justice & Empowerment and
Health & Family Welfare respectively.
➢ Most of the people who got arrested, were largely addicts or users and not peddlers or smugglers.
Addicts found with intermediate quantities of drugs were punished and denied de-addiction treatment.
➢ Of all the cases that came to NDPS Special Courts across 18 districts of Punjab, 71.4 per cent involved
people between the ages of 20 and 40. Out of these, about 40 per cent were between the ages of 20
and 30.
➢ The NDPS Act provides that possessing any narcotic or psychotropic substance is sufficient to
constitute an offence. Since the law does not require establishing motive or intent, it has resulted in
repetitive police narratives across districts, which indicates poor investigation.
➢ Further, more people were arrested and kept behind bars longer for possessing pharmaceutical drugs
than those found with narcotics
➢ Though pharmaceutical drugs were widely in use in Delhi, drug abuse is not seen as a major problem
in Delhi as it is in Punjab.
➢ Being a border State, Punjab’s geographical proximity to the drug-trafficking zones of Pakistan,
Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan had contributed to drug addiction within its districts.
➢ The report showed how the NDPS Act failed to meet its twin objectives of deterrence and
rehabilitation in Punjab where drug offences continued unabated.
Recommendations
➢ It advocates the removal of criminal penalties for drug use and instead wants it to be treated as an
administrative offence.
➢ It recommends that the police or the judicial authorities should refer addicts to an administrative body
comprising legal, health and social work professionals, which could then decide to penalise users
with a warning, fine or community service or encourage them to seek treatment.
➢ The study urges the Central government to cooperate with Punjab in amending the legal framework
and gathering data on the extent and pattern of drug use.
➢ The State government can focus on ensuring that infrastructure and financial resources are adequate
and all treatment centres adhere to minimum quality standards.
➢ In order to effectively tackle drug addiction, treatment and rehabilitation should be under a single
Ministry. This would help avoid confusion about who is responsible and ensure greater
accountability.
➢ Given how young drug users are the law should allow addicts to be diverted to rehabilitation through
the non-punitive sections of the NDPS Act, regardless of whether they have been found with small
or intermediate quantity of drugs.
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➢ Further, the police and the judiciary should be trained on the non-punitive provisions of the Act. They
should be empowered to discharge offenders pre-trial or refer them for treatment before or during the
trial

Image Credit: India Times
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1) Consider the following statements regarding Limited Liability Partnership.
1. It is a separate legal entity like a company.
2. There is a minimum capital contribution to be made by the partners.
3. The liability of each partner is limited to the contribution made by the partner.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a) 1 and 2 only
(b) 2 and 3 only
(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
2) Consider the following statements regarding hyperloop technology.
1. It is a high-speed transportation system.
2. It will be faster than existing systems.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
3) Prime Minister recently interacted with ‘Mission Gange’ delegation. What is ‘Mission Gange’?
(a) It is a mountaineering expedition to the mountains from which the river Ganga rises.
(b) It is a river rafting expedition through the river Ganga
(c) It is a cleanliness campaign on the banks of the river Ganga.
(d) It is a scuba diving expedition in the river Ganga.
4) Which of the following statements is/are true regarding Greenpeace?
1. It is an intergovernmental environmental organisation.
2. It also carries out research to produce green technologies.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
5) Which of the following statements is/are true regarding Science, Technology and Innovation Advisory
Council (STIAC)?
1. It is headed by the Prime Minister.
2. The committee's main task is to advise the prime minister on science, technology and innovations.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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6) Which of the following statements are correct regarding 100k Genome Asia Project?
1. It aims to generate the genome information of 100k Indians.
2. It is being led by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
7) With which of the following countries has India launched a Joint Capacity Building Program recently?
(a) Bangladesh
(b) China
(c) Afghanistan
(d) Myanmar
8) The ‘Ask Disha’ chat bot launched recently relates to
(a) Railways
(b) Petroleum
(c) Commerce
(d) Women
9) #Self4Society app recently launched by the government helps
(a) minorities to access schemes launched by the government
(b) women to form self-help groups to volunteer cleanliness programmes
(c) professionals to do volunteer work in their free time
(d) None of the above
10) The recently launched portal and app ‘Main Nahi Hum’ pertains to
(a) bringing a larger section of society under Ayushman Bharat
(b) working together to reduce pollution in Delhi NCR region
(c) bringing together IT professionals to work towards society
(d) None of these
11) Consider the following statements regarding aviation market in the world.
1. Asia-Pacific is expected to see the fastest growth in 20 years
2. India will become the second largest aviation market by 2024
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
12) Agalega islands belong to
(a) Mauritius
(b) Madagascar
(c) Maldives
(d) India
13) Which of the following statements is/are true regarding Electoral Bond scheme?
1. Electoral bonds will be valid for 10 days from the date of issue.
2. All Scheduled Commercial banks are authorized to issue such bonds.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
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(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
14) Consider the following statements regarding economic growth of states released recently.
1. Andhra Pradesh has topped the list of average growth in the country.
2. Andhra Pradesh is the only state with double digit growth.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
15) Which of the following statements are correct regarding Crime and Criminal Tracking Network &
Systems?
1. It is a project under the National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) of India.
2. It is implemented by the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB)
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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ANSWERS
1. (c)
2. (c)
3. (b)
4. (b)
5. (b)
6. (b)
7. (b)
8. (a)
9. (c)
10. (c)
11. (a)
12. (a)
13. (d)
14. (c)
15. (c)
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